
THE LEASES OF THE LAUREION MINES 
(PLATES 83-97) 

D URING the excavation of the Athenian Agora seventy-five fragments of the 
poletai inscriptions which record the leases of the silver mines at Laureion and 

the sale of confiscated property have been found. Two have already been published in 
Hesperia (V, 1936, no. 10, pp. 393-413, and X, 1941, no. 1, pp. 14-27). Eight frag- 
ments of this same series, all also found in Athens, are published in I.G., IJ2, 1582.-89. 
These previously published pieces have been included in the numerical series of texts 
here, which is arranged chronologically in so far as possible, and the data from them 
included in the index and chart. 

Amazingly few facts are known about the Laureion mines, so generally, and 
undoubtedly correctly, believed to have played a very important part in the rise and 
supremacy of Athens. What revenue did Athens get from them and how and when 
was this revenue collected? How were they administered? What was the term of 
the lease? What is the meaning of the different classifications? Who were the men 
who leased the mines? 

Any information that can be gained from these new texts is most welcome. It 
will be limited, by the inscriptions themselves, to the problems of the leases in the 
fourth century. All generalizations and conclusions are most tentative, based on the 
limited evidence now available from these very fragmentary texts. One or two rela- 
tively complete stelai from the third quarter of the fourth century, with dated 
heading preserved, would provide positive solutions to many questions and quite 
possibly solutions different from those suggested here. This warning is intended to 
take the place of the many qualifying phrases that otherwise must have been included 
below. 

The most useful general work on the Laureion mines is Les Mines du Laurion 
dans l'Antiquite (Paris, 1897) by E. Ardaillon. This is a comprehensive study of 
the mines from all angles, including history, geology, mining methods, legal pro- 
cedures, etc. New evidence from the inscriptions has, however, made the work 
somewhat out of date on the questions of the fourth century leases.' 

' Ardaillon includes most of the relevant material from earlier studies, of which the two most 
comprehensive are Boeckh, " Uber die Laurischen Silberbergwerke," in Abhandlungen Ak. Berlin, 
1815, pp. 85-140 and A. Cordella, Le Laurium, 1871. 

The more recent publications include: K. Fitzler, " Steinbriucke und Bergwerke in Ptol. und 
Rom. Agypten," Leipziger Hist. Abhandlungen, 1910, XXI, pp. 13-15; Oikonomos, Ath. Mitt. 
XXXV, 1910, pp. 274-322, the original publication of I. G., II2, 1582, with full commentary and 
discussion; Orth, in P. W. K., R.E., Suppl. IV, 1924, s. v. Bergbau; Ernst Sch6nbauer, " Beitraige 
zur Geschichte des Bergbaurechts," Miinchener Beitrige zur Papyrusforschung, XII, 1929, 13-31; 
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Curiously enough the only two stones with dated headings preserved, No. 1 of 
367/6 and No. 34 of 307/6, roughly represent the limits of the period to which 
the inscriptions are to be assigned. At least one stele preceded our No. 1, but perhaps 
only one, for the renewals of leases are there recorded simply E'K r`s- 'Xq7,g without 
an archon's name to tell which stele is referred to. In the later texts (see 13, 16, 18, 
19, 20), renewals are always recorded (K Tn3 0)V3A 7 ir3 - - - apXovTos. At the 
other end, the latest fragments can be dated by their letter forms to the end of the 
fourth or beginning of the third century.2 The single column non-opisthographic stelai, 
with relatively few leases (such as 1, 2, 3, 28, 34) are found at the beginning and 
end of the series, whereas the large opisthographic stelai with several columns to each 
face (13, 14, 15, 16) can all be dated in the third quarter of the century. Thus 
the stones themselves, fragmentary as they are, give a clear picture of the rise and 
fall of the mining industry at Laureion in the fourth century. The industry was slow 
in recovering after the Peloponnesian War and the disastrous escape of the slaves, 
on whom the mining operations were dependent; it flourished in the years of attempted 
recovery following the Social War, and then declined sharply at the end of the century 
when the gold released by Alexander's conquests brought a reduction in the value 
of silver.3 

The absence of inscribed fragments of mining leases from other periods 4 does 

George M. Calhoun, " Ancient Athenian Mining," in Journal of Eco'nomic and Business History, 
III (1931) pp. 333-361, a useful summary of recent material; Arnaldo Momigliano, " Sull' Am- 
ministrazione delle miniere del Laurio," in Athenaeum, Pavia, n. s. X, 1932, pp. 247-258; M. Cary, 
"Sources of Silver for the Greek World," in Melanges Glotz, I, 1932, pp. 133-142; Ulrich Kahrstedt, 
Staatsgebiet und Staatsangehorige in Athen, 1934, pp. 19-31, 49-58. 

2 The latest specific reference to the poletai, apart from the lexicographers who clearly derive 
their information from the fourth century orators and Aristotle, is in their record of 307/6, No. 34 
below (I.G., 112, 1589). It seems not impossible that some time in the first half of the third 
century with the decline in the mining industry and the cessation of the inscribed records of the 
leases the office passed out of existence and that the other half of their job, the sale of confiscated 
property, was handled by some other officials. 

3 See Ardaillon, op. cit., pp. 150-158, for full references and discussion, and Cary, Melanges 
Glotz, I, pp. 139-142. It may be noted that the marked increase in the number of leases falls in the 
period in which Euboulos was the dominant financial adviser, ca. 354-340, rather than in the time 
of Lykourgos, 338-326. No basic change in the methods of leasing the mines, however, is found 
between 367 and 307 (the two dated headings). Therefore if the fourth century revival is due to 
the financial planning of any one man, Kallistratos of Aphidna, dominant between 373 and 366, 
might be suggested. (cf. [Aristotle], Oecon., II, 1350 a, for his financial reforms in Macedonia). 
There is no evidence that the proposals made in Xenophon's lo'pol, iv (see below, p. 203), were put 
into effect. 

4 In Attic inscriptions of the fifth century I have found only two references that may apply 
to the Laureion mines. Both the Parthenon and Propylaia building inscriptions list receipts from 
the treasurers of the Hephaistikon from Laureion: [7rapa rag]o6v hc4fa[t]ortKo a7ro AavpE[o - - -] 
(I.G., 12, 347, line 15; 348, line 60; and 366, line 14). The Hephaistikon is probably a mine (cf. 
['-Hoat]anTaK[o'v] in No. 8, line 14), but possibly a sanctuary (cf. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XXV, 1921, 
p. 239, and Kahrstedt, op. cit., p. 51, note 3). The second reference is in a fragmentary decree re 
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not mean that similar methods of leasing the mines were not used both earlier and 
later.5 It seems clear however that it was only in the fourth century that the records 
were inscribed on marble stelai and set up in the Agora at Athens. The provenience 
of the inscriptions suggests that these stelai must once have stood near the Bouleu- 
terion and the Tholos, probably either in the open square just south of the Bouleuterion 
or in the area to the east of the Tholos.6 The functions of the poletai were closely 
connected with the Boule and their records might logically have been put up near 
the Bouleuterion. 

Form of Record 

A separate stele was set up each year by the poletai at the end of their term of 
office, recording the mines leased and the confiscated property sold.8 Wherever both 
are found on the same stele, the text is divided by subject matter. On No. 1, the sale 
of confiscated property precedes the leases of the mines; in Nos. 13, 14, and 16, the 
sales follow the leases.9 

money and banking of ca. 423/2, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 119-122, in which lines 10 and 11 have 
been restored: [- -- -o T 7VrprTaveg re A] avrto'S 7rpvTavetacs [yvo4tEV EXVIEIYKEV 7rEpt TOv !ErdEcXXov royv i]7rt 

Aavpdot -- -, and the suggestion made that it was the law (line 8) regulating the mines about which 
the prytaneis were to take action. Unfortunately no other trace of this law or the action taken 
thereon has been identified. 

5 The boast of the sausage seller in Aristophanes, Knights, line 362, "v-crocuat /ETraXXa 

suggests similar leases at least as early as 424 B.C. 

6 Fifty-seven pieces, representing 25 of the 32 stelai of which fragments have been found in 
the Agora, are from this general region (sections B and Z). Twenty-three pieces, assigned to six 
stelai (2, 4, 11, 13, 16, 34) are from the Bouleuterion Square. No. 13 was clearly broken up there, 
where all but one of the 19 fragments were found; the two joining pieces of 13d were in the 
foundation packing for the Fountain House built on the south side of the Square in the time of 
Augustus (Hesperia, Suppl., IV, pp. 102-103). Nos. 4, 13m, 13n, and 16b, were used in the 
Screen Wall at the south and west of the square, dating from the first century A.D. (ibid. and 
Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 168). Fourteen pieces assigned to eight stelai were found east of the Tholos, 
5, 6, 12, 16, 20, 23, 29, 31; one of these, near the northwest corner of the Middle Stoa, was in a 
context of the end of the fourth century, and five were in late Roman contexts. The complete 
stele, No. 1, was found under the floor of the Tholos in a context of the late fourth and early third 
centuries. No. 17 was found further south among the working chips for the Propylon of the 
Tholos Precinct, which dates from the time of Augustus (Hesperia, Suppl. IV, p. 121). 

7See Aristotle, 'AO. loX., 47, 2. The Boule may have had to approve each mining lease. The 
text 47, 2 is somewhat ambiguous and the phrase xat Kvpov-tv 0T9rc av v) f3ovXtj Xetporov7aU may apply 
either to the preceding clause, or to the one that follows on mining leases (see below, p. 199). 

8 Sales of confiscated property are recorded on the same stelai with the mining leases in Nos. 
1, 7, 13, 14, 16, and probably Nos. 17, 24, and 30. The hitherto unpublished pieces form a very 
small part of the new material and will be discussed only in the commentary on the texts. 

9 These three are incomplete opisthographic stelai with more than one column to a face. In 
No. 16 the text dealing with confiscated property is in the two right-hand columns of one face; the 
two other columns of this face, in so far as the text is preserved, deal with the mines. The same is 
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In two of the four preserved headings, after the archon, the poletai are listed 
by name (Nos. 1 and 24) ; in the other two (Nos. 34 and 37) from near the end of the 
century their names are clearly omitted. In the only complete record (No. 1 of 367/6) 
the leases are arranged in chronological order according to the prytany, and in that 
year mines were leased in every prytany except the sixth, eighth, and tenth. A prytany 
date is preserved in three other texts including that of 307/6.10 Thus it seems probable 
that throughout the century mines were leased at various times throughout the year. 
The day of the month, the second, is also given in the record of 307/6 (No. 34, lines 
2-3, 11-12). The evidence from the large stelai of the 'forties and 'thirties suggests, 
however, that the bulk of the leases may have been made at the beginning of the year 
in the first prytany.1" On a given date of registration the normal practice seems to 
have been for the poletai to list first the higher priced mines (probably all of these 
were renewals) and then the new leases district by district. There are a few excep- 
tions, but a glance at the chart will show this to be the usual procedure. 

Typical Lease 

A typical record for the individual mine includes the name of the lessee (or 
purchaser),12 the price, sometimes the name of the man who registers the mine, the 
name, place, and classification of the mine, and it lists the boundaries on the four 
sides. It also often includes the name of the owner of the property in which the mine 
was situated and notes the presence (and rarely the absence) of a marker. For 
example, lines 6-13 of No. 20 read: " 

At Thalinos, Thoutimides of Sounion registered from the stele of Euboulos, 
the ergasimon mine Artemisiakon in Nape (which is) in the property 

true of the three legible columns of the other face. In Nos. 13 and 14 the records of confiscated 
property are from the right-hand column of one face. Thus I have called these face B in each case, 
and assigned these texts to the last columns of the stelai. 

10 No. 16 (.= I.G., II2, 1582, lines 61-62), first prytany; No. 32 ( I.G., II2, 1587, line 10), 
second prytany; No. 34, lines 2-3, 10-11, first and third prytanies. 

11 In No. 16, the heading introducing the ergasina mines leased in the first prytany is in the 
middle of the third column. Six and a fraction of the eight columns of this stele recorded 
mining leases. At least two and a half columns would thus contain leases made in the first prytany. 
The absence of preserved prytany date in Nos. 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, and 20 suggests that dates did 
not appear frequently and therefore perhaps only a few are named in each record. 

12 I have consistently translated the Greek c'v-q-r as lessee rather than purchaser. There is no 
doubt that the mining rights were state-owned and the mines leased for a given period of years 
(see below). See Ardaillon, op. cit., pp. 169-170, for other examples of the use of words denoting 
buying or selling, where the instrument involved is a lease. 

13 I have not indicated the restorations in the translation. The fact that no record could be 
found (as an example of the normal lease) which was not partly based on restorations is an 
indication of the incompleteness of these texts. 
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(eAdo-q) of -- -, of which the boundaries are, at the north, the Artemisiakon 
mine which is being worked by ---, at the south, the gully which runs 
from Nape and the workshop of Epikrates, at the east, the property 
(xcwptia) of Teleson and his house, at the west, a workshop, the lessee, 
Thoutimides son of Phanias of Sounion, (the price) 150 drachmai. 

This lease varies from the norm in apparently having two place names Thalinos 
and Nape and in the omission of the patronymic of the registrant in the first line. 

The order of the items usually included in the first half of the lease (the name 
of the mine, the place, the classification) varies not only in the leases recorded on 
different stelai, but between one lease and another on the same stele. In the earliest 
text, No. 1 of 367/6, the records are somewhat simpler and briefer with registrant 
and classification both regularly omitted. 

Names of Mines 

The individual mines were named for a divinity, a hero, an operator, a deme or 
perhaps its mythical hero, e. g., Artemisiakon, Archegeteion, Diphileion, Kerameikon, 
Hagnousiakon, etc. The endings -eion and -kon are the neuter forms of the common 
adjectival endings -eios and -(i)kos. By the fourth century they have no specific 
meaning beyond an indication of general relationship."4 As used in the mine names 
they probably imply " under the protection of," " owned by," " discovered by." From 
our distant point of view, these names seem to have little significance, for the same 
name is clearly used for different mines, both in the same district and in different 
districts. Note two Hermaikons at Laureion recorded on the same stele, and two 
Archegeteions, one at Thorikos, and one at Besa, and Artemisiakons at Thorikos, 
Thrasymos, Sounion and Anaphlystos."5 Artemisiakon seems to have been the favorite 
name. Perhaps there was an early very successful mine of that name. Perhaps 
Artemis was believed to favor miners. 

Location 

The location of each mine is given usually in relation 'to the nearest town or 
village."6 It seems clear that the E'V' lovvkxa, eopuoi, etc., of the texts refer to towns 

14 Chantraine, La Formation des noms en grec ancien, pp. 60, 391. 
15 No. 16 (-I. G., II2, 1582, lines 62-69, 75-83); No. 1, lines 65-67, 72-76; No. 6, lines 8-12 

et al.; No. 16 ( I.G., II2, 1582, lines 142-144); No. 13, lines 61-66; No. 16 (= I.G., II2, 1582, 
lines 112-117). 

16 Cf. Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 28-30. John Young also suggests that the place named in the 
texts may at times be the place of registration rather than the approximate location of the mine. 
This hypothesis would explain the last record on No. 1, which records a mine at Sounion at Besa. 
The roads and property named in the boundaries make it clear however that in most of the leases 
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rather than demes, inasmuch as no one of the demes in the district (notably OpeappoL) 

which did not have a corresponding town name is ever given as the location of a mine, 
whereas other towns such as Laureion, Thrasymos, Aulon, and Maroneia,' which 
must have belonged to one of the demes, are given as locations. 

The items describing the precise position of each mine are largely self-explana- 
tory. The stele named in most of the texts is probably a marker, like that used on 
mortgaged property. Eight of these markers 18 of mines have beesn found. Some have 
only the name of the mine; others name the lessee as well. 

The owner of the property in which the mine was situated is normally given. This 
property is called XwCptca in No. 1 '" and Aerfrq in the other texts. It is doubtful if there 
is any very real distinction between the two words as used in these texts. Xwpiov and 
x(opia do, however, continue to be named in the boundaries, after E'& ?/q has become 
the word regularly used to describe the property in which the mine lay. One might 
suggest that Xwptov has a somewhat rural agricultural connotation and for this reason 
the more general word E&U/ 20 came to be used in the mining district where much of 
the property must have been non-agricultural. 

Boundaries 

The most frequent items named in the boundaries of the mines are workshops, 
EpyacrrI7pLa, and other private property. A workshop is named or can be restored in 
83 cases, and other private property in about 72 cases.2' It is not surprising to find 
the workshops heading the list, for the separation of the ore from the extraneous 
stone would naturally be made as close to the mine as possible to avoid transportation 
costs. The impure ore, galena, was broken up into small pieces, and then placed on 
washing tables in which the heavier ore would be deposited and the lighter impurities 
carried away by the flow of water. Many of these washing establishments are still 
extant in the mining district.22 The smelting of the ore, on the other hand, was 

in which B-c cntv, for example, is found, the mine was in the region of Besa. Since there is only that 
one record of a double location in which the two places are mutually exclusive (see Chart), I 
assume that to be an exception or error. 

17 Mines at Maroneia and Aulon are described Ev Mapwvet'at and Cv AbAXivt, which suggests that 
they may have been district names also, but since roads leading to or from them are named I assume 
that there was at least a village center. 

18 I. G., II2, 2634-2638; Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, pp. .11-13, nos. 11-13. 
19 The use of &v roZt Xwptotq in No. 1, line 67, makes it fairly certain that the word XoWp'ots is the 

one to be supplied in the other records on this text which read iv roZs AyootXo, etc. 
20 Cf. Demosthenes, XXVI, 11, and Isaios, XI, 42, where the word is used to describe property 

in general; it is used by Isaios for property which included both land and houses. 
21 This includes property described as i8a&y (when named in the boundaries) or as xWptov, the 

occasional house, and also the examples of a proper name in the nominative case. 
22 Ardaillon, op. cit., pp. 63-74. The mills, figs. 19 and 22, pp. 61 and 69, which he illustrates 

as examples of mills in which the ore was broken, seem rather to be ordinary flour mills. 
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presumably concentrated in a relatively few places, requiring not only special metal- 
lurgical knowledge, but also a more elaborate establishment with furnace and 
chimney.23 A smelting furnace, Ka'lvog, is named only six times in the boundaries of 
the mines.24 Since the proportion of Epyaco-rqpLa to Kau'voL in the texts fits well with 
the probabilities, we can assume that in most cases the Epyao-,rrjptov was a washing 
establishment.25 Wherever possible each mine or cutting would have had one beside it. 

Mines are named as the boundary of another mine in only 33 cases. This 
relatively low number of directly adjacent mines is not surprising, if, as seems prob- 
able, most of the " mines " were small units, probably single cuttings. 

Lastly, natural features of the landscape, such as roads, gullies, and occasionally 
a hill, are given as the boundaries of a mine. Many details of considerable topo- 
graphical interest are found in this new material, particularly in that related to the 
roads. A careful survey of this region, with this new evidence in mind, might make it 
possible to establish the definite location of some of the towns and villages, roads and 
gullies, mines and property, named in the texts. 

There are no two records preserved in the inscriptions that can with certainty 
be said to refer to the same mine. Undoubtedly there are repeats that are not 
recognized as such. This is partly due to the incompleteness of the texts and the 
uncertainties in restoration. The minor variations in the form of the records and the 
use of different abbreviations for the same word on the same stone 20 make the restora- 
tions in these texts, in spite of the stoichedon line, even more suspect than those on 
many other types of inscriptions. 

There are other factors that make it difficult to recognize repeats. Not only was 
the same name used for different mines but also, if one assumes that many of the 
mines were leased as a speculation and worked perhaps for only one term, the adjoin- 
ing land, whose chief value must have been for use in connection with the mines, may 
have been bought and sold at short intervals. Thus the workshop of Lysitheides in 
one text may be the same as that of Phanostratos in another text. 

The difficulties of positive identification of repeats are best pointed up by a glance 
at the seven records of mines called Artemisiakon at Thorikos.27 Property of Lysi- 

23 See Ardaillon, op. cit., pp. 59-89, for a description of the different steps in extracting and 
refining the ore. 

24 No. 1, line 54; No. 5, line 85; No. 13, lines 11 and 57; No. 19, line 25; No. 32 (-=I.G., II2 

1588), line 6. A furnace is named once on a mortgage stone, I. G., JJ2, 2750. In only three cases 
is the location preserved, one at Laureion, one at Thrasymos, and a third at Maroneia. 

25 See, however, Demosthenes, XXXVII, 28; the implications of the text are that the silver 
was smelted from the ore in the much mortgaged ergasterion which is the subject of the oration. 
If true, it is perhaps an exception. The KEYXPE(OV named in the same oration (? 26) is not to be 
confused with the smelting furnace; it is the place where the ore was crushed or broken and so 
probably to be associated with the washing establishments. Cf. Ardaillon, op. cit., p. 62. 

26 Cf. on No. 20 7)Xt'ov Svo/': in line 5; 8voufvov in line 12; and 7rpo? 7)Xt'ov Svo: in line 16. 
27No. 6, lines 8-12; No. 16 (==I.G., II2, 1582), lines 135-139; No. 18, lines 71-75; No. 19, 
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theides of Kikynna (or his children) is named in three, the workshop of Pheidippos 
in three, and a road or roads in several. It seems probable that at least two or three of 
the records are of the same mine, but since identical boundaries are not found in any of 
them, one cannot be certain. 

That partial identity of boundaries is insufficient for the identification of two 
mines is clear from a glance at two leases recorded on No. 1, lines 44-47, 79-81. 
Both are unnamed mines at Sounion, both are leased by Pheidippos of Pithos, both 
are in the property of the children of Charmylos, both bounded on the south by 
property of Leukios of Sounion, and on the north by property belonging to a man 
from Aigilia, Pyrrakos in one, and Kleokritos for the other. The east and west 
boundaries are not given. If these two records had been found on separate pieces, 
instead of on the same stele, the identity of the mines would have seemed certain. 

Thus until further evidence is found, either from a survey of the district, or from 
the discovery of more and better preserved texts, one cannot decide whether two 
records in which some of the boundaries correspond are of the same mine or of two 
separate mines near each other. 

Classification, Form of Registration, Length of Lease, Prices. 

The leases can be divided into two types. In the first, the smaller group, the 
phrase EK r3 s o or EK r- As or gr7 -- - apXovrog is always included, and in 
the second it is regularly omitted. In the records of the third quarter of the fourth 
century, these mines registered or brought forward from an earlier stele are classified 
as ergasirma, and this word is never used without a reference to an earlier stele. In 
the record of 367/6, No. 1, no classifications are named, but the five leases there 
recorded EIK r' o,rX- are certainly to be included in the group of ergasica mines. 
In the second type of lease in which an earlier record is not mentioned, the mines are 
classified as anasaxima or palaia anasaximca (again absent in No. 1 and probably in 

Nos. 2 and 3). A kaintotomxia, new cutting, is named in five of the late texts of which 
none can be earlier than the fourth quarter of the century. The texts are too frag- 
mentary to indicate what type of lease was used, and except in one case too fragmen- 
tary to show whether the kainotomia was a mine being leased or a cutting named in 
the boundaries of another mine. 

Before discussing the meanings of these terms (which I have called classifica- 
tions) it will be well to look at the different methods of registration and at the prices. 

Three forms of registration are used: 

A. No registrant is named and the verb &Treypa6Jaro or EW07/VEZVKE is omitted. 

lines 4-9; No. 32, (== I.G., JJ2, 1587), lines 17-19; and probably No. 20, lines 25-30; No. 29, 
lines 2-9. 
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B. Both a registrant and a lessee are named and are the same person. A variant of 
this form is found in two texts, Nos. 14 and 15, in which a registrant and verb 
are present, but a lessee as such is not named and the price is introduced by the 
word rt,uq4. 

C. Both registrant and lessee are named and are different persons. 

Form A, in which no registrant is named, is the only one used in the early stele 
of 367/6, No. 1 (and perhaps also in No. 3). There it is used both for the five 
leases " from the stele," and for 12 leases for 20 drachmai each. Since in the later 
texts both the ergasima mines and those leased for 20 drachmai are registered with 
form B, it can be assumed that here the absence of registrant is equivalent to the form 
in which registrant and lessee are the same. But in the later texts this form is also 
used for some of the higher priced anasaxima and palaia anasaxima mines. 

Form B, in which registrant and lessee are both named and are the same, is used 
for ergasimaa mines in the more developed phraseology of the third quarter of the 
century. In the single exception, No. 18, lines 18-22, where registrant and lessee are 
different, a previous operator is named in the text, a fact which suggests some 
irregularity in this renewal (see below, commentary on No. 18). It is also used for 
palaia anasaxima mines (and one acasaximon) leased at 20 drachmai. Note that in 
no case in which a price of 20 drachmai is preserved are the registrant and lessee 
different. The only examples of anasaxima mines registered and leased by the same 
person at a price higher than 20 drachmai are in one of the later texts, No. 32. 

Form C, in which registrant and lessee are different, is not used for ergasimna 
mines, save for the one exception noted above, but is found in the records of mines 
classed as anasaxirna and palaia anasaxicma. Note that the prices correspond closely 
to those of the ergasima mines. The registrant in this form must be the man who had 
the former lease. 

A comparison of the methods of registration with the classifications and the 
prices paid thus suggests that a mine originally registered as palaion anasaximon if 
re-registered by the same person would be classed as ergasimon, if by a different 
person usually as anasaximon but occasionally still as palaion anasaximon.28 

28 There is only one certain example of a mine registered and leased by the same person listed 
as anasaximon (No. 16 e I.G., II2 1582, lines 123-129). This could easily be explained as an 
accidental omission of palaion on the part of the stone cutter. See also No. 26, lines 1-7, where 
'normal restorations suggest another example of the same registrant and lessee for an anasaximon 
mine. There are two certain examples of mines listed as palaia anasaxima leased for 150 drachmai 
which are apparently new leases of a concession already granted, and in one of which the registrant 
and lessee are different (No. 16 = I.G., II2, 1582, lines 45-5 1, 56-60). There are four other cases 
in which restorations suggest that palaion was included in leases of this group: No. 9, lines 10-16; 
No. 10, lines 6-14; No. 18, lines 33-37; and No. 20, lines 53-58. 
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The distinction between ergasimon and ancascaximnon thus seems to be only a 
question of whether the same or a different man continues the work on the mine. 
These two differ from a pal aion anasaxinon in that work has already been started. 

The word ergasimon seems to be used in its active sense, i. e., applied to a mine 
that is working, that is a going concern, rather than in its more common passive sense 

capable of being worked." 29 

Anacsaximnon is found only in these texts and the meaning is not known. The 
word is defined in Liddell, Scott and Jones, Greek-English Lexicon, as " a mine that 
is reopened and worked." 3 A palaion anasaxlrimon mine would then be an " old mine 
that is re-opened " (or is to be re-opened). If, however, palaion anasaximon was 
normally used only in new leases, and anasaximon in renewals in which the lease 
changed hands, a broader meaning for the term is not excluded. It need not be 
limited to the old mines, but might be applied to any mine on which work was being 
done. What the word actually meant in the mining jargon of the fourth century we 
do not know; it apparently could be applied to any of the mines that were being 
operated in the third quarter of the century. The fact that anasaximca mines and a 
new cutting, kainotomica, appear on the same stone, No. 32 (- I.G. I12, 1587, lines 
5-6, 13) does not necessarily mean that the two terms were mutually exclusive. A 
lease in which the mine was described as a new cutting would presumably be a new 
lease, and registered in the same way as the new leases of palaia anasaxima. When the 
original lease came up for renewal the classification would change just as in the other 
leases, probably to ergasimon if the same man renewed it, and possibly to anasaximon 
if another operator took over. 

The meaning of kainotomtia at least seems clear, " a new cutting," that is, a new 
mine. Both inscriptions and literary references suggest that very few new mines were 
opened during the second and third quarters of the fourth century. In the inscriptions 
the word is found only in five of the late texts.3' Few or no new mines were being 
opened in the 'fifties (Xenophon, Ilopot, iv, 27-28). In Hyperides' Fourth Oration 
(which is dated to the period of 330-326 B.C.) we are told that at KatvorOtac, 7TpOTEpOv 

EKXAEXEqtJ,Evat 8ta Pov ?b6,8ov, vv'v EEpyoi (36). The statement is part of a rhetorical 
plea praising the jurors for the wisdom shown in past cases in which mine operators 

29L. S. and J., Greek-English Lex., sub. v., second meaning; cf. I.G., II2, 2498, line 17, for a 
comparable contemporary use. 

30 Kahrstedt, op. cit., p. 54, suggests that the anasaxima are pits or shafts, and the ergasima 
open workings; the present texts however suggest a distinction in type of lease rather than in type 
of working. For further discussion, see Oikonomos, op. cit., pp. 300-301, and Kirchner, I.G., II2, 

commentary on 1582. 
3 No. 28, line 6; No. 32 (= I.G., II2, 1587), lines 5-6; No. 33, line 2; No. 35, line 3, and 

No. 38, lines 1 and 8. The word is also found on two boundary stones, Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, 
pp. 11-12. 
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had been acquitted of false charges brought by sycophants, and therefore somewhat 
suspect. Yet there seems to be some truth in it, for it is just about this same time 
that new cuttings first appear on the inscriptions. 

Three other kinds of " cuttings " appear in the texts: Kararou), ExInKararo/mg, and 
ovvviro,u32 They never are the subject of a lease themselves, but are named in the lease 
of a mine, p."raXXov Kai Kararo,u v. We do not know the meanings of any of them. 
Apparently they are some kind of additional cutting which is specifically named as 
included with the mine. 

The only contemporary account of the mining leases is found in Aristotle's 
description of the duties of the poletai, 'AO, lox., 47, 2: pto-6OV3o-C 8E, ra ,tw-O4ara 

TravTa, Ka rza ,LEraXa XaC0Xov(rl Kait rEA' /,LeTa rovy ra"ov TCOV 0rpaTW)TCKC0V Kat TCV E7ri 

Tr OE(OpLKOpV p -VaVrOV Tr' [/3ovX^1]al a' KvpOvo-v, 'Tq) av j /ovXs xE'poov, 
KaL ta IrpaOEvra FLEraXXa ra X Epyao-tiLa r-a Evg TpLa ET) Trewpal/Eva Kat Ta 0rVyKEXWPrq,.Eva 

Ira EL [E ] E'n TErpaqEva. There has been great diversity of opinion in the efforts to 
correlate the classifications found on the inscriptions with those in Aristotle, chiefly 
due to the uncertainties of the exact meaning of the terms ergasima and anasaxima 
and to the conviction that the kainotomiiai should form one of Aristotle's two groups. 
With the increased number of texts now available, two types of leases are distinguish- 
able in the inscriptions which clearly must be equated with the two groups given by 
Aristotle. The ergasimacmines of Aristotle will of course be the ergasimca recorded 
from earlier stelai of the inscriptions; the o-vyKEx(prjPE'va, those " that have been con- 
ceded," i. e., for which concessions are being granted will include both the anasaximca 
and palaia anasaximnta, which for most of the period covered by the inscriptions repre- 
sented the bulk of the leases, and probably the occasional kainotomia.83 Actually the 
word kainotomia does not appear on any inscription that need be earlier than 325 B.C., 

the terminus ante quem for the composition of the 'AO-jvako.v IoXLrEt'a. 
There is no definitive evidence on the duration of the leases in the texts, for no 

stone preserves both a dated heading and the record of a renewal in which an archon's 
name is preserved. According to Aristotle the ergasima mines were leased for a 
period of three years, those that were conceded for a different term of years. Unfor- 
tunately the number is illegible on the papyrus. The traces of the letter preceding `'rnq 
are said to resemble either a gamma (3) or an iota (10)." Three is excluded since 
that is the number given for the first category and ten has been restored in many of 
the editions. 

The slight evidence from the inscriptions suggests a term of seven rather than 

32KaTaTO/L?: No. 1, lines 53, 72; No. 2, lines 18-19; No. 5, lines 75-76; No. 16 (=I.G., II,2 

1582), line 70. c'rtKaTaTo0/.V: No. 6, lines 5, 14; No. 16, Face A, Col. II, line 50 and Col. IV 
(=I.G., II2, 1582, line 137). ovvrou; No. 32 (=I.G., II2, 1587), line 15. 

33 Cf. Calhoun, op. cit., p. 354, and Schonbauer, op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
34 Kenyon, Oxford text 1920, et al. 
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ten years for the longer leases.35 In this case the papyrus reading would have been 
Z (or I).`3 In interpreting the evidence from the inscriptions I have assumed that 
each stele was the record for one year only, that Aristotle's three year term for the 
short lease is correct, and that a mine recorded as ergasimon on one stele could be 
either a renewal of a long term lease or of a short term lease (see above). 

In the nine renewals of leases from earlier stelai in which a verb is preserved, 

alTEzypwfaro " registered " is used four times, ELO7)'VEVKE "brought forward " five times, 
and in two of the latter a previous operator or lessee is named. In the two inscriptions 
in which records with both verbs are preserved they are used for different types of 
renewals. 

In No. 16, in the records of the two leases from the stele of Kallimachos (349/8), 
the verb areypa6qaro is used. In that from the stele of Theophilos (348/7) the verb is 
EWO?)VEVKE and the former operator or lessee is named. Similarly in No. 19 the first and 
third leases, which are renewals from the stele of Sosigenes (342/1), have E LOt7VEVKE 

(but no reference to an earlier lessee), and in the second the verb d7reypa4aro is used, 
and the available space makes the restoration of Sosigenes as archon of the earlier 
stele, mentioned in this lease, impossible. 

The sales of confiscated property recorded on No. 16 make 342/1 the most 
probable date for the stele; an earlier date is precluded and a date more than two or 
three years later is highly improbable. Further, the stele cannot date from 340/39.37 

This gives a minimum of seven years for the leases renewed from the stele of 
Kallimachos, and a probable maximum of eight or ten. Nine is excluded. They cannot 
be Aristotle's short term leases of three years, and will be his long term lease, in which 
the mines in the original lease were presumably registered as anasaxirna or palaia 
anasaxima and are now being re-registered as ergasima. Apparently when the classifi- 
cation was changed, the act of recording was considered a new registration, and the 
same verb was used as for the new leases. 

With a&1Eypdafaro tentatively assigned to the long term leases, let us assume that 
EtUT71VEVKE (when used without mention of a previous operator) was used for the short 

35 That the period for the second group was longer than the three years of the first is confirmed 
by a passage in Hyperides, IV, 35-36: Epikrates who had already worked his mine for three years 
was brought to trial but acquitted and the dikasts, Tr7V vro'Xotrov cpyautav TOV MeTraXXov (f/e/3aiwuav. 

36 Blass, in his fourth edition (1903) of the 'AO. HoX., notes that the lacuna before the second 
ETr- is somewhat wide and that there may have been a vacant space after the numeral. A zeta would 
better fit such a space than an iota. 

37 Penalties are being imposed for payments in default due in the ninth prytany of 343/2, and 
the property of Philokrates of Hagnous is being sold in the fourth month. The trial in which his 
property was confiscated is dated to the winter of 343/2 (Beloch, Griech. Geschichte, III2, i, p. 544; 
Schafer, Demosthenes, 112 p. 368, note 1). The following year 342/1 would seem the probable 
date for the sales in both these cases, although a delay of a year or two is not impossible (Hesperica, 
V, 1936, p. 412). In 340/39, the tribe Kekropis held one of the prytanies near the end of the year 
(I.G., JJ2, 233) ; since it is named as the first prytany in No. 16 (==I.G., II2, 1582, lines 61-62) this 
cannot be the stele of 340/39. 
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term leases, i. e. for renewals of records in which the mine had already been classified 
as ergasiron in the earlier record. Since no change of classification was to take place, 
the record was simply " brought forward." In No. 19 then the two leases brought 
forward from the stele of Sosigenes will be three year leases, and the stele will date 
from the year 339/8. The other renewal on this same stone, in which d1TEypJaAaro is 
preserved, would be a long term lease. The name of the archon from whose stele the 
lease was registered is limited to 5-8 letters (No. 19, line 10). The names of the 
archons for 349/8 and 347/6, Kallimachos and Themistokles are both too long. If 
the stele is from 339/8, a term of ten or eight years is thus impossible. The archon 
for 349/8 would be improbable anyway since that is the year used in No. 16 for long 
term renewals. A nine year term was excluded in No. 16. Archias, archon in 346/5, 
can be restored and the seven year period, seen to be the most probable in No. 16, thus 
fitted into this text.38 

In No. 34, of the year of Anaxikrates (307/6), either a seven or ten year period 
is possible in the restorations on fragment b. 

The two records of ergasima mines where the former lessee is specifically referred 
to in the text (No. 16 [= I.G., 112, 1582, lines 75-83], and No. 18, lines 18-22) are 
probably renewals which for some reason came up before the expiration of the original 
lease. Perhaps the former lessee had died, perhaps he had lost his rights as a result 
of court action of some sort before his lease had expired. 

The sequence for a particular lease would seem to be something like this: 
A man wishing to lease a new concession (not necessarily and not usually a new 

mine) would register it with the poletai giving a description of the mine and its 
location. If approved by the Boule, the lease would be granted and the man listed 
both as registrant and lessee. If the mine in question was an old working, it would be 
classified as palaiol anasaximon and the price would be 20 drachmai. Towards the end 
of the century the price for new leases of old workings seems to have risen to 150 
drachmai.39 This original lease would last for seven (possibly ten) years. If at that 
time the same man renewed his lease, the mine would be classified as ergasimon, the 
term of the lease would be three years, and the price would be 150 drachmai or more.40 
Since the classification of the mine had changed, this was considered a new registration 
and the same verb was used as in the new leases. If the same man renewed his lease a 
third time, three years later, there would be no change in classification and the lease 
would be recorded as " brought forward," not as " registered." If, however, the 

38 So far as the text itself is concerned, either Euboulos (345/4), Lykiskos (344/3), or 
Theophilos (348/7) could equally well be restored. 

39 See the two examples of anasaxima mines registered and leased by the same person of which 
the price was 150 dr.: No. 32 (I.G., JJ2, 1587, line 19, and I.G., JJ2, 1588, line 8). 

40 150 is the only price preserved for leases of ergasimc mines in the 'forties and 'thirties. The 
higher prices preserved in some of the fragmentary texts, however, are probably for ergasimta mines. 
In 367/6 two were leased for 1550 dr. each. 
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original lessee did not renew his lease and another operator wished to take it over 
immediately, the first would be named as registrant, and the new man as lessee; the 
earlier lease would not be specifically'referred to in the inscription, the mine would 
be classified as anasarimon, the term of the lease would be seven years and the price 
might be the same as it would have been had the original lessee renewed his own lease, 
i. e., ca. 150 drachmai. 

If our hypothetical original lessee did not renew his lease, and if no one else took 
the lease at that time, a year or two later some other operator might lease the mine. 
When he registered it, since he was neither the previous lessee, nor was the concession 
entirely unworked, he would be enrolled as lessee, but no registrant named, the mine 
would be classified as anassaimon, and the price would be about 150 drachmai. 

The prices of 76 leases are preserved in the texts, and, of these, thirty are 150 
drachmai, twenty-two are 20 drachmai.41 

Thus most of the concessions seem to have been of about the same size, probably 
only a single cutting or gallery, of which the normal price for a new concession was 
20 drachmai, and for many of the renewals 150 drachmai. The higher priced leases, 
perhaps all of them renewals, will be either of the occasional larger unit or less 
probably of a mine in which a more productive vein has been found. 

A price of 9000 drachmai for a mine is mentioned in one of Demosthenes' 
speeches (XXXVII, 22). In another speech the plaintiff complains that he owed the 
city three talents, one talent for each of the three shares he held in a mine that had been 
confiscated (Demosthenes, XLII, 3). In this case a fine was probably involved and so 
the price of each share may have been 3000 drachmai (half a talent).42 Although 
these are higher prices than any found in the inscriptions, of which the two highest 
are 6100 and 2000 drachmai,43 there is no good reason to assume that they represent 
another kind of payment. In the only other contemporary literary evidence, Man- 
titheos claimed that he and his father had borrowed 2000 drachmai for the purchase of 
some mines'(Demosthenes, XL, 52), which corresponds closely with the average 
prices on the inscriptions. The higher prices are clearly the exception and it would be 
the holders of these more expensive leases who would be most apt to become involved 
in a law suit. 

The inscriptions and the three references in the contemporary speeches are the 

41 A charge of having extorted 20 drachmai from each lessee was brought against Moirokles 
(Demosthenes, XIX, 293). There seems to be no direct connection with the prices. 

42 Ardaillon, op. cit., p. 186. 
43 No. 16 (- Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 404, line 299) and No. 18, line 3. In each case the preceding 

text is very fragmentary and the word pETaXXov is not preserved. Since there is no available space 
in the lines that follow for an introductory phrase to indicate a change in subject from sales of 
confiscated property to mining leases (as in No. 1, line 40, and No. 16 [= Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 398, 
lines 10-12] ) the sums can safely be assumed to be the prices of mining leases. 
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only existing records of revenue received by the city from the mines in the fourth 
century.44 If as seems probable these prices represent the total direct revenue, the 
question of what the figures actually stand for is of considerable interest. Is the 
recorded price a single payment for the full duration of the lease, is it a payment due 
each year, or is it a payment due perhaps each prytany? 4 If the price is a single 
payment for the full duration of the lease, the state received only 3690 drachmai from 
the mines in 367/6; if the price is a payment due anually, the record for that year 
would represent an income to the city of something over 12,000 drachmai, or two 
talents; if it was a payment due ten times each year it represented a revenue of some 
20 talents. On No. 16, perhaps of 342/1, the prices that are actually preserved add up 
to 8060 drachmai; from the size of the stone one can safely assume a minimum of 
18,000 drachmai or three talents for this year on the basis of a single payment, of at 
least 16 talents on the basis of annual payments, or of 160 talents if the prices are 
payments due ten times a year.46 

An argument ex silentio against the theory that the prices were to be paid each 
prytany can be found in Xenophon's Ilopot. In that pamphlet, of ca. 355 B.C., a long 
chapter (iv) is devoted to proposals for increasing the state revenues from the mines. 
The author, after proving to his own satisfaction that the silver at Laureion is inex- 
haustible and that silver can never be a glut on the market, makes two specific recom- 
mendations: one, that the state purchase slaves to be rented to the mine operators, 
and second, that companies be formed so that the financial risk in making new cuttings 
would be reduced and thus the expansion needed to absorb the slave labor would take 
place. He estimates that if the state start with 1200 slaves, the annual revenue would 
be 60 talents, if a total of 10,000 were reached the revenue would be 100 talents (iv, 
23-24). No mention whatsoever is made of the revenue from the leases. The omission 

4" A tax of one twenty-fourth of the ore produced is mentioned by Suidas: 'Aypa'ov /LETaXXoV 

tKr-1 Ot Ta apyVpeta tLETakXa EpyatoLevot . ... Treypa'oVTO TOlV TEXEV EVEKCKa TO) 77/1) UKoCT?)V TETCapT7TV 

TOV KaLVOV ,j1ETadXOV. 
There is no trace of the methods by which such a percentage was collected nor of officials 

responsible for checking and receiving this metal in fourth century Athens, and a twenty-fourth was 
the percentage collected from mines in Roman Imperial times. Therefore this text is in itself no 
evidence for such a tax in the fourth century B.C. If correctly referred to Athens, it probably 
describes the conditions in a later period. Cf. Momigliano, op. cit., pp. 257-258, and Ardaillon, 
op. cit., pp. 188-198. 

A five drachma tax Ev ToZs spyots found in No. 16 (. Hesperia V, 1936, p. 401, lines 129-130) 
is probably related to the mining industry, but is probably not a tax on the mines. It may be a tax 
on workshops, water rights, or something of the sort. 

45Momigliano, op. cit., p. 254, argues for the first, Ardaillon, op. cit., p. 191, for the second, 
and Calhoun, op. cit., p. 360, for the third. 

46 These estimates are made on a basis of a long term lease of seven years, and a short one of 
three. For No. 16 I have assumed a minimum of 141 leases (see below, commentary on No. 16), 
seventy at 150 and seventy at 20, plus the one at the high price of 6100, that ten of those at 150 were 
short term leases, and that the long term period was seven years. 
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of this direct source of revenue is more easily understood if the income from the leases 
is relatively small, as would be the case if the prices represent either lump sums or 
annual payments. The omission is almost incomprehensible if the direct income from 
the leases is assumed to have been 20 talents in 367/6 and at least 160 in ca. 342/1. 

The annual income of Athens is known to have increased markedly in the second 
half of the fourth century. It is said to have risen from a low of 130 talents in the 
'fifties after the Social War, to a high of 1200 talents in the fourth quarter of the 
century.47 Clearly there was a marked increase in the direct revenue from the mines 
between 367/6 and 342, but since most of the components of the budget are unknown 
the probable amount received from the leases cannot be established. The question 
of what the figures on the inscriptions represent must be left unanswered. I do not 
believe that they were payments due each prytany, as explained above, and there is no 
real evidence on which to base a choice between the theories of a single payment or an 
annual payment.48 

Persons Named in Mining Texts 

Many prominent Athenians of the fourth century are found among those who 
operated the mines and owned workshops and other property in the mining district. 
About half of the lessees whose names are sufficiently preserved to be identifiable are 
persons known from other sources (49 out of 106). Politicians such as Polyeuktos 
of Sphettos or Kallimedon the Crab, Hypereides the orator, Meidias and Thrasylochos 
of Anagyrous who helped Aphobos in his efforts to rob Demosthenes of his patrimony 
and against whom Demosthenes' 2.1st oration is directed, Nikias and Nikeratos of 
Kydantidai, grandson and great-grandson of the general, Phaidros of Sphettos and 
his father Kallias, all are found in these texts. 

Many of these same men appear on the naval records as trierarchs. Mining opera- 
tions were no doubt the source of the wealth which made them liable for trierarch 
duty, even though we know that an exemption of some sort " was granted for property 
in the mines, in assessing the wealth on which the various liturgies depended. In some 
of these cases an interest in the mines had been a family undertaking, extending over 
more than one generation. Pheidippos of Pithos, whose name occurs eight times, 
served himself as trierarch, and his two sons, of whom Diphilos appears in the texts, 
likewise served in the same way. 

47The evidence for the state revenues in the fourth century is assembled and discussed in 
Andreades, History of Greek Public Finance (English translation, 1933), pp. 352-355. 

48 The single payment theory finds some support from the fact that the lessee is described as 
the purchaser, VqT 'p thus suggesting that the price named is the total payment. A theory of 
several payments, however, gets some slight support from the use of the word Kara/3oX?) (Demos- 
thenes XXXVII, 22) to describe the payment due on the mine. This word is normally used for 
part payments: cf. Aristotle, AO. IloX., 47; No. 16 (Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 401, lines 128, 131, et al.). 

49 Cf. Demnosthenes, XLII, 18, and Ardaillon, op. cit., pp. 198-200. 
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One may sometimes see an indication of the growth of a family fortune. Dio- 
doros, son of Simos of Paiania, was trierarch in 334/3 and 325/4, but the origin of 
his wealth was unknown. In the mining texts, his father Simos appears as lessee of 
a mine and as the owner of a workshop, and another son of Simos occurs also as a 
lessee. 

Leukios of Sounion, although not known as a trierarch, must also have been a 
wealthy man, since he presented to the Sounians a piece of property sufficient for a 
public square. Not only lessees such as Leukios, but also owners of property in the 
mining regions were men of taxable substance. Lysitheides of Kikynna and Antis- 
thenes of Kytheros appear in several texts as property owners and are likewise 
known as trierarchs. The few references to non-Athenians, all of them Siphnians, 
may apply to two men, Kallaischros and his son Stesileides, who are among the few 
non-Athenians to appear also on the trierarch lists. 

The various demes of Attica are well represented by the men found in these texts. 
The material shows more men from the larger demes and fewer from the smaller, in 
a proportion roughly corresponding to that in the material from other sources.50 
Members of the demes located in the mining districts 51 are found in disproportionately 
high numbers only among those men who are named as owners of property but not 
as owners of workshops or lessees of mines. In the 52 cases where a demotic of an 
owner of property is preserved, 20 are men from local demes, of whom two had mining 
interests, whereas of the 32 from other parts of Attica 16 are named also as owners 
of workshops or lessees. The only local deme of which no member is found in the 
texts is Besa, for which a small population is attested elsewhere (Gomme, op. cit., 
p. 65). 

TEXTS AND COMMENTARY 

The texts are arranged in chronological order in so far as possible. Most of them 
are inscribed in the small letters typical of Athenian records of the third quarter of the 
century. Except in a few cases, however, where an archon is named, the relative dates 
of the fragments cannot be established with certainty. Where no other evidence is 
available, texts with a stoichedon line of the same length or in which similar 
abbreviations are used are placed in consecutive positions. 

50 See below, List of Names arranged by Demotics; cf. Gomme, The Population of Athens in 
the Fifth and Fourth Centuries, Notes A and B on pp. 49-73. 

51 The mining region formed part of the coastal ridings of Leontis, Akamantis, and Antiochis, 
which included the demes Sounion, Phrearrhoi, Deiradiotai, and Potamioi Deiradiotai; Thorikos, 
part or all of Kikynna and Kephale, Prospalta, and Hagnous; Amphitrope, Anaphlystos, Besa, 
Aigilia, Atene, Thorai, and perhaps Semachidai. Prospalta, Hagnous, Aigilia, and Thorai are north 
of the mining district, and Atene probably at the southeast tip of the peninsula outside the ore- 
producing hills (cf. Loper, Ath. AMitt., XVII, 1892, p. 335 and Ardaillon, op. cit., p. 19). See 
Gomme, loc. cit., for a recent discussion of the demes. 
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1 Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 14, no. 1. The poletai record for the year 367/6 B. C. This is 
the only complete record we have. The first part of the text records the sale of a 
confiscated house and the settlement of the claims brought against it. The rest of the 
inscription, lines 40-83, records the leases of 17 mining concessions. Lines 40-49 are 
reprinted here for convenience of comparison with the more developed phraseology 
of the later texts: 

40 p'&aXXa E'rpacW) T'r' CJ1 'T,7TOO&TtcoV sT7)% AE 

etaKOv Ev NaqTEL E'RT IKOVtat &fot 7yEt' ravTaXoOEv N 
WKtai Kv&av, cwvr- KaXXta' ag AA: AtaKOV Ec1t Aa 
vtEWt C' bt : VPE roA -Xto avtovTog ad Xopta rEec 
Itov, 8vopu'vo TO Opog, co7 'Ewrt'X-qg (K KEpa AA e 

45 lovvkCt Ev Tots Xap vXo crat8v $& yj: f3oppa KXE 

OKptTOS Ayti, voTO: AEVKtOIK OVVt, COW2: DE20TI8TO9 

lltOEvt AA: I1o0Et8a&vtaKKOV Ev N6ir-qt vv EK Tf7X CYT'7 

A71S ev tots 'AXv7rov, ct 7yEt KaXXtat 4qTTL Kat A& 

tOKXE'q7) lItlEv's, dWrV1qq 0pao-ivXoXo<> 'Avayvpa4 XMF' 

The classification of the mines is not given. Of the 17 mines leased in this year five are 
recorded EK TrS 0nTqs, that is, they are renewals of leases recorded in a previous 
year, and so will be the same as those in working order of the later texts. The prices 
of these five range from 1550 to 50 drachmai. The remaining twelve are all 
leased for 20 drachmai each and represent new concessions, either new cuttings or 
canascaximac. The leases are recorded by prytany and every prytany except the sixth, 
eighth, and tenth is represented. Note that the verb ae,'ypdfaro "registered " is not 
used in this text, and that the phrase Ev rots E8a4EcEO' rT$ - -- has not yet appeared. 
Instead, the mines are in some cases described as Ev rots nomen (see line 48), and 
once as Ev rotgs Xptotq nomen (line 68). Of the 13 men who purchased mines in this 
year (only 13 because four purchased two mines each), five belonged to prominent or 
wealthy families, and three more can be identified. 

2 (Plate 83). Fragment of Pentelic marble, with left side and rough-picked back 
preserved, found on March 4, 1935, at the southeast corner of the Bouleuterion 
Plateia in a late disturbance just above bedrock. 

Height, 0.237 m.; width, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. 

Height of letters, 0.006-0.007 m. 
Inv. No. I 2964. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern in which ten units 
measure 0.096-0.098 m. 
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ITOIX. 

[. ]R17TaK[V ?-- -] 

[,3opp]aOEv V No[-?--] 
[a6r] TEypaf)ar[o?------------] 
[. .E']raXXoveO[plKOZ ?? ] 

5 [.... ]atKOv E'v J [--?-------?---X 

[yE],rctv /3oppd&6[EVi -?-?- 8v] 

[o/p ']vo LEpOv M[- - - - - - - - -] N .1~~~~~~~~~ 
I 

. . ] lKOV Ev AvA [Wt XY- -- --- 

[. . ]Kptrog lov [vl - - ---uE'raXXov firl 0] 

10 [p]aoiv#& c) y [ETwV /oppaOEv ----x] 

[i]o 8vopuevo S-- --- )V --] 
as eOptK PA[- 'A]To] 
XXW1vtaKO V C[- ?-- Ev r A&X6wa)t r6h] 

Ba,/3t8Et&C[t - - - X?] 
15 piraTa TC[--l- -loor] 

E&8covta [K?OV- - 

ov E/u Map [EvvEa- ?Eh Ha?] 
yyaiot [ --KaraT] 
o4 ,v[r -------?--] 

20 s Evic [vv,l?---------?- v7- -- ] 

OV~ E ] 

I have placed this text af ter the dated stele of 367/6, because of the use of the 
w or d a'irEyp6t~aro (line 3). There is no mention of the act of registeri'ng or a regis- 
trant in No. 1 , whereas both appear f requently in the later texts. Assuming a 
consecutive development in the phraseology, this stone should be later than that of 
367/6. It cannot be much later because of the letter forms and because of the con- 
sistent use of 0 for the genitive masculine singular. 

The preserved text contains the fragmentary records of eight to ten leases. 
L'ines 4-5: The last preserved letter in l'ine 5 is definitely the left hasta of a letter. 

N [6arn&] could be restored. Since Nape however was apparently a part of Sounion, 
and since the two lines probably apply to the same lease, an unknown name in Thorikos 
is equally probable. 

Line 8: This is the only record of a mine located in Aulon. It is known -as a place 
name in the mining district (Aischines, I, 101) and roads leading to and from it are 
mentioned in Nos. 8 and 10. 
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Lines 11-12: Mantias of Thorikos (P.A., 9667) could be restored as lessee. His 
son Mantitheos (P.A., 9676) claimed that he and his father had borrowed twenty 
minas for the purchase of mines (Demosthenes, XL, 52). Both father and son served 
as trierarchs (cf. Sundwall, N.P.A., p. 123). 

Lines 13-14: After Apolloniakon either 0 [Op KOi] or a relative clause intro- 
duced by o is possible. For the hill of Ba(m)bideion see No. 16 (I.G., 12, 1582, 
lines 56-60). 

Lines 17-18: [la]yyait, see No. 18, lines 6-7. 

Lines 18-19: [Karar]opu, " cutting "; see above, p. 199. 

Line 21: A man's name, such as eOpVK6WV or cOp.Zvpkov, is probably to be restored. 

3 (Plate 83). Fragment of Pentelic marble, with right side and rough-picked back 
preserved, found in a modern wall in section A on March 2, 1935. 

Height, 0.165 m.; width, 0.162 m.; thickness, 0.074 m. 

Height of letters, 0.005 m. 

Inv. No. I 2503. 
The writing is stoichedon, but the columns are not absolutely true, curving 

slightly to the right in the lower lines. The checker pattern is not square; 10 horizontal 
units measure 0.085 m., ten vertical units 0.098 m. 

ITOIX. 

[----------------]IO[.]IH[. .] 
?]v4L ~~~~M[.]I-a?o 

?----------- - ]v 'r- IIpoKXE' 

[ovs(?) E] CoV EI[L] 0o[v]v 

5 [H?37 HI[. . 1 NE[..] 
?_ _ _ _--------] V Ka Ta Y I[.*] 

?-/-3- - ------ 8opp]&aev 1 X [a]p[a;] 

[pa- - Xo a]v6vrcZv EO[..] 

?_ __?]ct yEt[rT]v vo[T] 

10 [OE ov-j I_-]aL]3 Atv 0'] [t] 
[,uo] - - - - - - - - - - - pns 'AiroXXwvi 
[ov------TeX&A-ap (. ?) ] xoa Aeo KA. 
[ Alr]IXVAo Ovy [a],rqp 
[? - ] ,Ivra [X] Xov [r.1] 

15 [?- -----E'v rW]LX o+cbWL CO 

li -------?]---- 
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The genitive in 0 in line 13 and the use of a Pentelic stele with rough-picked back 
suggest a date before the middle of the century. 

The inscribed surface of the stone is badly pocked and the readings are difficult. 

Line 10: [--SK]caq3(covt1wq) or [II]caqp8((cora6) ). 
Line 12: A Telesarchos of Aixone is lessee of Hagnosiakon in No. 1, line 50. 

4 (Plate 83). Two joining fragments of an opisthographic stele of Hymettian marble, 
with part of a smooth-picked flat top surface preserved, broken at the sides and 
bottom. They were found in section B on February 1 and April 13, 1934, the smaller 
piece in surface fill, and the larger in late fill but with traces of reddish cement on it 
that suggest it was once built into a Roman wall around the open square south of the 
Bouleuterion (see above, p. 191, n. 6). The smaller piece preserves only one inscribed 
face. 

Height, 0.135 m.; width, 0.158 m.; thickness, 0.086 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 1261. 

The writing is stoichedon. On face A the checker pattern is square with ten 
units measuring ca. 0.072 m.; on face B the pattern is not square, with ten vertical 
units measuring 0.069-0.07 m., ten horizontal 0.073-0.074 m. 

Face A ITOIX. 

[ 2 ]/.4i2K [--------] 
. , 

20 
, K]Epa/lElK[OV? 

I.. 6ApTE]FLu-LaK;v'[?] 

.ll 1]VppEto[V[-] 
17 5 [...7................. (A) -I - 

-D-X0KX--- 
13 l 

[... 3t] yEC3Oppa- ALOVV[?- 

.......]H Erit [1]ovvicot a'vw NvFUIaLK?wv ?- ?I 
[7--] Oopt -qpyao-a o v-q 'Av-ti[ ay ( ?) ---- 

xlYAEL ---(] 
I.......]r 

I pya-r 'pwov ol HoXvieE[vo? 
10 [3* YE] ?l /oppax 0eEulTlofO 'pyaW[T7OlJ ??V - - - - ]- - - - - - 

I.. .... V] 
v 

MvoCtXoXoq lovvc '[1TEypd*aro uE'raXXov- yd -1 
[. r]o Ey. .]o7y[a])pOl) TO- ALoT[qO ? 

[.. v A( ?) ]y4v[wo]p TpEappt a-rTEyp [caua/ro uE'TaXXov--c - yL--] 

[ .. ]oo [ ? xco) ] plov 8VOE'VO[?-- 
15 [O9OpLK( ?)]O EV rO0S 4[864Eo-W ros (----J3 xy d----] 

[.............6q ]8 sTe 

- 
[ ? 4-t 0Epovoa-- ] 

. . . . . . . . 1l. . . . . . . . . .]IT spa [cao - 

lacun"a 
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Face B 
?------- - --]1iTTOAE[ ..........2 ] 

20 [----------- 8]vo [z] E [v] oKoA[ ................... 2 o. 1 
[-- ------,us Aov] cvacrcfL,qO1 [ ....1....].......... 

. 
...] 20 - p ]Sr A o KvoX I ................... ....... 

?--------- TGrEPyp] a4ua] ra[o] Fa-aXXo[v ........]......... I 
[-- t - - - - Oa r8~] XI7K7 B/o av E H kEIpol.ra . ............1 

25 [- ------------ Ep] Pyc4TaL (W'y) KaAX[ A ................ [------------]ocr7Av'o [& 10 

[ - jj- -----]v avacaLcT4.O [v t.6 ] 

[-- ------ Aa] rp 'raXX[ov arEPyp6aro ..1.6. 

30 [-o- - -n6 B '- -a-E- IpEpov]a .K.ai..[.] 
?______---]O2EP[ 22 ] 

[----------]X [ . 24 ............] 

The restored left edge of the column on face A and right edge on face B indicate 
the relative position of the texts on the two sides of the stone. The first line on face 
B (line 18) is in the position of line 2 on face A; the surface above, although some- 
what broken, is sufficiently preserved to suggest that this line 18 was the top one on 
face B. No trace of a heading is found on either face. 

The text seems to require a rather long line, well over fifty letters. Note lines 
11-12. Assuming that the ergasterion is the first boundary and that the shortest 
direction is restored Ct) yet' vor6, 45 letters are used with neither the name of the mine, 
nor the place, nor the classification included. Again in lines 22-23 at least one 
boundary, the name of the lessee, the price, and the registrant of the following lease 
fall within one line space. This relatively long line and a thickness of only 0.083 m. 
at the top suggest that the stele had only one column on each face. 

Lines 2-4: The names Kerameikon, Pyrrieion, and Artemisiakon are all attested 
for Sounion. 

Line 7: See No. 5, lines 53-58, and No. 14, lines 3-9, for a mine named 
Nymphaikon. 

Line 9: o, possibly an error for r6. If not, this is the only example in the texts of 
a workshop described by a relative clause. 

Line 15: Enough surface is preserved to the left of the omicron to preclude the 
restoration of a tau and so ['Ava4Xvo-r] oZ is excluded; [@Op6K] oZ would be possible. 

5 (Plates 84, 85). Seven fragments of Hymettian marble, joined to form six, 
apparently from the same stele. 
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Fragment a: height, 0.122 m.; width, 0.29 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. Part of the 
smooth picked top surface is preserved. 
Inv. No. I 1851. 

Fragment b: height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.206 m.; thickness, 0.055 m. It is broken 
on all sides. 
Inv. No. I 679. 

Fragment c: height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.10 im.; thickness, 0.0& m. It is broken 
on all sides. 
Inv. No. I 631 f. 

Fragment d: height, 0.10 im.; width, 0.33 im.; thickness, 0.115 m. Made up of 
two fragments that join on the inner surfaces. A smooth unin- 
scribed original back surface is preserved on the larger piece at 
the right. 
Inv. No. I 1570 + I 2738. 

Fragment e: height, 0.062 m.; width, 0.085 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. It is broken 
on all sides. 
Inv. No. I 631 d. 

Fragment f: height, 0.109 m.; width, 0.058 m.; thickness, 0.025 m. It is broken 
on all sides. 
Inv. No. I 810. 

Three of the fragments were found in section Z: a, on April 14, 1934, beside 
the northwest corner of the Middle Stoa in a context of the late fourth century B.C.; 

b, on April 11, 1933, in a late wall some 14 meters north of a; and f, in late fill about 
12 meters west of b. Three were found in section B: c (which forms a textual but 
not physical join with b), on January 31, 1935, in a late wall south of the Tholos; part 
of d, and e, in March and April, 1934, in late fill within a few meters of each other 
along the east side of the Tholos. The larger fragment of d was found in section ;, 
on April 8, 1935, in a modern cellar wall. 

Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern in which ten units 
measure 0.072 m.; one such unit is left uninscribed between the columns. 

Tentative positions for the fragments in the stele, based on the lines of breakage, 
are suggested in the sketch in Fig. 1. Note that those assigned to the upper part of 
the stele, a, c, e, and f, are thin fragments wvith broken surfaces at the back roughly 
parallel to the face. This same vertical split is found in b, (made up of two pieces 
which join along the line of the vertical break). Fragment d, with part of the 
original back, will fall below the line of the split; the broken surface at the right 
projects far enough beyond the end of the second column to suggest that the stele had 
still another column to the right. The text is published fragment by fragment, rather 
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than column by column since the positions of the pieces are not certain. The original 
stele had a flat top, an uninscribed back, and at least three columns. 

IA 

COL I OL.U 0 COLDm 

Fig. 1. Position of the Stones Assigned to No. 5 

Frag. a 
Col. I 1TOIX. 39 

. . . . . . . . . . . .] . . . . Gt). . . . . . . . 

[ 84 ]St&+V~~~8 

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 

[ yaAaro u(E'TaAov a'va jiov ( ?) II,I et8wvta 

I ICI 

[KvOIT Xrr)Aqv E,xov Ev rotq Eoa'er 05 ]p A va 
5' [t t8v it oyEt /3oppa^ WppaKos9 ? ) A' tX vor] o' AE&LOS 

[OVVt CtV- ........... . . . . . 22It XHHAL Er "'L So 

15 . 

[VVtco .......... /5 ETaXXov] dvaod'etov K 
[..... .... COL6 YEL 0] ppa^ ALOKXAsov' :to 

. [vv xcoptov voro .............. :L.' l oUv xwpiov 17paD 

10 [iq7Xto 8voE,evo 7}' 00aD -q 6rTC epa], WV OpovoracrT71 A] 

[qv E'XOV (1,V- .......... X4 lrr0 'A0t8vdat H I . . .. I 
[~~~ 19 a v]a o 10. 
[ ~~~2.2 3 r16 

lacuna 
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Col. II 
6. .]A/EP[ ........... 29 . . . . . . ] 

15 [ . At]<v'Ao .EpFac . t P . I. . .O[ . . . . . . . .7 ................... 

15 .At]ovXnXo 'Opt6oa. [R. iH. . . ..................] 

El) TOLs E&LIJEcTW roZs TipUGaw [os .... Jh yEL /{3opp&] 

ALoKXr1 Norvv vo'6 'Apw-rL [...... pai r)Xo av'] 
t[6]v Kipucov tOrVV irpa nX[io Avo,u'.]............ 3 

20 xvn Evibp6vE p IX X [ 22..X....Xo..EO...2 2..... 

oo-rTp6'o Fapyrj [arEtyp6aitroFdraXXov iraXatv( ?) av] 

caLOKX 'eHp rOVV Kov. El'ApoZ- .......... EJ T?Fs 

Aa+ 
v] 

HtPA [ . . . . . . . .. .36 ]vo/m/ ........... 

lacuna 
Frags. b& c 
Col. I 
[ 28 ].. ....... . . ] Das v 
[ . . ..25 . vo]r668nOws dfSA 

[oXcva (?) rpE'povcrE, ypaao6 rErov avo ra X]ptyaao'vpo av 

[ ? (---- ))?r -] ?XTh<XNio [llc?e]ja 

30 ..... 18EV ]Ip[ * Eor]EypaEroIra 

143 

[Xov . .............] T......... .. ... E..O 

[...16.r]c@ A?[o] KXEovs So0VV CO 7 [L/]0o 

[ppa rR sd~ ? vao-(]viov M[a]pJva4E SbEpovocL v[o]r6 
[....8....pya..r..p] [v p. ] S....o v.6v 'ApEO 

35 [. ... rpaD 7Rto 8v] o 7} 6 [8]~ sj &ir 0T pw(rvo sirb Soi. 

['toy +'povora cvr' . .....] 'E ['in] KXE0Vs brrtoS H1.'| 
[ . . 9.] &ITEdypd4IcLo pu'raXov [K [.1] 
[ ...ro] 1486ebEOl] fa [r]O[Z]S Apur[. .. . 

[ 

... 

~~~24]A 4* - 

lacuna 
Col. II 

23 

40 [. . ..].NA[....] 
[ 32 

........... ] ov&7ro[ . .] 

[ ~~~~~20 , Y)s ALOV a] Vl6V 7p[6 

..... ..... ..... ....... 21OI]O 'Aevi [80 sq E'L] 

[AXvo ovv. . BEPovra ,'Xaov 8vo'A]+ p p8ylaaKY fO[V] 

45 a[Oi a E&L(f)E0 TO { ETXo } flop Txo#X [o] 
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[. . . . . . . . . . .2 . . . . . . . . . . . OV71 ]rioXv'/Zv-qTog @[E] 

25 ]I eEor4Zo [0] 

I[o (tETraXXov alrEypawaf o crr'Xqvv] E'Xov avacdtlcq[ o] 
v [..]A[ . lyE"iop Avo-LK(?)]pIqs K'Kivvv[o] 

19 50 r[o]<A[ ..... ... .Kai ] o6i 1 Ei i AavI[p] 
ElO) [4Epovo-a rpos nXtov 8vo.. pCtv 1TpO SXto I[v] 
av v ........ 17 . Ev8]p[a]wv EvSp6ov 

OS e [plKl ....... /ETaXXov avvacuTa'L]pov Nvpat 
KoV I[Tr4rXv E'xov Mapaveiat ( ?) Ev roZt 4S6'b] Eclv ro[Zt] 

55 s Avi' [ooabvTov cL yty f,op Xc)piov AVGo06tOV Kac 

xc [pa 
' 

..........9......... vor6 Av'roobvr] 
o KvO [vqpp Epvya-rrptov iTpo 'AXtov aviov ALoSdavo] 

[vs]C.[ 88] 

lacuna 
Frag. d. 
Col. I 

60 [? 
?]G~~~~~~~1OK 

[?-------------------- E?axxov a-rr]Eyp 

[qaaro?r----------- o]Z [.] 
65 [?]AO 

[---------------~------------]U 

lacuna 
Col. II 

[ ...]\. 7 ..... aXo Al[ ......... 

[ .I ] s'EpX. H H B1O-aL XaLpE'a AX I[. .5... ] 

[. .4 .deraXXo] v &7rEypdIao B'47aXv 'AaroXXy a [laK] 

70 6v [oTnjXq1v 'X] ov avao-eatpov, Cbit yEt /3op KaXXAov [ep] 

yaorptov voIT 'Avptov XxCpLov Kat 7rpog 7Xto [v a] 

[Ip]yao-,r'pLo [v] 
V [ V ... 7. ] cVw ALITlOS Mv Ip-Lo 'AXap[v.] 

..............] ]copo llopl aTrEypa4Iaro /.tETaXXo[v a-r] 

7X,v E'[xov B'o-v1]O-lv avacraqtLov 'AOvvaLKov Ev [TOiL] 

75 q ES6d [eo-t rol] 'EvtnAXo .DpEappL, COL YEL'/3Op Ka[,ra] 

TOFU q [I. ] aKovi /.ETdAXXO voro' .i 'ApTqL [ oLm ] 
OV TO [ii . ]ii KaTav3aTvovTL 7ipo 71X[tov av] 

0OV TO Ep [yac7-rptov] Ta (DtXoKpaaTovg Evco Ivvu 7)Xo] 
[v] 8vo py [Ia-riptov TB] vt4 Xov 'DpEap [pt cwvq (OEO8tp] 

24 80 0 ]'q 'OXvUVI [tXov MEX? ............. 
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lacuna 
Frag. e 

. ... ... 
27 

]AKAE[ . 

[ . . . .. .. . . . . 2. . . . . . . . . . . . .] K E . . . . ] 

[.... z&aAov airEypafarAo AO] qvatK0V [........ 

85. ] )py7Kl2 E [i /Op[ * A4..] 

85[.vr '3.VOAv]8pto KaZL/Los rt[pos nXto a] 
[vu6v . E7pycurrp] LOP ip8 nXto 8 [vop. .4.] 

............ . ]. ovs'O Ev H[... .] 

[ . 16..1aX] Xov arrEypw [ao .5. ] 10~~~~~~~~ 

.. .E rh X..fcou. . .] Ba/43l8Ep'[coL.....] 
90 [ 29 ] AA[. .. . 

lacuna 
Frag. f. 
Col. I Col. II 

EMOY[ ....29 arEyp] 
- - AA faro Z[e&aXXov .2.5.......... . EV] 

To ig ~~~~~15 9 

- - T rotZ E[8dSbEo-wV tO ....(.O...L..... co . YEL 8p] 
95 --0 'ErLOE[Tov(?)---------- -- vor6?- - 

--A OAHMO[ ................. 
84 

- - I 6 7X [iovavLov 17 . . . ................ 7Ps AXiov] 
--A 8vo4py[ao-rTipLov ......................25 

.35 

- -AQNC[ . ......] 
100 --T PPI[ . 36 

EC[ .37. 

Q [ Q ~~~~~~~38 

lacuna 

A date near the middle of the fourth century is suggested. Note the use- of both 
o and ov for the masculine singular genitive ending and the absence of the colon to 
mark abbreviations and to set off numbers (except for one occurrence in line 15). 

Fragment a 

Lines 2-6: Poseidoniakon probably at Sounion. See No. 1, lines 44-47 and 79-81 
for the records of two mines at Sounion also located in the property of the children of 
Charmylos and bounded on the south by the property of Leukios of Sounion. Neither 
mine is named in that text. The Poseidoniakon of the present record may be one of 
those two or a third near by. Leukios of Sounion presented a plot of land to his 
fellow demesmen to use as an agora about the middle of the century (I.G., 112, 1180). 

The inscription which contains the terms of the gift and which was to be set up in 
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this agora was found in an ancient slag heap at Agrileza (Ath. Mitt., XIX, 1894, p. 
241; the place of finding is marked on the map in Ardaillon). The land which he 
donated to his deme was perhaps part of the property named in the mining inscriptions. 
He is known from a liturgy list (I.G., 12, 417) where his father's name Theokles is 
preserved. He has been restored as lessee of a mine in two other texts, where the 
patronymic (or part of it) and demotic are preserved: No. 20, lines 5-6, and No. 16, 
Face A, II, line 20. His father Theokles son of an earlier Letkios has been restored in 
the list of the Heroes of Phyle in 403 (Hesperica, II, 1933, p. 155 and X, 1941, pp. 
284 ff.). His son Leukios must have lived to a ripe old age, and been well on in his 
seventies when he held a liturgy, for I.G., 12, 417, cannot be earlier than 330 B.C. 

(see commentary in I.G., II2, ad loc.). He first appears in the mining inscriptions in 
367/6. The texts in which he has been restored as lessee have been tentatively dated 
to the years 342/1 and 338/7. The registrant from Siphnos (line 2) is perhaps 
Kallaischros; cf. No. 20, lines 1-6. 

Lines 6-11: A mine at Sounion. Property of Diokles of Sounion is named in 
two other leases on this stele (lines 18 and 32). He can be identified with the Diokles 
of Sounion whose son is named on a tax record of the second half of the century, 
I.G., II2, 1596. By restoring mr4 [XV)v OVK E'Xov] in line 11 (cf. No. 1, lines 72-73; No. 
19, lines 19-20) the lessee could be restored as [Apc' eEp,] xqro 'A4uSvaZ(os) and 
identified with Apwrti8vq 'E [prpt'7r] ov 'Aot&v(aZog), lessee of a concession at Maroneia, 
in No. 19, line 22. See the commentary thereto for Dropides. 

Line 15: An Aischylos of Thria of the late second century is known (P.A., 444). 
Lines 15-20: Theo --- perhaps at Sounion. 
Lines 20-24: Heroikon. In line 20 Archestratos son of Phanostratos of Gar- 

gettos could be restored as registrant and identified with the Archestratos of Garget- 
tos, trierarch in 377/6, I.G., II2, 1604, line 15. His son Phanostratos, trierarch in 
353/2 and again in the 'twenties (P.A., 14100) registered a mine at Thorikos in 
No. 16 ( I.G., II2, 1582, line 45) and owned a workshop and property (ibid., line 49, 
and No. 20, line 27). The patronymic of Archestratos is not elsewhere attested. 

Fragments b and c form a textual but not a physical join. Column I, lines 26-39, 
preserved only on b, contains the records of three leases. 

Lines 26-29: A fragmentary record. In lines 27-28 Anaphlystos could be 
restored instead of Aulon and the 1rpo6 omitted. Simos of Paiania, son of Diodoros, 
is named as lessee in two texts, No. 13, lines 45-46, and No. 16 (Face A, II, line 62) 
and as owner of a workshop in No. 13, lines 44-45, and No. 12, line 7. His son 
Diodoros, trierarch in the third quarter of the century (P.A., 3953), has tentatively 
been restored as owner of a workshop in No. 14, lines 11-12. The lessee of the present 
text could be another, perhaps an older, son. 

Lines 30-36: A mine probably at Sounion. 
Lines 31-32: Perhaps 
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[Xov ...6... EVC 2,0VW]XO EV - 

[.. Kat EV TWL X&.)Ptct r] (Vt AtoKXE'oV9 IOVVt ---- 

Note that property of Diokles of Sounion and a road to Thrasymos are also named 
in the boundaries of a mine at Sounion in lines 6-11 of this same text. 

The letters in line 33 are difficult to read, as elsewhere on this stone. Apparently 
the road from Thrasymos led to Maroneia. See commentary on No. 14, line 19, for 
Maroneia. Epikles of Sphettos, father of the lessee, leased a mine in Nape in 367/6 
(No. 1, line 71). 

Column II, lines 40-58: The left edge is preserved on fragment b, and the right 
end on c, containing four leases. 

Ameinias, son of Philinos of Sounion, tentatively restored as lessee in lines 43-44, 
is known from a decree of the Salaminioi of 363/2 (Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 4, no. 1, 
line 73). His father Philinos leased Hermaikon at Maroneia in 367/6 (No. 1, line 60). 

Lines 44-47: Aphrodisiakon perhaps at Besa. The restorations in lines 44-45 
are very tentative. An Aphrodisiakon at Besa is recorded in No. 18, lines 33-37. 
Both Epizelos and Kallias were owners of edaphe at Besa (line 75 of the present 
text, and No. 1, line 74). 

Lines 47-53: Lysikrates of Kikynna was probably related to Lysitheides, named 
as property owner at Thorikos in several texts (discussed under No. 6, line 9). The 
lessee Eudraon son of Eudraon of Thorikos appears as lessee of Heraikon at Thorikos 
in No. 20, line 17. He is probably to be identified with the Eudraon of Thorikos who 
served as trierarch in 342/1 and 323/2 (P.A., 5444).52 

Lines 53-58: Nymphaikon at Maroneia( ?). Compare No. 14, lines 3-9, for the 
restorations. The two records may be of the same concession. 

Fragment d, lines 60-80, preserves parts of two columns. Only the last.three 
letters are preserved of the first column. Parts of three records are preserved on 
column II. 

Lines 68-73: Apolloniakon at Besa. The repetition of the place (lines 68 and 
69) suggests that the preceding mine was not at Besa. The registrant, Chaireas son 
of Aisch -- -, is perhaps to be identified with the registrant of Ktesiakon at Besa in 
No. 10, line 6, where the text reads Xatp r................. 1IVg. In the present text 
the demotic would be abbreviated. See also - - piag Ao- --- of No. 15, line 32. 
Kallias who owned a workshop to the north is perhaps to be identified with Kallias of 
Lamptrai, trierarch in 353/2 (P.A., 7873), whose property at Besa is named in No. 1, 
line 74. In line 72 the stone mason apparently omitted Ep-yao-r'ptov and so inserted it 

52 Eudraon son of M --- of Thorikos was prytanis in 327/6 (Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 1, line 72). 
An identification of the trierarch with a lessee of mines seems more probable than with a prytanis. 
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between the lines. The lessee Diotimos son of Mnesistratos of Acharnai is probably 
to be identified with Diotimos of Acharnai (P.A., 4382: symproedros ca. 346) and 
his father with Mnesistratos of Acharnai (P.A., 10368, choregos early in the fourth 
century, I.G., 112, 3092). Granted a Diotimos now connected with the family of 
Mnesistratos, it seems possible that Theotimos (P.A., 7058) son of Diotimos also 
named as choregos on I.G., 11, 3092 is from Acharnai and related to Mnesistratos. 
Whether Diotimos son of Diomnestos of Acharnai (P.A.,, 4383) and his brother 
Diomedon (see below, No. 14, line 43) are members of this same family, perhaps 
cousins of the lessee, is uncertain. 

Lines 73-80: Athenaikon at Besa. The registrant, --- xpo llopt(os) appears in 
another text as lessee of a mine at Besa (No. 18, line 22); by allowing three spaces 
at the beginning of line 73 for the price of the preceding lease, the length of the name 
is the same. A Philokrates of Euonymon, probably a descendant of the man named 
here, is known for the third or second century (P.A., 14610); see also No. 18, line 21. 
Theodoros, son of Olympichos, of Melite is lessee of a mine Apolloniakon at Ana- 
phlystos; cf. No. 16 ( I.G., 12, 1582, lines 99-100). He may be related to the 
family of Theodoros son of Eudemides of Melite (P.A., 6882), trierarch in 357/6. 
The name of the mine, whose katatome, " cutting," is the northern boundary of 
Athenaikon is of 11 or 12 letters, depending on the restoration r[o-] or r[ovi-1. 
This is the first reference to a sanctuary of Artemis in the mining region. The last 
two hastas of the nu, following the break in the text in line 77, are perfectly clear. 
Probably a proper name of a family or genos is to be sought, and a phrase such as 
L, (DtXov,uXi8,wv (No. 16= I.G., 12, 1582, line 71; and No. 20, lines 40 and 44) to 

be restored. Two dedications to Artemis have been found in the district (Solders, 
Die Ausserstdtischen Ktlte und die Einigung Attikas, p. 29, no. 55 = I.G., 112, 4633, 
and 56 = Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, p. 8, no. 6). The first was found at Agrilesa and the 
other further north at Kamaresa, which is slightly southeast of the probable location 
of Besa. The dedication found there may well have stood originally in the Artemision 
of our text. 

Fragment e, lines 82-90, contains the partial records of two leases. 
Lines 83-87: An Athenaikon. The word 'p77)K6O "having been lying idle " or 

" not being worked " seems to apply to the mine. Demosthenes, XXVII, 19, uses the 
verb of a work shop aAA' E toTre uE'V fqcv apyno-at ro Epyao-r-'ptov. An Andrios appears 
also as property owner at Besa (cf. above, line 71). For Kd4uLvos, a furnace for 
smelting the ore, see above, p. 195. 

Fragment f, lines 92-102, preserves the last letter of one column and only a few 
letters in each line of a second column. 
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6 (Plate 85). Three fragments, of which two join, of whitish Hymettian marble, 
found in April and May of 1937 to the east of the Tholos, the two pieces of fragment 
a in a late Roman disturbance of the classical floor of the Agora, and fragment b in 
later disturbed fill. The inscribed face only is preserved; at the lower edge of a, 
however, there are chisel marks from a later recutting of the stone. 

Fragment a: height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.027 m. 
Inv. No. I 4782 

Fragment b: height, 0.08 m.; width, 0.038 m.; thickness, 0.038 m. 
Inv. No. I 4942 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure 0.07-0.071 m. 

Frag a. ITOIX. 48 
9 1 [........ .h y: /op] : 'Ep[1,a]t[KOV ,p4l&aXXov vor: .... 1...... ] 

[ I5 
poS r)Xto av]t K q[0]toA [ .......................... 
14 22 

[....... ]....... 'IK4`.....E. [...................... 

7. v -6]f:E)OPLK: p-aXX [ov ..]1 
5 [. I vtaK Ka't E7TtKaTaT[ o0uqv zht y: gop: 71 0 0 77 EX] 

16 
[eoptK: e Aa]IpEtLov vorEa ............] 
[.. . V Xpi? to avL Ka 8vo: OKI[---- wv,:----] 

.[.] o.pLK..mK 14LLKPo3 Aa,nlrp: [IarEypa6: /'EraXXov a] 
[vaacQetit: 'Ap] Euto-taK: o-rniXvv E'xov 00 [pLK: E'v ro23 ES: r] 

10 [oZt Avrt06d8o]v Jh y: fop: EU4b: Avo-tOE[ 80V ........ 68 ] 

[s EX e)OpIK: E]'pov: EITL epovp: vor: N .....] 
11 [.. .. .1. .. ... ] 'V- : O&Ov1 : E)psEat'o HaXXq [v : ....................... 5] 

[....11 "'A] vacvX: a/7EypacLf: E'raXX[ov .... 14] 

[. 12 
]07..]0V Kat ETtKararo1TO/qv Ev [...............] 

17 1 15 [.............. ]p? -,oa]......[... 

lacuna 

Frag. b 
-- QT__ 

--- NA-- 

20 ---IK -- 

---OYn 

____ n 

lacuna 
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A date near the middle of the fourth century is suggested by the use of o 
as genitive masculine singular ending (lines 7, 12 and 15) and the single appearance 
of ov in line 10. Note also the omission of the patronymic of the registrant in line 8. 
The 48-letter line is suggested by line 9. 

Line 3: The name Hiketes is new in Attic inscriptions, but is found as a KaX60- 
name on several vases of the early fifth century (A .R.V., p. 925). The letters which 
follow may belong either to a patronymic or a demotic. 

Lines 4-8: A mine and cutting at Thorikos. The exact meaning of EmrnKararo1rv4 
is unknown. See above, p. 199. The word is found only in this text (lines 5 and 14) 
and in No. 16, Face A, II, line 50 and IV (n-I.G., 12, 1582, line 137). A mine 
Poseidoniakon and katatorme are recorded for Thorikos in No. 16 (== I.G., 112, 1582, 
line 70) but our present text is too fragmentary to suggest an identification. 

Lines 8-12: Artemisiakon at Thorikos registered by Smikros of Lamptrai and 
leased by Theoros son of Theaios of Pallene. For the restorations compare No. 19, 
lines 4-9, perhaps another record of this same concession. At least one renewal 
intervenes between the two records, for the lessee in this text is not the registrant of 
the later one. The demotic of Lysitheides, Kikynneus, is there preserved. He was 
one of the wealthy Athenians prominent in the middle of the fourth century, and 
trierarch in 355/4 (P.A., 9395; Demosthenes, XXI, 157, et al.). He has been 
restored as property owner in three other texts: No. 5, line 55; No. 14, line 5; and 
No. 20, line 27. His children are named as owners of edaphe in No. 29, lines 4 and 7, 
a text which presumably postdates the death of Lysitheides. He is known as one of the 
early pupils of Isokrates, who began teaching ca. 393, and he served as mediator in 
369/8; his son, Lysikrates (P.A., 9461) was choregos in 335/4 and trierarch in 
325/4. He must have been in his forties to act as mediator, so his death cannot have 
been much later than 335. 

The only other name from Kikynna in these texts is [AvO-tK]pa6T-rj KuKvv(VEV1) 

of No. 5, line 49, who is probably a member of the same family, either the son of 
Lysitheides or a hitherto unknown brother of Lysitheides. Line 10 could read either 
Avo-WE [i8ov KLKV: Ka'i q 0803] or AV0LOE [i8OV qXL'o av'it: n' 060s]. 

7. I.G., 112, 1583. Two non-joining fragments of Hymettian marble found in the 
Kerameikos during the winter of 1909/10. Both pieces have a smooth picked flat 
top surface and an uninscribed back.53 The two fragments are from different columns; 

53Fragment a: height, 0.23 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness at top, 0.107 m., at bottom, 0.089 m. 
Fragment b: height, 0.093 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.106 m. 

Note that on the larger piece (a) there is a marked tapering towards the bottom; the top surface 
is at right angles to the back, not to the inscribed surface. 

The letters, 0.004 m. high, are set in a square checker pattern of which ten units measure 
ca. 0.074 m. 
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the text of (a) contains the records of perhaps five mines, that of (b) applies to 
confiscated property. A few new readings based on an examination of the stones and 
several suggested restorations follow.54 

Line 4: Probably to be restored ['A]pwTVA [Xo -] not [ITE]pwC-TVA [o -]. 

Line 14: The letters which are 01 . . M IA do not support the restoration 3v] o [,ue'v:] 

/u [ETaLXXov]. 
Line 16: The space corresponding to the first four letters of the next line is 

uninscribed. 
Lines 17-27 can be restored with a stoichedon line of ca. 39 to 40 letters: 

[. .u. E'TaXX]ov abT[Ey]pa64 [caTo iTaXatov abaaoa-4: . 

.] 
9 

]: 

EV 

TZ E3a4E0crv 
TO9 

............ 

12 [...1yet]:/ 3op: pta [XXov 8-.... 1819 ] 

[I. . .. . X cLapapa 7) E ['Av 4Xvo-ov( ?) bE'pov: 'Xtov 8] 
[vo: E'TaX] Xov Ev'8c&tELO [v CoV7: .......15-16...... ] 

........ 'AiToXXo85cpov [ . &aXXov cieypa4] 
[aTo avaoa] : 'AuvrpoiT ['X-tv Ev toZt E'Uo: sot-- -] 

........ ] S 'Au0tTpoia [t: A yet: Op ....9.10 ....] 

[7.]. votr SvXo [veppyaor4pwov rpog rqXtov] 
[avtov: 7B wa B'a-a,E [OE'pov: ITPa's -qWoV 8VO: Sty] 
[vXov ion] apt: Epyacr [r ptov cvj. 13-. 14 ] 

See No. 21, line 15, for the gully to Anaphlystos, and line 19 and commentary thereto 
for the mine Eudoteion. The name Simylos is attested for the deme Potamos in the 
fifth century (P.A., 12683). 

Fragment b, lines 30-42, deals with confiscated property. 

Line 30: [--]v.E: q,3 ot'Kia [-g -] 

Line 37: [--]ov E'v [---] 

Lines 39-40: 

[ ? ]ia2 [Ct)]4[A] Xa[Kco OTO r 
TM 8)oa-icoLt -] 

[E'8o0E 8N Ev]EiiTt-K7)1[/a Etva-u ? ?-- -] 

Compare No. 16 (= Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 402, line 183). 

8. I.G., JJ2, 1584. An inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble found on the eastern 

54Werner Peek, in Attische Inschriften, p. 28, no. 14 (an unpublished article designed for 
Ath. Mitt.) gives most of these corrections to the text as published in the Corpus. 
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part of the Acropolis. In letter forms and marble this fragment 5 closely resembles 
Nos. 9 and 10. The length of line cannot be established with any certainty, but was 
probably either of 37 or 39 letters. 

The text contains the record of two leases, an Aphrodisiakon and a Dionysiakon. 
The mine Hephaistiakon (line 14) seems to be named as one of the boundaries of 
Dionysiakon. 

9 (Plate 85). A fragment of Hymettian marble with the inscribed face and a smooth 
back surface preserved, found in a modern wall in section BB on March 30, 1939. 

Height, 0.19 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness at top, 0.061 m., at bottom, 0.054 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. 1 5749. 

The writing is stoichedon, with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure 0.072 m. 

ITOIX. 37 
[ , 23 

]1 

[., 
. . . . . . . . 

2. 
. . . . . . . . . 

]S tV [ S 
. . . . 

. 
. .. ...... [ ~~~21 9 

[ . . ........... Nt ] KO&'xKov 'A [OpovE: arEyp] 

[6 aaro P,'TaXXov lraXa] ov acvaca [:e.] 
5 [.l...... 1 E8(E : To [g .......] 

[ . ] cTl3 )] raKOVr riv E' [xov oth yEC: /3o] 

[p: Ta . ].ov KLXoV.. v/EvaE /ar vorO: 5 

10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 [ . . .... ]vs: Xxptarrpog rXA[ov ...... ] 
[.. zCVnIrp] K Lto-6&cobpos 'AOp,o [vEiv s......... I 

9 
10 [.3 9 o AoV$Ev' uET [aXXov clEypaaro] 

[1raXaLov ac] vao-d4: crr Xrqv [E'xov ..8.... EV TO] 

[s E'a']e: tots NLK("OV e3o[PCK: c3 tyE: 3op:. .. ] 

[.... KaL] /ULKV0o1 0OpLK [ rrpNg -Xtlov avv: Xap] 
[a6pa(?) voi]o': r acrpao 7 EvI .......... ayovora] 

15 [7rp 'X ov v ApXE-T [rpaov E'pyarflpwov] 

[ Wv-qr'qg Ho ] VEVKTOS 3 IOWT [tog . .. .. .. .. ....] 

[....8.... ] S 'Ap4tTpov'6: &wr[Eypa6aro E'raXXo] 

[v rTaXcUOP uiva] oat: 'Ep/at [K'Ov (a-TiXlv E'X?v Ev] 
[robs eE;8 E: roZ] s TEco-ax [pov ...........] 

20 [ .l5 ]I"ET '>[. 16. 
19 1 

[666**9-@*@][................... E [...... ... ... 

55The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern in which ten units measure ca. 
0.072 m. 
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The letter forms and spacing are very like those in No. 8. 
Lines 3-9: The restorations in line 3 are made on the assumption that the father 

of the registrant is the Nikodemos of Athmonon (P.A., 10863) who was epistates at 
Eleusis in 356/5-353/2. Euphemides, son of the lessee, Kephisodoros of Athmonon, 
is named as registrant and lessee of an Artemisiakon at Thorikos in a later text 
(No. 32= I.G., II2, 1587, lines 17 and 19) located in the property of Epameinon of 
Thorikos (cf. No. 28, lines 1 and 6-7). Lines 4-6 could be restored: 

[-- EaXXov vaXa] tOV avaoadat [: Ka ETlKalT] 

[aroprRv eOpLK: EV] TO?S E8cLOE: roZ [S `EarV,etivov] 
[o? eopt: ApTEW ]ltaKOv 

and the two mines leased by father and son considered the same or adjacent mines.56 
See above, No. 6, line 5, for ErtLKaTaTO/L7). 

Lines 10-16: Cf. No. 20, lines 48-52, a record of the same or of an adjacent mine. 
The lessee Polyeuktos of Sphettos (P.A., 11950) is a well-known Athenian, active 
in politics in the third quarter of the century. 

10 I.G., 112, 1585. A fragment of Hymettian marble found on the south slope of the 
Acropolis.57 

The text has been restored with a line of 37 letters. In lines 8 and 17, however, 
I would suggest 7raXatov dvao-6at: rather than TaXaa dvao-6a'l,ov, for the former is 
found in other texts, the latter never. 

The text contains the record of three leases of which the second is Ktesiakon at 
Besa, the third Apolloniakon at Besa. 

The name of the operator of the Artemisiakon mine, which is to the west of the 
mine in the first lease, can be restored as Euthydikos. Line 5 and 6 thus read: 

[a]XXov o 'ApTEto-LaKov o [,qppyd;ero Ev1&vKKos] 

[Mv] 7rCuq ov L Sk?77tTlO _ _ 

For Euthydikos son of Mnesitheos of Sphettos see No. 18, lines 20-21. 
The registrant of the second lease Xatp --- (line 7) is perhaps the same man as 

Xatp&qs Ato-X -- -, registrant of Apolloniakon at Besa, in No. 5, line 68. 
The restoration in line 15 of Epilykos son of Nikostratos of Gargettos as regis- 

56 The fact that the later record seems to be a new lease argues somewhat against an 
identification. 

7 Part of the left edge, a flat top, and a smooth back are preserved. The upper part of the 
inscribed face is missing. The stone tapers from left to right; the thickness at the left is 0.095 m., 
at the right 0.07 m. The stoichedon writing is set in a square checker unit of which ten units 
measure ca. 0.073 m. 
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trant is probably not correct, for Epilykos is now dated close to the end of the fourth 
century (Hesperia, Index I-X, s. v.). I should prefer to restore a member of the 
family of Phanostratos of Gargettos, known to have had interests in the mines 
(discussed above under No. 5, line 20). 

11 (Plate 86). A fragment of Hymettian marble found in late fill in section B on 
April 27, 1934. The inscribed face only is preserved. 

Height, 0.12 m.; width, 0.084 m.; thickness, 0.027 m.; height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 1879. 

The writing is stoichedon set in a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure ca. 0.072 m. 

ITOIX. 
1.]8 YP[? 
[ * 

8 i. 
co r[-------------- 

....6 ]: ALoSbav[ - ? ETaXXAoV acVEypa] 
5 [taro 1Ta]Xatov av[ao-detqov---- --] 

[E.. Irtr]pacrt 4on ['- -- ] 
[ . . . . c] yE@tv/3 [0oppa0Ev ?] 
[. vordo] Ev Kovcov [ ?-- rpo Xtov avto] 
[vTro 7) o8]os 0) ES [---Ee (Epovu-a cv7)Trs ---] 

10 [... o]v 'Ava[?- 
[ . 8. ] XA [?I -------_ 

This may be part of the same stele as No. 10. 
Lines 4-10: A mine at Thrasymos. 
Diophanes, the registrant, might be Diophanes of Sounion, property owner in 

Maroneia and at Sounion (No. 1, line 51; No. 13, line 68) or Diophanes of Gargettos, 
owner of a workshop ( ?) (No. 16, Face A, Col. II, line 73). In either of these cases, 
the lessee, whose demotic apparently is Anaphlystios, Anagyrasios or Anakaieus (line 
10) will not be the same as the registrant. 

12 (Plate 86). Two inscribed fragments of Hymettian marble almost certainly from 
the same stele. The inscribed face is the only original surface preserved on either 
piece, but both show signs of reworking. On piece (a), note the drafting line between 
the last two lines and the horizontally trimmed surface at the bottom, cutting into the 
letters of the last line. On piece (b), the top is finished smooth and horizontal but 
again this cuts through the letters of line 1. Both were found in the disturbed 
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surface of the classical floor of the Agora, northeast of the Tholos, in Section Z: 
fragment a on May 19, 1937, fragment b on June 5, 1937. 

Fragment a: Height, 0.053 m.; width, 0.085 m.; thickness, 0.02 m. 
Inv. No. I 4870. 

Fragment b: Height, 0.037 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness, 0.015 m. 
Inv. No. I 4930. 

Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure 0.071 m. 

Frag. a ITOIX. 
[............... I ET - - - - - - -] 
[ .]..v. . 3ava[o o ? ] 
[...]aw.... v a [?IK-- -- 

5 1 .8 r]po?S rxtov a [vtov: ? 
[ . 8, ] VOTOOEV Xap ? 8-vo.E,vov] 
[epyaonjpp]ov V4ov Ha[av: cvj: ? 3 
[....8.... ]v..ov laXXA[qv: ? 

lacuna 
Frag. b 

[. . ... .. ... ..]L.vIL [ - - - - - - 

10 [....8.... 7p?J]qSXtov&a[v'6v: ?3 
[.. r'4Xov 8vo] /1L: Auof[?- 

lacuna 

The letter forms, spacing, marble, and marks of recutting correspond very closely 
with those in No. 6; but the difference in use of abbreviations and the consistent use of 
-ov for genitive singular suggest these fragments are from a different stele. 

If the horizontal cuttings at the bottom of (a) and at the top of (b) are the two 
sides of one cutting, fragment b, because of the text, must be from a different column 
from (a). 

Lines 3-7: -- -aiikon. For the two iotas in the ending, see No. 32 (= I.G., IP2, 

1587, lines 14-15, and 1588, lines 4-5). Either Diotimos or Philokrates of Euonymon 
might be restored as property owner. The former owned property named in the 
boundaries of a concession Hermaikon at Laureion (No. 16= I.G., I12, 1582, lines 
65-66), and thi latter a workshop listed as the eastern boundary of Athenaikon at 
Besa (No. 5, line 78). Simos of Paiania is discussed above under No. 5, line 29. 
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13 (Plates 86-88). Nineteen non-joining fragments of a badly shattered opistho- 
graphic stele of Hymettian marble. Seventeen were found in the area of the Bouleu- 
terion Plateia, one a few meters to the southeast of the Plateia and one in late fill in a 
well in the Bouleuterion Porch. Four were found in ancient contexts: fragment d 
in the foundation packing for the Fountain House, of the Augustan period, at the 
south side of the Plateia (Hesperia, Suppl. IV, pp. 102-103), part of fragment j in 
firm ancient earth a few meters further north, and fragments m and n, judging from 
the cement on them, were once built into the Roman screen wall around the Plateia 
(cf. Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 168; fragments of two other mining stele were found in 
this wall, No. 4 and part of No. 16). The rest were found in late or disturbed fills. 

Fragments a, f, g, i, k, 1, m, n, o, and s, were found during April and May of 
1934; b on May 27, 1937; c and d on May 10 and 11, 1935; e, h, p, q, r, and half of j, 
were all found together in a late disturbance on bedrock at the southeast corner of the 
Plateia on May 4, 1935; the other half of j, on July 22, 1936. 

Unless otherwise stated only the inscribed face of the fragments listed below is 
preserved. 

Fragment a: Two joining opistographic fragments with an original right edge 
preserved on face A, left edge on B. 
Height, 0.335 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thickness, 0.115-0.117 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750a. 

Fragment b: An opisthographic fragment broken on all sides. 
Height, 0.18 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thickness, 0.115 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750j. 

Fragment c: Height, 0.066 m.; width, 0.05 m.; thickness, 0.045 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750i. 

Fragment d: Two joining fragments. 
Height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.082 m.; thickness, 0.013 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750h + I 2968. 

Fragment e: Height of inscribed face, 0.043 m.; width of inscribed face, 
0.069 m.; thickness, 0.046 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750g. 

Fragment f: A fragment made up of two joining pieces, the original left edge 
preserved. 
Height, 0.09 m.; width, 0.06 m.; thickness, 0.047 m. 
Inv. No. I 1807 + I 1940. 

Fragment g: Height, 0.084 m.; width, 0.055 m.; thickness, 0.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 1854. 
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Fragment h: Height of face, 0.0377m.; width of face, 0.137m.; thickness, 
0.074 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750b. 

Fragment i: Height, 0.03 m.; width, 0.023 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Inv. No. I 1959. 

Fragment j: A fragment made up of two joining pieces, with inscribed face and 
original right edge preserved. 
Height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.077 m.; thickness, 0.017 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750f. 

Fragment k: Height, 0.058 m.; width, 0.061 m.; thickness, 0.02 m. 
Inv. No. I 1855. 

Fragment 1: Height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.014 m. 
Inv. No. I 1807a. 

Fragment m: Height, 0.036 m.; width, 0.03 m.; thickness, 0.057 m. 
Inv. No. I 1869a. 

Fragment n: Height, 0.061 m.; width, 0.016 m.; thickness, 0.026 m. 
Inv. No. I 1869b. 

Fragment o: The inscribed face and the original left edge are preserved and 
there is a vacant space below the last line. 
Height, 0.035 m.; width, 0.056 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. 
Inv. No. I 1944. 

Fragment p: Height of inscribed face, 0.046 m.; width of inscribed face, 0.017 
m.; thickness, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750c. 

Fragment q: Height of inscribed face, 0.019 m.; width of inscribed face, 0.028 
m.; thickness, 0.048 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750d. 

Fragment r: Height, 0.04 m.; width, 0.054 m.; thickness, 0.033 m. 
Inv. No. I 1750e. 

Fragment s: Height, 0.05 m.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.042 m. 
Inv. No. I 1937. 

Height of letters (all fragments), 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure ca. 0.081 m. 

Fragment a 
Face A ITOIX. 32 

24 [.]IA.H[.5 ] 
[ .. .. .. . 

. . . . 
4 

. 

...........]... 6... ] 
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[ . EK Tn O-T4X, 
77 E e"" Oov84]flo "p [xovro] 353/2 
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.EK rn TAsT[ ...................... r3 3/2 
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[--------cot -yE: oppa: ---] a'77s EpXt 
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[26................... 
] 

K r[ ] 

30 [TXar'Xr)E1Tt?-----apXovrog?----] 

Face B 
31 ... P[- 

H. [-.] 

lacuna of eight lines 

41 IE[. .......... .22 . ........... WtYEt: 0] 

ppa[ ---vor6: - -- 

ovt[: Epyaorr'riptov AXtov civt6v: AtoKX] 
E?VS OVV [c : Xcoplov wpaD, -At'ov 8vo : V] 

45 ov llatavt: [EpPyacrr4'ptov Cwv7q: I'os Ato] 
86pov Hatavt :A [A: Avorcdvtag AvrtcKXAov] 
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s KEaXctX: d r[E] yp [6daro u'raXXov wraXatc] 
v a dtovao..o.[v. ....' Evrovq Eaj] 

[4]E6 [ot] V ro [ i] Sj| [ . . . , . 12.] 

lacuna 

Fragment b 
Face A 

50 [.]'I4PA[ ........ 

. ]: 71py[d'ETro ........... ] 
[... ] . pya[crnrptov .............] 
[.. lo]vvt: EpPya[orT77ptOv Kat- -- c -v--] 

[ .. ]K o K70r [o] K [ Xovs- - -/EraXXov ---] 

55 [.. . ]aKOV p [c] o e [pa a4 v avaoet: Ev roZV] 

[E'8d64]jEo-tv 'Av8 [p - - - tye: /3opp: -- -] 

[ 80V K a [ CV01 . . . . ,,. .1. . 
...... .]8o Pc4O ..].. [. ..6. ]IAPO[ . 22 ........ ] 

[7 ]IM H[ 22 

lacuna 

Face B 

[. 
7 

0[ 
~~~~~~~~23 60 [................] 

7 tov a ] [6v : ............ . 

[... 4XiA]ov8vo4[E: ...] 

[....] vr1: 'Ayvo. [Iog . . .] 

AL'?> ( ?)]AXos ??Da8C[vr]v[ov HO0: pE'raXXov a-'rEPy] 
65 [pd4']aro ErTZ lovvt[t raXatov avaoraeov] 

['Ap],TqEu7ttaKoV 0rr7 [4Xv E'xov Ev roZs 198E4] 

[ecn]v roS -EvayyE[Xov .... dc Ety: /3ppa] 
[: t] oo)a,v-q lov [ v] c :vor6,: ............... ...2 

I.] Xpaq 7X tov av[uov: .. .] 
70 rpa.c] w: ]ov 8vou [ ......... WV71: 

[Atlt] Xos [Iet8Eir ov ltO: . 13 

[...5 O 26] 

lacuna 

Frag. c 

... .. ]t. pa [X nAtov avt6v : PE] 
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75 [aXXov o q'py64]Ero Da [ ..... 8vopE:] 

[~ 68os a 4w Ao]vptov 8 Epovoa] 

[cv~:..5.Et]pEi:A[A:..13. 
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lacuna 

Frag. d 
80 

.. 
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. ?]IOY[ .9 12 ~~~~~~~~19 

[13 ] A[ 18] 85 [. if ].[.... 1 
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[IEovs9 ov]vt: Clh yet: [/oppa: ............10 ] 

. lo ] K6vctv A [., 16. 

[. 4 ]N[ 7..1 ] 
lacuna 

Frag. e 
[""*7** .... ]vt: N[ ........] 

[7 ] Oa a 0 . 
. . . . . .1 ........ 

19 

95 [ 5 ]H:Kqwcco[ ........ ... . 9 
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lacuna 

Frag. f 
[. ]AA[. 28 ] 
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Frag. g 
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Frag. j 
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12 
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ca.c31 

lacun"a 
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Frag. k 
135 [.... ]4 ZO[ ....... 16 

[ . .....(...?).]ovK. [ 
[ . .. LETraXo] v 'ApTEu [ &o-aKov EIrt epao-Vi] 
[c( ?) Ev Trot Eo8] a6E [crwv To? 19 ..............] 
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Frag. 1 
Col. I Col. II 

- X A------- 
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lacuna 

frag. m 
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Frag. q 
160 -- PA-- 
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The archon Aristodemos (352/1 B.C.) is named in line 130, in a part of the text 
which deals with confiscated property, not with mines. In lines 3 and 6, mines, 
apparently two, are recorded from the stele of Thoudemos (353/2 B.C). Therefore 
this stele probably belongs to one of the years between 350/49 and 345/4. See above 
pp. 199-202 on renewals and length of leases. 

Some of the pieces are badly calcinated as a result of burning; this is especially 
noticeable on Face A of fragment a and on e, j, p, and q. Face B on a and b shows 
distinct traces of a roughened picked surface, which also is found on fragments h, i, 
and j. There were at least two columns, more probably three or four, on each face, 
and part at least of the last column of face B dealt with confiscated property. A 
32-letter line can be restored with considerable probability in two of the better pre- 
served pieces, Face B on a and b, and is probably to be restored throughout. Lines 
122-134, however, from the last column of face B, are not strictly stoichedon (see 
photograph, P1. 88, fragment j); the seven letters in lines 127-129, stoichedon in 
relation to each other, occupy the space of eight letters in lines 122-124. Other 
irregularities on the part of the stone cutter are: 

Line 18: Last two letters et in space of one. 
Line 56: ToZ7 omitted between E'oSabe-v and owner's name. 
Line 87: An omega by mistake for omicron in roZs. 
Line 115: Lambda apparently omitted in KrTq?O-KX9. 

Thus I do not hesitate to restore thirty-three letters in lines 87 and 96. 
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Lines 1-30 from the right hand column of face A contain the fragmentary records 
of five or six leases of which the first two and perhaps the last are of ergasimca mines; 
the fifth and perhaps fourth anasaxcima. 

Lines 7-8: One could restore either - o- o[v 'A]Xco [-EKJi: Elo07)1VEVKE ETraXXov 
Epya6] oqpov or - - Xo [v II] XCO [OEO v ELOqVEVKEV (or acTvEypacfaro) uETacXXov E3pya] o-quov. 

Line 20: qpyya6o-]aro; see No. 4, line 8, for this form. Kerykides is a new name 
for Attic prosopography. 

Lines 21-22.: Diopeithes, son of Diokleides, of Phrearrhoi (P.A., 4329) was 
trierarch in 325/4. The text cannot be restored with any certainty; he is either lessee 
of the preceding mine or registrant of the following. 

Lines 31-49 from the left hand column of face B contain part of the records of 
two leases. 

Lines 43: Diokles of Sounion is known as a property owner at Sounion; cf. 
No. 5, lines 8, 18, and 32. 

Lines 44-45: For Simos son of Diodoros of Paiania, see No. 5, line 29 (and 
other references in commentary thereto). 

Lines 46-47: Lysanias son of Lysikles of Kephale is named as lessee of a mine 
at Laureion in No. 16 (- I.G., 112, 1582, lines 76 ff.). 

Fragment b, Face A, lines 50-59: Parts of two leases, one of which is at 
Thrasymos. The line of break along the top of Face A may be the same line of break 
as that across the top of the lower half of fragment a. If this be the case this fragment 
then would be slightly below and to the left of a, and the text would be part of another 
column. 

Fragment b, Face B, lines 60-72, contains the fragmentary records of two con- 
cessions of which the second is Artemisiakon at Sounion. 

Line 63: The lessee Hagnotheos is perhaps Hagnotheos son of Thrasippos 
(P.A., 147), brother of Hagnon, who appears as lessee in No. 20, line 42 (cf. also 
commentary thereto). 

Line 64: Pheidippos son of Phayllos of Pithos, father of the registrant, appears 
more often than anyone else in the mining texts, as registrant or lessee of 6 mines, 
and as property owner in two other leases. In 367/6 he leased two adjacent unnamed 
mines at Sounion (No. 1, lines 46-47, 81). He is named as registrant of two mines of 
which, neither the name nor place is preserved (line 103 of the present text and No. 15, 
line 42). He owned property at the north of the second of these and can be restored 
as owner of the property in which the mine was located (No. 15, lines 44-45). He 
registered an Artemisiakon at Thorikos and can be restored as owner of the workshop 
at the north (No. 18, lines 70 and 72). In No. 20 he again is found as lessee of one 
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Artemisiakon and as owner of property to the south of another (lines 25, 28). His 
property is given as the northern boundary of a mine at Sounion in No. 16 (= I.G., 
II2, 1582, line 43). And in No. 19, lines 4-9, his workshop is named as part of the 
southern boundary of an Artemisiakon at Thorikos. (See above pp. 195-196 for the 
possible identification of some of these mines). His son Diphilos, who has been 
restored as registrant in the present text, is named as owner of the property in which 
an Artemisiakon was located and of a workshop to the south of it in No. 16 (= I.G., 
II2, 1582, lines 125, 126). Another son Phayllos could equally wvell be restored here. 
Pheidippos, (P.A., 14164), and his two sons Diphilos (P.A., 4485) and Phayllos 
(P.A., 14129), all served as trierarchs in the third quarter of the century. It now 
seems relatively clear where their money came from. 

Line 67: Diophanes of Sounion was a property owner in Maroneia in 367/6 
(No. 1, line 59). He is a member of the well-known family to which Diopeithes the 
general (P.A., 4327 and Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 14) belonged. He is perhaps uncle 
of Diophanes son of Diopeithes (P.A., 4413), a prytanis ca. 330 B.C. 

Lines 73-104, fragments c, d, e, and f, are probably from face A; fragment f 
preserves an original left edge and therefore belongs in the first column. 

Line 75: The last letter is either iota or upsilon; Da6i[XXog IILOe: or DaZ [8poq 
10',r:] could be restored (cf. lines 64 and 94). 

Line 79: Either 'Ap0trpo1r(r0Ev) or 'A/iLrpor ( a-QL); i. e., demotic of the owner 
of edaphe (with rolS omitted as in line 56) or location of the mine. 

Lines 86-88: See above, line 43, for Diokles, property owner in Sounion. 
Line 89: The alpha is probably the first letter of the demotic. A Konon of 

Anaphlystos (P.A., 8708) was trierarch in the third quarter of the fourth century. 
Line 94: Dap- - -, possibly Phaidros (P.A., 13964) son of Kallias of Sphettos. 

general and trierarch in the third quarter of the century. He can be restored in No. 16 
(=I.G., II2, 1582, lines 180-181) as lessee of a mine at Thrasymos. His father 
Kallias (P.A., 7891) leased two concessions in Nape in 367/6 and owned property 
there (No. 1, lines 42, 48, 65). The Thymochares who appears without demotic 
on a boundary stone as lessee of an Artemisiakon (Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937 p. 11, 
no. 12) may well be a member of this same family (P.A., 7411-13). 

Line 103: See above, line 64. 

Lines 105-134, fragments g, h, i, and j, are all assigned to face B. The right 
end of a column is preserved on h and i. Fragment j, with the right edge preserved, 
belongs in the last column. 

Lines 122-134: Compare No. 1, lines 6-39, and No. 16 (Hesperia, V, 1936, 
pp. 398-403, lines 10-203) for similar texts dealing with confiscated property sold 
by the poletai. 

Line 129: For aX6vr[of] see No. 1, lines 13 fif. 
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The remaining nine fragments, k through s, lines 135-169, give no indication of 
the face to which they belong. I have placed fragment s, lines 163-169, at the end 
because of some hesitation over whether it belongs to this stele: it was found outside 
the area of the Bouleuterion Plateia and could belong equally well to No. 14. 

14 (Plate 89). Two fragments of an opisthographic stele of Hymettian marble. 
Fragment a, made up of two joining pieces found in modern context in section S on 
March 21 and 22, 1935, has an original edge, the left on Face A, the right on B. 
Fragment b, found in late fill in section N on March 12, 1936, preserves only one 
inscribed face; it makes a textual but not physical join with Face A of Fragment a. 

Fragment a: Height, 0.23 m.; width, 0.27 m.; thickness, 0.128-0.130 m. 
Inv. No. I 2639. 

Fragment b: Height, 0.213 m.; width, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.079 m. 
Inv. No. I 3738. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon set in a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure 0.082 m. 

Face A ITOIX. 40 
[ 30 spas ?XAov 8] 

[vop.EiV: (Dtvov Epyao [Pnptov WMr: ............ ] 

I.. . ]rov E)vua:raA:AA: pk' [racXXov 7TaXatov dvaor4afi] 
[ov] Nv4,0atK0'V 074AX?v ('X [ ov Map&wVELat Ev roZV E8a4] 

5 EO-lV roig Av',ro4<a>vrov [Jh yEL: /oppa: XOPipov Avo-t( ?)] 
OEL8oV Ka' 'X Xapa8pa [ ........20 vo] 

[TO] v AAro4acvrov KvO?i[pp: Epyaw-,r-ptov rrpas rXtov] 
[av] tOv: Ato0abvovq P [apyrp-r: ( ?) EpPyar Tp1plov Cvr: . .1] 
[.] o+cv 7ElKoE0vs[ I[....] :A [A.: .... aX] 

CTT ~~~~~~ ~~~ r~~~~ ~~~, 3 ~~~~~~ Q 1 

10 Xov ava-crtapov iHp[ c[L] KO'V (7 XLA)V EX'OV EV TOLs Eoa f 
EOGL1 rotg TLtuqo-4[ov I] OVVL: O(I)S [YEL /oppa&: ALO&op(?)] 

ov llatavL: Epya [TpL]ov VO [........... ] 
Epya-rT-qptov Tr [pas rX)'o] v a'Lovo[: .............] 
7pa 9Xov t vo[ .....lx............. 

15 llavortrpa-ropa [ Xa-ri JXtL.v Al:.: ALoXaprqs Al] 
oKXE'VSo 1llJE[: aLTEypdfaro uEraXXov 1raXaul] v adv [a] 

de4/L,uov a- rTT?)X [qv XO .2 P. 2. O] Vvll E 
14 1/7LiEL() [C? OL.]...... (0 WtYEL: /30p 
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XWPa ALOX [apovq voToO: -? 66 . . ] pOVEtov EL 

20 s Hlvopp [ov bE'povo-a ............... 15 ] pya [: 
1TA r)Ai[ov 8voj: . Epya r'pL]ov rL,Ttu:A[A] 
[.1 ] '.'I.l <[. . ..... 

7 aEypa~aTo] ,.e&aXXov[ .1 
31. ] OTYIXTW[X] 

[OV EV TO'lg E8d'0EoCV TO"l' ..... ..... ] eXl[ ~~~~~ . ]~~~~~~VE: Ot YE[':] 

25 [/3oppa:? ? voTO: ? os lovvt: 4 [p] 
/ ex/ ' 13 [l q lOV cavtov: ... 3pya] T)pl0PoV 8 [vo] 

23 tpJLrIpt [/J******,23 
....................... EPy]aGT7'ptov T[L/id 

[4: : 9 19?pEap]pL:ad'zEpa6[t1a] 
[oy ao ..................... IEa'p Pi dimypaCr[*a] 16 
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Face B ITOIX. 40 
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18 
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27 

L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JL.. . . . .: .0 . . . . 

Face A: The last letter of the column is preserved on fragment b, lines 17-19; 
the fact that the stone is broken along this edge clearly suggests that the stele had 
at least two, probably more, columns on each face. The thirty-five preserved lines 
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from column I contain the record of six or seven leases. Note that in the three cases 
where the price is preserved in whole or part (lines 3, 9, and 21) it seems to be twenty 
drachmai. 

Lines 3-9: Nymphaikon at Maroneia(?); see No. 5, lines 53-58, an earlier lease 
of perhaps the same concession. The price and absence of registrant would suggest 
that the earlier lease or claim had lapsed before the present lease. In line 5 the text 
reads Avrobocvrog with an upsilon written over the sigma at the end. With the name 
Autophantos appearing below in line 7, it seems probable that the owners of edaphe 
and workshop are the same, i. e., Autophantos of Kytherros. In line 5 the stonecutter 
wrote the familiar Autophon, and corrected only the last letter. I have found no other 
example of Autophantos, but such names as Diophantos and Antiphantos are well 
known. For Lysitheides, see No. 6, line 10. For Diophanes of Gargettos see below 
No. 16 (Face A, II, lines 73-74). A Xenokles of Kopros (P.A., 11225) is known as 
owner of a workshop at Besa (Isaeus III). One could restore K[o'VpE]: in line 9, 
and assume that the lessee was the son of that Xenokles. 

Lines 9-15: Heroikon (or Heraikon). The location to be restored in line 9 
could be either E'I' epaot-uoi, E1rb AaVpEibo, or Ev MapCWEVcat. 

Line 11: Timesios of Sounion, owner of the edaphe, is perhaps to be identified 
with the Timesios, without demotic, named as property owner in Nape (No. 1, line 
57). Diodoros son of Simos. of Paiania was trierarch in the third quarter of the 
century (P.A., 3953); the tentative restoration is suggested here because his father 
Simos appears elsewhere in these texts as lessee and owner of a workshop (see com- 
mentary on No. 5, line 29). The lessee has been identified with Pausistratos son of 
Philistides (P.A., 11743), named on a list of the mid fourth century; for the demotic 
see Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 410, where his brother was acting as bondsman ca. 343. 

Lines 15-21: A mine with a twelve letter name at Sounion. Compare the follow- 
ing text, No. 15, lines 23-29: the record of a mine, also of 12 letters, with the northern 
and southern boundaries the same as in this text. Diochares son of Diokles of Pithos 
can be restored as lessee in both texts and as registrant here. The price in this text 
is 20 drachmai, in No. 15, at least 150 drachmai. The owner of the edaphe in the two 
texts could be the same assuming that an abbreviated demotic was included in one and 
not in the other. The eastern and western boundaries do not seem to correspond. 
Thus the evidence is insufficient to decide whether the two leases are of the same 
concession or of contiguous ones. I am inclined to take the latter choice because 
the stones seem closely contemporary, perhaps from consecutive years, and so with an 
interval too short for a renewal. Diochares of Pithos is hitherto unknown. His 
father Diokles was a prominent Athenian of the first half of the fourth century, 
served as trierarch in 377/6 (I.G., IJ2, 1604, 91; cf. P.A., 4048; to the references 
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there should be added Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 167, no. 28, line 5), and is named as 
property owner in Nape in 367/6, (No. 1, lines 48-49 and 58). 

Line 19: Perhaps [-q o6o 8 a &o Ma]pCwVEC'ov, either a variant of or error for 
MapoVEtcat. See, however, No,. 5, line 33, where a road from Thrasymos M [a] pawvatE 
is named. The geographical requirements in the two texts lend support to the sug- 
gestion that the same place is referred to, probably the town or district of Maroneia, 
the site of the famous silver strike in the early fifth century.58 

Line 21: For rtpu4 see below, line 27, and No. 15, lines 36, 41, and 47. This 
form of registration is probably a variant of the form in which registrant and lessee 
are the same person (see above, p. 197). This record and that in lines 3-9 seem 
both to be new concessions leased for twenty drachmai. 

Line 28: Three lessees from Phrearrhoi with name and patronymic in 19 
letters are known: Diopeithes son of Diokleides (No. 13, line 21); Timokleides son 
of Hypsichides (No. 16 - I.G., 112, 1582, lines 118, 122); and Kephisophon son of 
- 10 - (No. 20, lines 16-17). The texts are too fragmentary to suggest any 
connections. 

Face B, lines 36-52. With part of the right edge of the stone preserved, these 
lines are from the last column. They contain the fragmentary records of two sales of 
confiscated property. 

Lines 40-41: See No. 16= Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 401-402, lines 149-150 and 
159-160. The person in question apparently owed a fine to the public treasury and 
had been so listed on the acropolis. The kappa is restored from the parallel phrase 
(loc. cit., line 150); but I suggest that in both places it is an abbreviation for 
KX?7Tr7)pE%, not for KVpYra'. Compare No. 1, line 15, where two KXn?7rqpEq are named. 
Eudios of Melite is known from a catalogue of the tribe Kekropis, I.G., 12, 2383, of 
ca. 360-350 B.c. Eudios is the only fourth century name in Melite ending in -dios 
or -aios listed in P.A., a fact which supports the forty letter line, which, already 
established on face A, one would normally expect also on this face since the letter 
units are of the same size. 

Line 42: The offender seems to owe three parts to the city. For a similar use 
of rq.p "penalty," see No. 16 (= Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 402, line 183). 

Line 43: The purchaser of the confiscated property Diomedon son of Diomnestos 
of Acharnai was a brother of Diotimos (P.A., 4383) son of Diomnestos (P.A., 
4073) known from a grave stone of the second half of the fourth century. See 
commentary on No. 5, line 72, for their possible relationship to Diotimos son of 
Mnesistratos of Acharnai. 

Lines 44-46: With a line of forty letters (see above, lines 40-41) the Para- 

58 Aristotle, 'AO. loX., 22, 7. Maroneia would then be somewhat further south than the 
position suggested on his map by Ardaillon. Both Panormos and Maroneia may have been part 
of the deme of Sounion. 
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byston is the only name of a court I have found that will fit the space (Lipsius, 
Das Attische Recht, I, pp. 167 ff.). The Eleven brought cases before the Parabyston 
(Pollux, VIII, 121), and the Eleven handed over confiscated property to the poletai 
(Aristotle, 'AO. IToX., 52, 1, and Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 14, lines 6-7). Therefore it 
seems logical enough to have a case before the Parabyston reported in a poletai record. 
The 8tKaKTO-)ptov To lapa63voTov is named in a fragmentary Delian Amphictyony 
record of the mid fourth century (I.G., 12, 1646, line 12). 

In the record of 367/6 (No. 1) no court was named; the poletai sold property 
received from the Eleven (lines 6-7), which had been confiscated as a result of a 
charge of sacrilege, and the defendant did not await his trial. 

In No. 16 (342/1 [ ?] ) confiscations resulting from an E1ToayyEXLta were handled 
in the [8tKao-r)pTov] grp&Tov Tl'V Katv[(wv]; cf. Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 398, lines 12-13. 
In the same text confiscations following mishandling of tax farming and collection 
of sacred money were handled in the 8tKao-Trptov To /Eo- [ov TrCV Katvcav] ; cf. Hesperia, 
V, 1936, -p. 401, lines 116-117. It is interesting to note that these two types of cases 
were handled in the same court, for Demosthenes specifically states (XXIV, 96) that 
if those in charge of sacred or public money fail to make the proper payments the 
senate shall bring action against them " using the tax collectors' laws ": XpWPEV7qV 

ToZ1 v4Los qos TEXWVtKOt19. According to Aristotle, 'AO. IIoA. 52, 3, the apodektai bring 
into court cases involving tax farmers. He does not name the court, but it well may 
be the 8tKacTT)ptov To .E'O)ov T(0V1 KatvCOV. 

Line 46: The name of the KVp&n- ', "ratifier," is omitted. 
Lines 47-52: These lines seem to contain the fragmentary description of the 

property involved in the second case. 
Line 48: Following the mention of property and house registered for con- 

fiscation one would expect the location (cf. No. 16 Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 401-403, 
lines 119, 155, 187). I can find no name corresponding with the letters TOBIQNEIO. 

15 (Plate 90). Five fragments of Hymettian marble probably from the same opistho- 
graphic stele. Fragment a, the only one which preserves two inscribed faces, is made 
up of three joining pieces, of which one was found in a late wall in section E on Oct. 
5, 1933, the second in section B in late fill north of the Tholos on March 9, 1934, and 
the third in late fill in section S on Feb. 5, 1935. Fragment b was found in late fill in 
section S on March 22, 1933. Fragments c, d, and e were all found in section B: c, in 
late fill south of the Tholos on April 18, 1934; d among the marbles from the section 
on May 29, 1934, and e above the Tholos floor on March 16, 1934. No original edges 
are preserved. 

Fragment a: height, 0.275 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, at top, 0.119 m.; at 
bottom, 0.115 m. 
Inv. No.I 1095 + I 2381. 
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Fragment b: height, 0.064 m.; width, 0.038 m.; thickness, 0.036 m. 
Inv. No. I 2639b. 

Fragment c: height, 0.045 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness, 0.025 m. 
Inv. No. I 631b. 

Fragment d: height, 0.085 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Inv. No. I 631e. 

Fragment e: height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.042 m. 
Inv. No. I 1577. 
Height of letters (all fragments), 0.004 m. 

The letters are stoichedon, set in a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure 0.08-0.082 m. The unit and the letter forms correspond with those of the 
preceding text. It is possible that they are from the same stele, with No. 15a from 
the upper thinner part of the stele. Because of a possible repetition of a concession 
(lines 15-21 on No. 14 and 23-29 here) I have given them separate numbers. Frag- 
ments b-e can be assigned equally well to either No. 14 or No. 15. 

Frag. a 
Face A ITOIX. 40 
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4 
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[.5.] J[]1Vt IV: /3opp.:.[. 24 

20 [.]po' ll[a] av:vo 6p ] ........... 
[ov v]tv: 'A ro[v] Kv [pp. .................... 
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Frag. a 
Face B -TOIX. 40 
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Frag. b 
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Frag. c 
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Frag. d 
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Frag. e 
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Fragment a, Face A, lines 1-34, contains the records of perhaps six leases. 
Line 10: For - - st+vt see No. 5, line 2, and No. 20, lines 3-4. 
Line 15: For [N] tK7)p [arov] see below, line 46. 
Lines 18-23: A mine at Besa. Aspetos of Kytherros of line 21 (P.A., 2638) was 

secretary in 340/39, and his son Demostratos (P.A., 3623) was trierarch in 325/4. 
His father Demostratos was owner of a furnace named as northern boundary of a 
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mine at Laureion in 367/6 (No. 1, line 54). In No. 16 ( I.G., II2, 1582, line 55) 
Aspetos, without patronymic or demotic, is named as owner of a workshop which 
was the eastern boundary of Eudoteion at Laureion; he probably is the same man. 
In the present text the type of property owned by him is undeterminable. Kephisodotos 
of Aithalidai of line 23, father of the lessee, leased two mines in 367/6, one of which 
was at Laureion (No. 1, lines 56-57), and the other Archegeteion at Besa (No. 1, 
line 76). He probably is to be identified with the Kephisodotos of Aithalidai who 
served as arbitrator for the Salaminioi at Sounion in 363/2 (Hesperia, VII, 1938, 
no. 1, line 8) and will be one of the two or three Kephisodotoses of Aithalidai known 
for the mid fourth century; P.A., 8321, son of Apolexis, who made a dedication to 
Athena, and P.A., 8322 and 8323, one the father of Konon, the other the son of 
Kyna .., both named on a double statue base on the Acropolis (I.G., IJ2, 5391). 
It may be noted that Demostratos of Kytherros, father of Aspetos, was owner of a 
furnace named in the boundaries of a mine at Laureion leased by Kephisodotos. 

Lines 23-29: See No. 14, lines 15-21, and commentary thereto. 
Line 32: See No. 5, line 68. 

Fragment a, Face B, lines 35-55, contains the records of four or five leases. 
Line 36: For rqn see No. 14, lines 21 and 27. 
Lines 42-47: A mine in eight letters. Either [eopKo]Z or [Ev Na6in]t could be 

restored as the place in lines 42-43. For Pheidippos of Pithos see commentary on 
No. 13, line 64. Nikeratos of Kydantidai (see above, line 15, and No. 19, lines 24, 
25) was owner of edaphe and unspecified property at Maroneia. He is to be identified 
with Nikeratos (P.A., 10742), trierarch in the third quarter of the century. His 
father Nikias (P.A., 10809) appears as property owner in Nape in 367/6 (No. 1, 
lines 41-42, 58). They are grandson and great-grandson of Nikias the general who 
had the greater portion of his large fortune in the silver mines (Plutarch, Nicicas, 
IV, 2). 

Lines 57-80: The four small pieces can be assigned with equal probability to 
either face of this stone or to No. 14. Meidias in line 76 is perhaps to be identified 
with Meidias son of Kephisodoros of Anagyrous (P.A., 9719), the prominent wealthy 
man attacked by Demosthenes, XXI. He is named in the boundaries of two mines in 
No. 16 (- I.G., 112, 1582, lines 44, 82). His brother Thrasylochos (P.A. 7347), 
trierarch in 361, leased two mines in 367/6 (No. 1, lines 49, 51-52). 

16 (Plates 91-92). I.G., II2, 1582, and Hesperica, V, 1936, pp. 393 ff. no. 10, and 
three small fragments hitherto unpublished. Six fragments from an opisthographic 
stele of Hymettian marble, of which three have been published, I.G., II2, 1582 (f rag- 
ment a) and Hesperics V, 1936, p. 393, no. 10 (b and c). All were found in the Agora. 
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Fragment a was found in May of 1908 during the Greek excavations east of the 
Theseion (i. e., in the region of the Metroon and the temple of Apollo Patroos) used 
as a cover slab for a late pithos (Ath. Mitt., XXXV, 1910, p. 274). The others were 
found during the American excavations. Fragment b was built into the Roman screen 
wall around the Bouleuterion Plateia (see above p. 191, n. 6) and fragment c was 
found in late fill east of the Tholos. Of the three new fragments now assigned to this 
stele, d was found on April 19, 1934, in section B in a late context about 20 meters 
south of the Tholos; fragment e was found in a late Roman context some 25 meters 
further south, in section 1r, on April 12, 1934; and fragment f was found in a modern 
wall in the southeastern part of the Agora, in section A, on March 20, 1934. 

The two large pieces, a and b, join (see photograph, Plate 91). The stele had 
been cut down the center in later times and the edges considerably battered and chipped 
in the process; so the surface of the actual join is very small, at the most only several 
square centimeters. Fortunately some of the text is legible on both sides of the join 
and confirms the position. The two as joined preserve the original sides of the stele, 
but both are broken at top and bottom.59 

There are four columns on each face. All the legible text in the four columns of 
Face A,60 and the first column and the first 10 lines of the third column (the second 
is illegible) of Face B apply to mining leases; the rest of the third column and the 
fourth column on B record the sales of confiscated property. The stele was the record 
of the poletai for one year, probably of the year 342/1, but possibly of 341/0 or 
339/8 (see above pp. 199-202 on the length of leases). 

This stele preserves far more text than any of the others in this series. The 
stones as actually preserved give a minimum of 130 lines to a column on Face A, and 
of 110 on Face B.6' Allowing 5 'A lines for the record of each lease, the four columns 
of Face A would have contained the records of about 96 leases, not including those 
on the missing pieces above and below, and the two and a fraction columns of B, 
assigned to the mines, perhaps of 45 leases. The legible and partly legible texts 
actually contain the records of about 61 leases (see the chart on p. 286, below). 

The texts are not being republished, but some new restorations and variant 
readings are offered.62 

59Dimensions of the two as joined: preserved height, 0.735 m.; width, 1.065 m.; thickness 
0.09-0.094 m. Note that the position of the join is approximately that suggested by Meritt, 
Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 395. 

60 I am using the nomenclature of the faces as given in the Editio Minor publication, rather than 
that of Hesperia, V, where A and B were reversed. 

61 Both faces are stoichedon. On A there are 39 letters to a line and they are set in a square 
checker pattern of which ten units measure ca. 0.067 m. On B there are 35 letters to a line set in a 
square checker pattern of which ten units measure 0.075 m. The maximum preserved height of 
0.735 (on fragment b) demands ca. 111 lines on face A. To these must be added the 14 preserved 
lines on the non-joining fragment (Hesperia, loc. cit.). 

62 For convenience of reference the line numbers of the original publications are used both in 
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Face A, Column I. Hesperica, V, no. 10, face B, lines 206-308, on fragments 
b and c (lines 1-103). No names of mines are preserved in the 87 lines on the 
large piece. The classification of the second record can be restored as [TraIX]atov 
aJ[vao-6a(tov] in lines 2Q7-208. The location of the fourth is preserved in lovvk't of 
line 219. The lo] lvvt - - of the preceding line is probably demotic of registrant or 
lessee. A location also at Sounion is probable in lines 262-263 which can be restored: 

E(XOV (& [^/Ei . .. .. . . . . ..... 2 3 . .wa . . .. 100, 1 

is alEvo[p]o[v fEpovcra? 

In No. 14, lines 15-21, a road to Panormos is named in the boundaries of a mine at 
Sounion. Lines 295-308 preserved on the small non-joining fragment contain the 
record of three leases. The price of 6100 drachmai (line 299) is much the highest 
price found in these inscriptions; therefore it is peculiarly vexing that no consecutive 
text is preserved. Lines 299-303 may be restored tentatively: 

vj 4cya : TH TTAA,IKKA/. r [ .. . . arEypca] 

To /1 E[ra]XXov wiaXcatv [avao-da'etov 'Af+tTpoirnjo-v] 

[-T]'X[LvV] 6'xov A7q1rTpt[aKOv CIt ?y: op. 10 

.a: [VO]rTj Xaptv[o]v x4[ptov AXtov acvto'vrT 68 -nB'4-a] 

[aLE f]E[p]oo-a: irps 71[X&tov 8vo,E .................] 

The restorations are made on the assumption that this mine is in the same, area as the 
Demetriakon at Amphitrope recorded in column IV of the same stele (I.G., IJ2, 1582, 
lines 92-99). 

Face A, Column II. The preserved text of this column is being published in full 
since a join of the two pieces, a and b, has been found. The scattered legible letters 
in the left half of the column are being published here for the first time. The letters at 
the right end of the column are lines 1-32. of I.G., 11 1582 (lines 49 to 80 in this 
column). 

ITOIX. 39 
[,~~~ 16 .. y[.21] 

[............... A -Y [. 1 

.l15[ xv14 .. . .. . C7'15,\](rqAv [E'XOV ...............4.X] 
[ 15 . t***O 18........] 

1.........lA...O[ ........ 
5 [. 1. .. lo]vv pya[ o-nptov .....]..... 

the commentary here and in other references to this stele, except for lines 1-32 of I.G., 112, 1582, 
to which a joining piece has been added. These are lines 49-80 of Face A, col. II, in the present 
publication. 
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[ 18 ]T.................. ] 
[ .] TrEPyp [ar aro /lEraXXov ....] 
[ 17 21 . ] 

12 lines illegible 

21 [. 17 . 21.] 

[ 16 ]EA[. 21 

[ 17 ] NM .1.[. 18 

[ 20 ]OY[ ] 17 

25 [ 19 . . . . . ..18 ] 
[ 18 19 ] 

30 [ 20 1]5VA[.] 

[ 1 9 ]p. 16 
. .9 . . . . . . . . . . .7 . . ] 19 1 [ . ~~~.].....A.A[....... 

[ 19 ,* 9 ]Kpa[ . 16. 

19 [... .]ov N[ .....7.] 
10 

35 [ . 10 Xiov] 'vh6v A. A[ .. . ] 
[ . 16]N....IE[ 5.] 

..........Sp [... .. ..1 N .... 7 I [.............] 

[ ~~~16 IL 
[ 18 ]44eovcra[ .I.... 1 [ 20 ]I...O [......... 

40[ 20 ]O..] *l[vv.* 
[21................ ]a H [ 

[ 14 ,] ETcLXov vraXa [ uav civacaFo-6qo ] 

17 
1 

[ .? . ]aKv AV[. .... . ] 
[ 

~20 ]A..PI[ 
14 ] 

4 0 ..................... 
. .. OA.. . . l ......] 

[ 20 . ..] (itto[vv& .. .] 

[ 20 ] n .A [ .1 
[ 19 19 [ 2 ] 

[.I..~~....]KovAv[ .... 
1 

. . . . . .16. 9 ] I 
. 

. I 

50 [ .VcL~. 6Z[ov Kcu ErLKa]2raro0 

[45 . El .O.. E. .E. . ro ] N .][.. .. 'A]. X . ... vor 
[0o .132 ] AT. N .. 1] 
[ov avo: 7) 6wa] 7) [>ITF ep6]urv,.ov a[qra Aavp]E'ov 4Epovo- 
[a 'rrpas 7)Xiov svoy:] 7) [xa]p6spa 7) i[qr Aavp]sov eqF a 
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55 [vovw( ?) f'Epovo-a C'm*... ] A[...7. . ] 'E3XEV: HHHH 
[.*@@@@***18ssssss@@] tv [ a~]'7E [yp6ar] o ,i&aXov [.-v-............ Iv[r:a] E[p'a A]o E'TaXXov 

[ 29 ] reriov ota y 

[.20.] ...... ] Xov &v06]v r 
L 

TEX,a ra 

[rawLaKov(?). '2.c 3@ h@ Fy: /3Op5] A[Lo]peS'&wvor6. 

[2ov llcuav: 11 . ] [ / ] Op EV O Ls 

[E....E. ro.q............ 7) ] Eov avt6 v E'rta r 

65 [pao1vww '7TcLXcLov cL1)LcTcatOV $O Py]e E:opp .I)LX7).LOv 

[6Ko aov or6 ................] .pyarIpov A 
[V7t 10 . ] IY [. y&aXov] ..H IIXovZ 

[(L .. 16]X [ . 7va]o-6aL,Zov $ OL 
[ . 17 ..]A/\ . Y [....8.... ] /%p . ALOKXE8 

70 [ov . . .. spyacrr41pwv c] v [ : AEV'KLos eso ] KXEOVS NO [v] 
[V:.... 2 r] EPyp&fI [aro y'raX] Aov 'rraXaLo 
[v avWLc4{FLov . ] . .7 .X . [cA i 'x er] E pao4wL 

[$h Pye /3op: ... ..] I .. I [ ... vor6_] ALoSbvovs: Pa 
[py j *pya po.....................] . . . ] V O a [ .1] 

75 [ .17. .]AlI[ .1 T p 
[oD,tcL.13.] y[..4 +]p aX 
[Lv at]A[. . 3 ] EVr[o] 

[Es EdiEO-L ro't .... ..17..... . eEppaXn'V] E'xo 

[vn .... . . . . . . ] IY .. .ETaX o ]ETtO a -'. 

1 7~~~3 

80 [...]l... ]H[.] 

lacunal 

Lines 49-55: An anasaximon mine and cutting. See No. 6, lines 5 and 14, and 
Col. IV, line 137, of this stele for .7 KararoXva. See below, No. 20, line 6, for the 
suggested place Thalinos. 

Lines 56-60: Dionysiakon. 
Lines 60-63: Ploutoniakon ( ?). The name Ploutoniakon is not attested for a 

mine. The space seems too short for the restoration of a registrant and the reading 
llXov'r[apXo --- -]. Simos of Paiania appears in other texts as lessee and property 
owner (discussed above under No. 5, line 29). 

Lines 63-67: Hermaikon at Thrasymos. 
Lines 67-71: A mine at Thrasymos. The lessee Leukios of Sounion is also found 

in other mining texts (discussed above under No. 5, line 9). 
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Lines 71-75: A mine at Thrasymos. Diophanes of Gargettos (P.A., 4407) 
named in the boundaries, perhaps as the owner of a workshop, is the father of 
Apollodoros (P.A., 1413) who served as trierarch in the third quarter of the century. 
A second son, Aisimedes, is named in Col. IV of this same text, lines 112 and 117, 
as registrant and lessee of a mine at Anaphlystos. 

Lines 75-80: A mine at Thrasymos. 

Face A, Column III - I.G., 112, 1582, lines 33-84. These lines contain the record 
of ten leases of which the last four are renewals recorded from earlier stelai. The 
price is preserved for seven and in each case it is 150 drachmai. 

The following variant readings and restorations are based on a study of the 
stone and squeeze: 

Line 36: [ ? cV1: ? ] Ot: H 1 
Lines 38-40: 

[.2.J 3... t T 8 o]pp' Tr 'AprEJULOt 
[aKov VETacXXov vp'Tp Xov Oav r)] xapacpa Trpo'g rAto 
[V VOE: ........ 1.9 .]. 

.. .:.... .v. 

Line 43: [cot yE: 30pp: ?] (DET8TTrO lIlO: Kat To' 

Line 53: aXXAov bEXXEvV 0`8o. e oAo E TworpaTy&vog E"Tr 

Lines 80-83: 

[Xi ( [va OEb] povo- [a Kat ro] AtoVv1taK [ov 4uEaXXov 8vop*] 
MEL&OV 'Ava [yv: Ep"yao-rq7pLov: ctwq: Ava-avtag AVOLK] 

XE'ovs: KEba: HP1 

Pheidippos of Pithos, line 43, is discussed above (No. 5, line 64). The text of 
the original publication, Ath. Mitt., XXXV, 1910, p. 277, reads -- - EIAIIIIIOI, 
whereas the commentary there and the text in the Editio Minor both read loo(ei8tiwrog. 
I can see no trace of the pi, omikron, and sigma. Line 53 is published as E'6co Tov3 
ePaycovog. The upsilon (of ivro) is very clear. Hypotragon is not known as a place 
name. The tentative restorations in lines 80-83 are made by comparison with No. 8, 
lines 7, 10, and 12. Antixenos of Euonymon, of line 80, was the man who held the 
former lease. Cf. Sch6nbauer, op. cit., pp. 21-22. 

Face A, Column IV = I.G., 112, 1582, lines 85-139. Nine leases are preserved 
on this column, and with one exception (No. 8, lines 129-135) all seem to be new 
leases, registered and leased by the same person, and for which a price of 20 drachmai 
each was paid. The first two are at Amphitrope, the next six (with the possible 
exception of No. 7, lines 123-129) are at Anaphlystos, and the last at Thorikos. 

Lines 90-91 are perhaps to be read as: 
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[OV flo ItzWAOV, IWPag 9 nA tov [8VOUE' 71 Owas 0 701g 'Aptu+tpo] 
[w1 Q'IE Brva4E JEppovccaKa [t ................ 

In lines 92 and 98 the name of the registrant and lessee can be restored as 
["Io-av] 8po IZ-rparoKXEoVs. Compare No. 18, line 17, where Stratokles son of Isandros 
is named as lessee of a mine at Besa. 

In line 99 'AvabXvo-rot can be restored before the name of the registrant. For 
similar repetitions of the place, apparently when there is a change from a group of 
leases at one place to another, see below, lines 135 and 139, and also No. 5, lines 68 
and 69. 

In line 108 Stratokles might be restored as owner of the edaphe; see below 
line 115. 

The location of the mine in the seventh lease (lines 123-129) is omitted. It is 
between two leases recorded at Anaphlystos but the road from Laureion to Thrasymos, 
named as its western boundary, argues against a location at Anaphlystos for this mine. 

Lines 136-137 are probably to be read: 

pa: E`TaXXov aWTEypacIaTo 7aXatcov alvaoL [IaetoV Ka] 
? E'7TLKaTTofIJ7/v] 'ApTEjuto-taKNV ar'7Xv [E'xov 00pL] 

See above, No. 6, lines 5 and 14, and this same stele, Col. II, line 49. The surface 
of the stone has deteriorated since the original publication and no letters are now 
legible in these lines. 

Face B, Column I = I.G., 12, 1582, lines 140-187 (lines 292-339). Only the left 
half of the column is legible. Note that the columns on this face are of 35 letters (see 
below, columns III and IV), not of 39 as on Face A and as published in the Editio 
Minor. This shorter line makes possible some new restorations. The records of about 
eight leases are preserved, of which at least seven are of mines at Thrasymos. No 
prices are preserved and in no record is it possible to determine the relationship of 
registrant to lessee. 

Lines 140-144: [4]fEpovoa [I c.w .y. 23E7T] 

WI a(3v,u[4cot ........ 9 T........ a9EYpI] 
aro uEraXX [ov raXatXLov avadatjuov E7Ti Opao-] 
[ifl conu 'APTEVUtLaKOV WtqrV 'XOV COL YE f30pp 'E] 

7flKparrpo - 27 ] 
7t$Kpa-rq 

J . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 

Lines 159-162: ['E] 1tKpa&rq 'A[XEetacov'AvawX: (?) aiEwypaaro E7T] 

[E] epacvut E`TaXXov [taXatoX v avbca-6tyov -] 

[r '4Xwv E'xov llpoo [.. .6... EV TOV E&4EOatv ro] 

[It D I4Vi8OV JOV [V. (' A YIE /..T....Epya] 
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Lines 180-182: [a]orrptov [r) : ...................... 22 (a] 

[Zc ] 8pog KaXXtov [1fr4rrT: d7mTEypa'aro /1ETaXXo] 
[v] E'7 aE4paivXa [ . ..... EoVTOL E8bE] 

The repetition of EVL epacnv nt in lines 141 and 142 suggests that the mine 
recorded above was not at Thrasymos; see Column IV, Face A, lines 99, 135. 

The restoration of Epikrates son of Alexiades of Anaphlystos, line 159, known 
from a prytany list (I.G., 112, 1750 of 334/3) was suggested by Oikonomos, Ath. 
Mitt., XXXV, 1910, p. 322. The Ilpoo- -- - of line 160 is probably the beginning of 
the name of the mine. 

For Phaidros son of Kallias of Sphettos, see above, No. 13, line 94. 
On Face B, column II and the left half of column III are illegible. Part of the 

right half of III is preserved on fragment b (Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 397-400, lines 
1-92). Only the first ten lines are concerned with mining leases. A few new restora- 
tions are offered and these ten lines are republished in full: 

31 

[~~~~ .. . ... .] . . N LK-1 

[parovg EpTyaorqnptov cvwy l ]: Krnq-tL/3o: ME 
[Xtr:.. : 'Ajubtrpox7n: Mvo-t8a'u] asa: 'Apto-ro8a4cav 

rros: Mvp: adrETypaa: uE'aXXov] aXataov avaa-af 

r q Xov 3rnXr1v ..ov.] ov 'A.4.rpo]rr:e 
[v rots EaSbOw-Lt roig 'Avrw-0f]vog: KvO: C$ y: /3op 
[................ vor6: Mv] t6a,j-avrog e 

t8a+: Mvp: rpos r)Xtov avL: 'Avrw-] OE'vos: E86Ub: KvO 
[Wpos rAXtov 8vo: Mvrq0n&8a4avr]os 086Ea477: Mvp: xv 

[Mvrqa-8a&ag 'Apw-ro8acuavro ] : Mvp: AA : Ta"8E EIr 

[pa6rq KTrX.? 

For the repetition of the place name in lines 3 and 6, see above, Column III, 
line 141. For another example of the abbreviation a'rEypa64a: (line 4) on this same 
stele see above, Face A, Column III, line 64. Antisthenes of Kytherros, owner of 
edaphe, lines 6 and 8, is a member of a prominent fourth century family and one of 
the two of that name who served as trierarchs in the third quarter of the century 
(P.A., 1194, 1197).63 The same property seems to be named in two other texts: No. 
18, lines 57, 59, and 62, and No. 21, line 20. 

The lower part of Column III and all of IV (Hesperia V, 1936, pp. 398-403, 
lines 10-92, and 101-204, contain the records of confiscated property sold by the 
poletai. 

The three new fragments 16 d, e, and f, probably from this same stele, deal 

63 This identification was suggested by Raubitschek, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 304. 
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with confiscated property and will therefore be from Columns III and IV of face B. 
Only the inscribed face is preserved on all three. 

Fragment d: Height, 0.083 m.; width, 0.067 m.; thickness, 0.052 m. 
Inv. No. 1 1816. 

Fragment e: Height, 0.142 m.; width, 0.157 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. 
Inv. No. 1 1782.. 

Fragment f: Height, 0.052 m.; width, 0.116 m.; thickness, 0.055 m. 
Inv. No. I 1664. 

Letter height, all fragments, 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon (except for line 4 of e) with a square checker unit of 
which five units measure ca. 0.037-0.038 m. Both e and f preserve part of two 
columns; the intercolumniation on e, of ca. 0.009-0.010 m., is slightly narrower than 
that on the large piece of this stele and on f of 0.11-0.12 m. Fragment e, therefore, 
is probably to be placed above the large piece b, and f, which in marble and wear 

closely resembles the small fragment c (Hesperica, V, 1936, pp. 397, 404) probably 
below it. On the broken upper surface of e there are drill holes from a later recutting, 
similar to those on the sides of a and b (see above) 

Frag. d ITOIX. 35 

[---cirrj--]js': I [ .I................. 2 
5 ..p( ?)] 8eKa 8tKaor'4 ptov. . . ] 

[KVpCo)D trap] a ipv [avEv ...........15 ] 

5 [ ...0..]: KaXXt[a -a - aTEYypa#EV--] [ 11. ]TLi[ v14 ] 
.. . .... ]Crat 01 [Kiav ............1 . 

[ ...1. . . 
I 

E v 
1; . . 

.....] [ . . . T]oKTE [Ev ........1 .... 
] 

II... 
I Kat ........ LT[ . .. 

[...1 0[.......... pa [......... 19 

10 ~. 13.... 

lacuna 

Frag. e 
Col. III Col. IV 

[ 
?_2 

_]K2[... 
- _ __26 -o] 4XEV KXE ,uov IFKvXo [ 

2 

-2 - 

--- TL]pA7/,uLa HHH E OVVTL ac'&TEOK [EV - - -E 

27- -T- ro av'r o xcopt/ eovXas 8v"O K[ -__ 25 _ 

26 [__25o_Xc 8vo K [ 25 5[ov - ? ]- -voiEm'O[ 
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[Eo-Ocat - -1 - -i X t N[- - ]- - - 

- -- -a-TEyp ] a4Ev 'ApX 
[- _2_ - - ]?opiv 01.] 

29 

29 ] A [ .... ] 

lacuna 

Frag. f 
Col. III(?) Col. IV(?) 

[(]Q[-82- 3---_ 
El Ilpo r]apxo[ 25xo 

--- OtKta VoTo[ OEV - - p- (?) 

-------------- aK: TH: o'cott rXEov[og a ta 6-] 

5?-------------H L 'EpK: HH 8paX4[d 16_ TL 8-] 

28 ] 

lacuna 

No. 16d. The first two lines seem to be the end of the record of one case. K: for 
K(X'r"ppES), witnesses that a summons has been served. They were usually two in 
number. Cf. No. 1 line 15 and lines 150 and 166 in Column IV of this stele (Hesperia, 
V, 1936, pp. 401-402). 

For the restorations in lines 3-4, which introduce a new case, compare lines 11-13 
and 115-117 of columns III and IV (Hesperia, V, loc. cit.). The date is restored 
exempli gratia; any day of the month between the thirteenth and the nineteenth is 
equally probable. In the other case headings in this text the name of the court appears 
between the date and the ratifier from the prytaneis. The two courts already named 
are the [&Kao-Trptov] rp60rov rc(Ov Katv[c3v] (Col. III, line 12) and the 8tKac-,rptov ro, 

u&r [ov rca]v Katv&jv (Col. IV, line 116). In line 3 one might restore 8tKaoT-nptov Tpco0ov 

or ro -pco-ov r6Ov Katvwov and assume a second meeting of the same court with either 
,C)V Katvoj'v or the word &Kaor-nptov omitted. Pollux, in listing the Athenian courts 

(VIII, 121) names the 1eZdov along with the ,uo-ov and the Parabyston.64 This court 
might be restored in line 3 instead of the 7pC<rov, reading either 8cto-nptov /LEti0v 
or To /Lo0v T&JV Katv . 

No. 16e. Line 4 is not stoichedon; ten letters are crowded into the space of eight. 
Line 2: perhaps [ VpoO-] OSXEtLv; see Face B, Col. IV (Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 402, line 
182). Line 3: rta, probably penalty or fine (Lysias, 27, 16) rather than in its second 
meaning, rateable property. Line 13: The name Smikylos is new in Attic proso- 

64 See Lipsius, Das Attische Recht, I, p. 170, for discussion of the various courts. 
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pography; cf. 14VKCXtwV (P.A., 12799). Line 14: A locative such as ['Ayv]oivVT, 
[Mvppwv]or3vrt, either the place of residence of a metic named in the missing portion 
of the text or the place in which some property is located. Line 15: An 'eov'Xq 8&Kq 

is an action brought by one who claims property in consequence of a court judgment 
against a defendant who has refused to surrender the property. For a similar use 
of the word in the plural see Andocides, I, 73: 6iro'(ot --- fEovXas r ypa4a4 7) 'fnf83oXa,g 

c?bXov. Apparently two such actions had been brought against the person in question. 
No. 16f. Lines 3-4: ['Av] aK(atEvl) or [A] aK(ta6/qs) could equally well be 

restored as demotic. Compare No. 1, line 14, for 'ract )XE'ov [os aeta - - -]. 

17 (Plate 93). An inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble found in Section Z on 
May 16, 1938, in a late Hellenistic context among the working chips for the Propylon 
of the Tholos Area. The inscribed face only is preserved. 

Height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness, 0.018 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. 1 5511. 

The writing is stoichedon set in a square checker pattern of which five units 
measure ca. 0.036 m. The interval between the columns measures 0.008 m. 

Col. I Col. II ITOIX. 

[.]arv }S[?--__] 
[?1K ~~~~~8ovo-a.a[ ?] --- 

~~~~~~~~~~~[_ _ _ _ _----] _oc _ 3----- 
[--------- --]- a E'8OeEV [ ? 

EVEVI] 

[?-----]OTO O-Krqka [---EVE'TCoK( ?)] 
5 [?- -]NAII 7raroE[ ?- 

[ ? ~~~~E'vo]~EcX p'wr64? 
[Eo_ __a_t - - - v]+A pco [ - - - - - ---]vca 
[EuicHa,-__?_ ] vacat 

The text of the right-hand column applies to records of sale of confiscated 
property. See above, Nos. 1, 7, 13, 14, and 16 for the vocabulary. The same is true 
of the left-hand column if the word [Evo] EL'X[EQ-Oat] is correctly restored in lines 6-7. 

18 (Plate 92). A fragment of Hymettian marble found in a late wall in section 1 
on March 22, 1938. The back surface is smooth, but not parallel to the face; the stone 
may have been recut after being used as an inscription. It is broken at top, bottom 
and both sides. 

Height, 0.37 m.; width, 0.35 m.; thickness, upper left, 0.09 m.; lower left, 
0.092 m.; upper right, 0.08 m.; lower right, 0.076 m. 
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Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 5358. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure ca. 0.071 m., with two units left vacant between the columns. 

Col. I ITOIX. 47 

[. . .. 36 ]'Y. .ON: /Opp['.] 
17 

[. voro: EpyacrrflpLov] ALOKOAXOV EK K: 
[ .~wv: 3 Ev1OvKpaTrjg (?) E'Ov ] Kparovg 'AfLb&rp: XX 
[. 2.9 ] B a-o-t A[ y]7XlaKOV c'& 

5 [y: 23 .. ]V: 'Av8poKXA kIpoOKX 
[ 25 

Bs4o.] v,.B q I- Iayyac: cv): rXaVK 
[ 22 tT.E'ra JAov4 llayyacucoL o qpya4,: 
[?cZV7}:?----------JoS]0KX E'K KoX: HFMA 

30]T7.......................)....... T lKov C[ ]Xqv E'Xov 'V 

10 [ros EoatcLv 'rot ..........12 . ] y: op: oi4a t A [.] 
[----vow. - - ? -pya]o-nrip&ov irpas '1xto 

1 ~~~1 2 [v civov:... ......... 2 vou C'Hp]dcKXEW0V [T] 
' 

Bq7o-at(3v 

[cVrp 24 ]XHHHH:NavO-tKXA [.]AA[I.] 
[-?- - - I-TaE7Pyp64acTo /EaXXov - - ---] e&ov BorJo r7(t1Xa1v ('X0 

15 [vc3hyEt: 3op: 1 ......... ]voTo: - d686 BaCE 

[E'povcra -npa '1XXov aiivt': ....... ]vo pyar[a] 'pov Svo/ 
22 

...................... V7:] $TparoKX^j9 1o-ca pov [1] 
1 9 

[vi7ra7: ...A1]#................ X At] iXov Fap[y] r&t: E[i]ocrr4vE 
[ VKE u A'raXXov . 3 . Epya6]au'pov B 'qo( {-(qr} ? EK rq [IO] 

20 [Ir4X-q rq EW7r' 'ApXtov apXo: o alrEypac]aTo EV'O&KO9 Mv7q0rt 346/5 

[Eov b07)TTL0? C$ yEL: /op: (DLXOKP( ?) ]d [r] q Ev'cwvv: voro: HpaKX 

[E?ol/ rbI B7,cra cv cv7 .COP]ov ll6ptog Hi: 'Av8poKX 
.. airEypa(aTO /E.raXXov] vaXatov avac6a'e: B7cncnt 

7 

[...7.... 71v ('xov E 3h (yE flop] : NtKav8pi8ov Iloramu: ot 

25 [Kda voro 7) o8os 77 El[ ....... E]pOV[ ] p tov av(ov: 1& 
[ 

..23 ..................... p ] ov vo : TE T TO 

[v ?-- ) -- ] 4] [7) ] _pa6rov 'Apb?rpo 
21 

[..2 ..................... Aa/]t rp: ac'Eypaw*aro uEaXXo 
3 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ [v avacTacL,u: cT7) 'X'v E'xov B 'o-vjo-c ( ?) ]v KtI Ga] tpctvtaK0oV EV 7oZK K 

30 [I E4EO-w cV yd: flop:?PO -]paIr[o]vg OaXvq)pE EpyaoT-r? 
19 

[pLoV vor6: . ............ v T'qa-ay6pa p: [ .OKa1 v 
[ 

......2.9 ..................... ITOV Vw?: KaXXLKpart 
27 .]X~~~ CAIXIa..LE1 a'lTEypa4iar 
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[o /.LEaXXov raXatXov avao-d : B'o-o- ] tv orr-rvE 'xov 'Aopo8& 
35 [taKOv COt yEL /30p: ...6... EpyaT]ptovvorO: Boav 'A 

[prepCto-tov ..........21 ]Xt: vTpag lXov 8voLE 

r 2 4 .. . cv ( ?) ]vO-LKXA Z-qXapXOV IV7T 

[aX: 26 .Aa] ItwrpE: a1TEypaIaro 
[uEraXXov ....... 26 ................... ] EPE : [ . .] 

lacuna 

Col. II 
40 XO[. 

40 O [ ..................... 45. . 4.1 . .. .. 

s nX[iov &vt6i': . . . ........26 '~rp?~ X........... 
. . 

.tov] 

8vo[pyE': ..................41 ] 
Ivo [U KOV . . .. .. . ........................ 3 39 

39 
45 'Ap4t[rpo: ................................... 'A] 

43 (DIA A O T ............................................. 3.] 

/oro[. 42 ] 
VOITO[ .................................. 4 

'Aputr[po: . ]. . 

50 [.]paro[v ..... ............... .. 

[a] 7TEypa6[faro w EraXXov TaXatov aLvaca(e: ....&vu.c..... EV ro] 

ts Ado [EOTV ro?^?WCL y: /30p: ?---?---- ] 
20 'A,utrpo [v : voro': rb uEaXXov o.0 .p] 

'a4E: VP" [s 'Ato 2 9 V] 
29 

55 Ko/cO)vt-rJn [ .2 ..p... ' aaro] 
/LETcaXXov wa [XatCov acvaoTcage: C Xqv 7Au'xov . .5... 'Ap4trpovr:] 

$J y: /op: KT [ . .. .......... : VOaT 'Avrtco] 
C [x 125 EVoVs 'iP ' 

- [tov avtov: .v.]........... 2V] 
29 o Ed: 'Avro-OE' [v g O'v : ................. 2 9 . ] 

60 D?av0EoEOs Avo4[ti]ir[4ov IlatavLEvsL aLIEVypLaro /.LEraXXov E'pya] 

cTL,:EsK T'Y )X7)n[sr7)s E1TEo4LXov( ? ?) E'pXo: .'2 A] 348/7 
18 

,u4tLrpo'T: d y: [p . voro: 'AvrtoOEv(?)] 
Ov8d'&LY iTpo", 'qX [wv avLov 20 8voFEd:] ovs 9+Xa n A [o a v ov: ........................ 0sO: 

, e8N Bro-a4E OE'p [ov: cw': J?avo0Eos Avocrtrov llatav: H P ( ?)] 
65 Ev1OvKpa'ir-g 'Avrt8T [6orov Kpctnti: aLEVypa'Laro /oLE'TaXXov Epyac] 

Ot,UOV 0)E0&TtOV 'A [LuoTpo1r: EK T7S oTr7X'1) rTs E'VTt 0E0LoXoV(?)] 348/7 
a EpXo : EV ros vgE [ELV rot ................(COL 6y: /8opp] 
a [ : ] n O886 n Bn4a4E + [pov~ 1 .................... 
(TDLXO'PCOV HELp: oWvr-: [Ev'6vKparrsjg 'AvrtJ'LSov Kpirt'8v) ... 

70 eOp[t]KOZ DEi&ITITOS [Dav'XXov IILO: arypa"f: /.LE'aLXXov aivacr] 
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10 
dLt [:] 'A[p]-rEUtq-[t]aK: E[v roi? EM8wEOcrovTW .......... cl y:] 

,/op: D[E] t [8tiTIovE] py [ao-rjptov ..... . 18. . . . . . . . . .1XLov] 
avt[ov ] *t4t!1[t]P[PPPPPPvv834 

dV [.' ] 1 P [ .................................. [.]IIi ~~~~~~~~~~451 
lacuna 

There are a number of irregularities in the stoichedon arrangement. In line 6 

EIJ HIayyat is written in seven instead of eight letter spaces and tihe FX of 'XaVK is 
written in one space. In lines 11-12, between the fifth and sixth letters from the right 
end of the column there is a gap of two letter spaces with a broken surface antedating 
the inscription; these lines thus are two letters short. In lines 23 and 32 the two last 
letters are written in one space. In line 69 the ~p of (tX64pwv and p: of HELp: occupy 
only one letter space. 

The name of an archon is to be restored in three lines (20, 61, and 66). In line 
20, Archias, archon for 364/5, can be restored with some probability, assuming that 
the word a'pxovTog is included as it is in line 67, and in the same abbreviated form. 
This lease, lines 18-22, is the only renewal in which registrant and lessee are not the 
same and the specific reference to the former operator, Euthydikos, suggests that it 
may be a renewal out of order: that the son of Diphilos took over the concession 
before the lease held by Euthydikos had expired. The two renewals recorded in 
column II are probably of lo-ng term leases, for no former operator is named and the 
verb drnEypa6faro fits better in line 60 than EUT'Y)VEVKE. Normal restorations in line 66 
suggest seven letters and Theellos of 351/0 could be restored. This, however, would 
make this text earlier than No. 16, in which long term leases are renewed from the 
stele of 349/8. The present text is closely associated with Nos. 19 and 20 in the 
47-letter line; so I prefer to assume an extra letter at the end of line 66 (as in lines 
23 and 32) and suggest that Theophilos, 348/7, is perhaps to be restored. This 
inscription then may be the record of 341/0 (see above pp. 199-202 on the length of 
leases). 

Column I, lines 1-39, contains the records of perhaps eleven leases of which eight 
are apparently at Besa, two at Pangaion, and Column II, lines 40-76, of about seven 
leases of which the second through the sixth seem to be at Amphitrope, the seventh 
at Thorikos. 

Lines 1-8 contain very brief records of four leases. Line 2: A Diokles of Kedoi 
of the second century is known (N.P.A., p. 57). 

Line 3: See commentary on No. 19, lines 9-13, for Euthykrates of Amphitrope. 
Line 4: Aigiliakon, a new name for a mine; see Prospaltikon, I.G., IJ2, 2635, 

Hagnousiakon, No. 1, line 50, and Kerameikon, No. 1, lines 77-78, for similar names 
derived from a deme or its mythical hero. 

Line 5: For 'AvApoKXA9 'IEpoKXE' [ovs] see below, line 8; possibly the same person 
leased the two mines. Neither name however is attested for Kolonos. 
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Line 6: Pangaion is hitherto unattested as a place name in Attica. Like the name 
Maroneia it has been borrowed from the Macedonian mining district where Mount 
Pangaion was famous for its gold and silver. It probably also applies to a hill or 
mountain here which seems to lie in the deme of Besa. See also No. 2, lines 17-18. 

Lines 9-13: A mine, probably at Besa. I have found no other reference except 
below in line 21 to a sanctuary of Herakles at or near Besa. 

Lines 13-18: A mine at Besa. The available space in line 14 suggests that the 
patronymic of Nausikles was omitted. The demotic could be restored as [CA]Xa[tEvs"]. 

[II]aX[X-qvrv,V], or [(D]aX[-qpEvs]. He is perhaps to be identified with the Nausikles, 
of whom neither patroxnymic nor demotic is known, who is said to have worked 
unregistered mines (Hypereides, IV, 34). The lessee Stratokles son of Isandros of 
Sypalettos is either father or son of ['lJ-aav]8pos 1,rparoKXE'ovs 1vwa(X4iTnog), regis- 
trant and lessee of Demetriakon at Amphitrope in No. 16 (=I.G., 12, 1582, lines 
92-99). Stratokles of Sypalettos (P.A., 12944) is known from a tax record of the 
second half of the fourth century where a son is named as purchaser of property. 
Isandros perhaps can be restored in that text (I.G., II2, 1598, line 22). 

Lines 18-22: An ergasimon mine at Besa. See above for a discussion of the 
archon and the type of lease. The registrant, son of Diphilos of Gargettos, is perhaps 
a son of the Diphilos of Gargettos (P. A., 4477) who served as choregos in the early 
fourth century. Lykourgos convicted a Diphilos, whose demotic is not preserved, of 
having enriched himself illegally in the mines; cf. [ps.-Plut.], X Orat., 843d. The 
man charged by Lykourgos may be a member of this family of Gargettos, or may 
equally well be identified with Diphilos son of Diopeithes of Sounion (P.A., 4487), 
trierarch in the 'twenties, or with Diphilos of Pithos, both of whose families are known 
to have had mining interests (see No. 13, lines 64 and 68). The mine called the 
Diphileion in No. 32 (- I.G., II2, 1587) line 11, is probably to be associated with one 
of these three. The former registrant Euthydikos son of Mnesitheos of Sphettos is 
named as the lessee of a concession Artemisiakon, named in the boundaries of another 
mine (No. 10, lines 5-6). By adding a nu at the end of EtW017EVEVKE in line 19 one could 
restore Artemisiakon in the present text and identify the two mines. The evidence 
from the boundaries is, however, inconclusive. A Mnesitheos of Sphettos is listed in 
a catalogue of ca. 330 (I.G., 12, 2409); it is uncertain whether he is the father or 
perhaps the son of Euthydikos. Philokrates of Euonymon owned a workshop in Besa 
(No. 5, line 78). The lessee from Poros is to be identified with the registrant of 
Athenaikon at Besa (No. 5, line 73). For the archon in line 20, see above. 

Lines 22-27: A mine at Besa. The patronymic of the registrant is omitted. 
Although the restorations would be technically possible I do not believe that the 
registrant Av8pOKX - - is to be identified with the lessee - - KXr ' $crrTparov 'Ap4utTpol: 

since the other records in this column seem to be of the higher priced leases in which 
the registrant and lessee are not identical except in the case of an ergasimon mine. 
Neither Androkles nor Sostratos is known for Amphitrope. See above, line 5. 
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Lines 28-33: Kithaironiakon at Besa( ?). The name of the mine is new. 
Lines 33-38: Aphrodisiakon at Besa. An Androkles of Halai (P.A., 857) of 

the late fourth century is known and could be restored as registrant; but the registrant 
could equally well be identified with either of the men named Androkles of this same 
text (lines 5, 22) or with Nausikles of line 13, thus reading the demotic there as 
['A]Xa[tEV1]. For the Artemision of Besa restored as southern boundary, see No. 5, 
line 10. The lessee Lysikles son of Zelarchos of Sypalettos is probably an ancestor of 
Lysikles of Sypalettos (P.A., 9440) of the third century. 

Line 44: 'lIrtIrK[o -] is probably the patronymic of the lessee or the name of the 
registrant. An Hippiskos is named as property owner in Thorikos in No. 16 (= I.G., 
I12 1582, line 74). The name is uncommon and he may be the same man. 

Line 55: Ko,u&v8sg is a new name for Attic prosopography; but compare KOukov 
and Kcouwvt8- (P.A., 8695-6, and P.A., 8959). 

Lines 57, 59, 63: Antisthenes, restored as owner of edaphe named in the bounda- 
ries of this and the following mine, is to be identified with Antisthenes of Kytherros, 
owner of edaphe in Amphitrope in No. 16 (= Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 398, lines 6, 8); 
see above. The property was probably the same and the three mines were probably 
close together. 

Lines 60-64: An ergasimon mine at Amphitrope. See above for the archon. 
Phanotheos son of Lysippos of Paiania, registrant and restored as lessee (normally 
the same for ergasimna mines), is probably a member of the family of Hieron and 
Philinos of Paiania, known from a grave stele of the mid fourth century (I.G., I12, 

7093). A Lysippos son of Philinos served as prytanis near the end of the century, 
and might be the grandson of the father of the lessee. A Phanotheos father of 
Thallos of Paiania is known from a fourth century dedication (I.G., 1I2, 3208). The 
stemma, sub. P.A., 7543, would thus be: 

Aikruiroq 
present text 

PtAtFvog 'JEpptW (Kavo'OEO 

II2 7093, 11 1753 1I2 7093 II2 3208 and present text 

JEIpWv AVcrtiosT0 0aAxXog 
II2 7093 II2 1753 II2 3208 

Lines 65-70: Theodosion at Amphitrope. See above for the archon. Euthykrates 
son of Antidotos of Kropidai, registrant and probably lessee of this mine, also appears 
as lessee of Heroikon in No. 16 (- I.G., 12, 1582, lines 59-60). He is perhaps the 
Euthykrates (P.A., 5589, without patronymic or demotic) whose property, valued 
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at more than 60 talents, Teisis of Agryle had registered for confiscation (Hypereides, 
IV, 34). The property of Euthykrates is not specifically stated to be in mining, but 
it seems probable since Teisis had also promised to register the property of Nausikles 
and Philippos who had become rich from unregistered mines (ibid.). One of the 
boundaries of Heroikon leased by Euthykrates of Kropidai was the Teisiakon mine, 
which may have been named by Teisis of Agryle. Nothing would seem more natural 
than charges brought against those operating neighboring mines. 

Lines 70-75: Artemisiakon at Thorikos. See No. 13, commentary on line 64, 
for Pheidippos of Pithos, and see above, pp. 195-196, for possible identifications of the 
various Artemisiakons at Thorikos. 

19 (Plate 92). Fragment of Hymettian marble, with inscribed face and smooth-worn 
back preserved, found during the demolition of modern houses in section N on 
November 19, 1934. The surface has suffered much from the re-use of the stone as a 
doorsill with the inscribed face up. 

Height, 0.37 m.; width, 0.34 m.; thickness, 0.108-0.11 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 2205. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker unit in which ten units measure 
ca. 0.077 m. Two such units are left vacant between the columns. 

Col. I ITOIX. 47 

.]O[. 0.][2]E[ . 12 

.. . . .. . . .. ..8. . . [ Q[. ..]O [ .. 0 [ ...... 

[3..... C-t) I V[. ]tXo [s X] apq48ov M [ ap ] aO: ... 
. 

13 ] OV 'AXa [lEV] g EL [a] -VEVKE &EaXXov [E] py'a-[l.OV] 

5 [Tc 07 -rX'l rr-] E'i 1C0-yE'VOV1 atp [x] ovrog 'Ap [TE.,] t-& [aKov] 3 42/I 
[o-r4rX-v E'Iov eop] lKOl E'V TOZS e84Eowa EOlV AVOlAEt8OV [Kc.] 
[KVV: 4 hyE: /3op]pa: Av[ot ]Od8 lq KlK[V]V VOTOr& : Oe4 8 ENfl [ . . ] 

......povc K]ai I a E[t8]irov [l] LE: spyao E[po]tv K d : [ . .1 

..............16 ] AXa [t] : HP: A[ .... ]9 sAvo-t[o]rparov CDtXa[t8] 
10 [?7S EK rnS zr-qA rs W 'ApXiov a'pxovr] og pE'aXXov &7Eyp[64] 346/5 

19 [amo apy6o-qov ..............] v E4 rTO'l E8bE0L [v r] 

[OlS irai8&v Ev10vKparovs( ?)C' 'yE: 7ravra] XoOEV 7ra,8Eq E"Ov [K] 

[pa6iovs c3w: A. ... s Avo-to-rparov DIXa]: H I: At6o8pog (DEpE 

[KXE'ov9 &)fl.aK: EK Trq 0-TnX71 Trv Ei7rl lw] -LyEvovq aepxovrog 342/1 
15 [/E'raXXov Ep'yacLqoV EUT1qVEV] KE ( [o] P [LK] oZ o-nriXv ('<ov ltac3a 

[KOV EV Totl ELSba?E(] ? Toi [g (D)Ep] EKXE'Ovg q7/.LaK [:1 ( 7EL2: ,Bopp [ra] 
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- 77 - 03 os EK eoOpuOv] Et1 [llc.VOp. ( ?) ] ov fe'povra vor6o: Ato-xtv[i7] 
[OopuKc v. 7: AO8] JS po [g iDEpEKXIEOV O8fliaK H P Map:vEi [a] <&> Col. IT 
[J,EaXXov . 8] VI [KO' a'Vr IL/LoV To alv"Tpov rYAXK> oT7 0 _ 

20 [K EXOV E'V TOlS E'MOLI T0v 10] lVvta&ov Cb yt& /3o[p]pa: Iav1 
[ v~~~~~~~~~~~~~or( ] ^sOf -}0 X(03pt [O`V K]I a [t] (Dt . [ ? oo~~ ~~O: ? Xo Otb :xpioK] ]h 

[~~~~~~... 'o -q Ap ??*2*a ****444C)]n i&qg)8n 'E [ /Atforr ( ? ) I ov 'A [ 0 t8v .- 
[. .: LETCaXXov aLvaa aVqklov u-TIjX-qv E'Xov 'Acro[. ]ov .]v Map A 
[c@wElcl& EVl' rotq v|E&ECLl] TOZS NlK-qpaTOV Rv8 [av] [W& yJE:'iP AH- 

25 [Nog lXtov avov: . . . ]K vo [p]a[s] KtLtov [VuOi]:[r3 68?g $ty-- 
[- E1ir 4ouvov ( ?) 0epovCa /3o|pp: NK7ParOS Kv8 [a]Vr[i] [vT]O: A& PO-- 
[?.] 'AvTLyPovsKE [aAXj] :[. * * .*] * Aio 0-- 

[.I .E.]... a TE IypwaTow&`aX[Xo] v p[E ] a [tKov]v Ia- 

[acrae.iov ........ 7X-qvl'] ?ovJ h [ye'] :-3o [pp:j * [X]apas NE- 
207 30 [pa . ] -ps to a[v]t[0lv:] K[ . .. ] 2. 

[I....V' EVOVKpaTn19 (?) Ev4v] Kpaov- 'A4&rTpoii [.] 
[ ...... L]&.XX.. ] EraAov a7reyp [car] o [......] 

[ ...o..[. ....... ....,o.] TX17v 'Xov E'v Tot 04 Eoa] 
[4ertv TO . d) Lt yE: . 30pp. To 'Af ]poSt:rLa[K]Iv [][ra[XXo] 

35 TO .........*2........ l]polfXto[v1 av[t4v: . .. 
[ ? rXpog Xtovso~: ? ] o 3lOVv& tOipOv [ I - ] 

[ ? c?]-- .---ija?ov!4 Okiov :-iH.:[ ** 
[......... ....... )XET aAAov ]lreypwfraro ira[Xat] 

,o avatto ...........1..], O. EA. Y..-. Nl 

40 [.....[..... ............. i ]fr PT[. 8 

lacuna 

This text is perhaps part of the record of 339/8.65 In lines 3-9 and 13-18 leases 
are recorded from the stele of Sosigenes, archon in 342/1. Since the verb EUYq1vEVKE 
is used and no previous operator named, it is assumed that they are renewals of the 
short term, three year, leases. The third renewal in this text, lines 9-13, in which the 
verb aTEyPafKLO is used was of a long term lease, perhaps for seven years. Therefore 
Archias, archon for 346/5, has been restored in line 10. See above pp. 199-202 on the 
length of leases. 

65 This fragment has the same length of line and the same stoichedon unit as the two pieces 
assigned to the following text, No. 20. The signs of re-use are different; this piece is broken on a 
roughly horizontal line across the top and the original back is preserved, whereas the others show 
signs of having been cut vertically into a front and back part. Furthermore, the archons named in 
the two texts, if they are assumed to be from the same stele, cannot be fitted into any logical 
pattern of renewals of leases. Therefore I have given them separate numbers and tentatively 
assigned them to consecutive years. 
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The initial letters of a second column are preserved at the right of lines 19-30. 
The first column contains the records of eight leases of which the first and last are 
very fragmentary. 

Line 3: A Charimedes of the tribe Aiantis is known for the second century 
(P.A., 15426). Since Marathon belonged to Aiantis, he may be a descendant of the 
lessee. 

Lines 3-9: Artemisiakon at Thorikos. See No. 6, lines 8-12, for another record 
of an Artemisiakon at Thorikos, also in the property of Lysitheides and bounded on 
the north by his property. See above pp. 195-196 for the possible identifications of 
mines in separate leases. The road in lines 7-8 is probably the road either to Laureion 
or to Thrasymos. Pheidippos of Pithos, named as lessee and property owner in other 
texts, is discussed above on No. 13, line 64. 

Lines 9-13: The name and location of the mine were probably given in line 11. 
See above for the restoration of Archias as archon. Note that in the preceding lease 
the demotic of the registrant was apparently written out in full but abbreviated when 
repeated after the name of the lessee. The name of the registrant and lessee was 
either Archias or Lysias. The Euthykrates in whose children's property the mine was 
located was perhaps from Amphitrope; see No. 18, line 3, and commentary thereto. 
A mortgage stone from Eleusis (I.G., 112, 2647) mentions property belonging to the 
children of Euthykrates of Amphitrope. Both references suggest that he died while 
some or all of his children were still minors. The Euthykrates of this text and of 
the mortgage stone might well be the father of the Euthykrates son of Euthykrates, 
trierarch in 334/3, who is restored as lessee in No. 18, line 3, and in line 31 of this 
text. The Euthykrates of Amphitrope, owner of a workshop at Thorikos in No. 16 
( I.G., ii2, 1582, line 71) could be either father or son. For a parallel use of 
vTaaXoOEV (line 12) see No. 1, line 41. 

Lines 13-18: Labiakon at Thorikos. This is a new mine name probably derived 
from the proper name Aa6,8-3 (P.A., 8960). The registrant and lessee, Diodoros son 
of Pherekles of Themakos, was probably a descendant of that Pherekles of Themakos 
(P.A., 14191) in whose house the mysteries were celebrated in 415. Since the father 
in our text seems to be the owner of the edaphTe in which the mine was located, he 
probably is grandson and Diodoros great-grandson of P.A., 14191. Aeschines of 
Thorikos appears elsewhere as property owner in Thorikos; cf. No. 16 (=I.G., 112, 
1582, lines 72-73). 

Lines 18-22: A mine at Maroneia. The last letter of line 18 is uncertain; it 
most resembles a nu or kappa. I have assumed that a nu was written by mistake for 
an iota. Most of the letters in line 19 are far from clear. The cave, ro a'vrpov, seems 
to be an additional epithet with the actual name of the mine to be restored in the gap 
further left. The stone cutter wrote -rT7)X7)q instead of ar4X'qv. Dropides of Aphidna, 
the lessee, is named on the marker of an ancasaximon mine, I.G., JJ2, 2636. The name 
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of the mine is not recorded on the marker and the place of finding is not known for 
the marker. The suggested patronymic Hermippos is attested for Aphidna in the 
second century, P.A., 5113-14. See commentary on No. 5, lines 6-11, where Dropides 
might be restored as lessee of a mine at Sounion. 

Lines 23-27: A mine Aso - - at Maroneia. For Nikeratos of Kydantidai, see 
No. 15, line 46. 

Lines 27-32: Hermaikon(?). For Euthykrates son of Euthykrates of Amphi- 
trope, restored as lessee, see above (line 12) and No. 18, line 3. 

20 (Plate 93). Two fragments of Hymettian marble from the same stele. Fragment 
a is made up of three joining pieces, of which one was found in section B in late fill 
south of the Tholos on Jan. 31, 1935, and two in section Z in 1933, one among the 
marbles, the other from the foundations of a modern house in the northeast corner 
of the section. Fragment b was found beside the foundations of the same house on 
April 19, 1933. Both are broken on all sides. Both have similar marks of recutting 
on the uneven back surfaces: small drill holes and irregular grooves. Judging from 
the line of breaks and the relative thickness fragment b falls somewhat below a, but 
belongs to the same column. 

Fragment a: height, 0.24 m.; width, 0.34 m.; thickness, 0.088 m. 
Inv. No. I 631 + I 939. 

Fragment b: height, 0.23 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Inv. No. I 686. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure ca. 0.077 m. Two such units are left vacant between the columns. 

The stele had at least two columns, for the last letters of five lines of one column 
are preserved at the left. 

Col. II ITOIX. 47 
Frag. a 

[ ~~23 ]O[. [2]OE22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I E [ . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ 
16 [... . . ] 'AprEIluntaK [? avraXatov acvao64qtov Ev] 

[rog Ea]] b[Eo-v roiVg] KaXXoaLrX (p) ov I [ i4v: Cx yai: foppa ......] 

[ . .5. . .v] o [ oH: Irj ] o7Xqi8ov 'pyaor [ 'ptov wXAiRov acvtov: 1r] 
5 [vjo-tX]Aqti8ov X[copiov] 'Xq'ov 8vopE: 'E7r[Kpdrovg Xcoptov cb'q: A] 

[EVKt]os 3EOK[XEoV]ys goOvV[&] : H H: eaXwvo [Zt ( ?) eov1nt,-qui lovvt:] 
[xE]raXXov dbrE[ yp] dIJaro [E'p] yaryov EK TI1 orriXl TI1 W Ev,/3o] 
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v.Xov AprE/jtoaK v Elv [N a6] -t E'v TroZ3 E8XfE [ow rois . . .Z . . ] 
&f tyE2 /03oppa: E'aTcXX [ov 'A] prEutotaKOV o E [pyyaiErtc . 

Col. I tcwv vorTO: q Xapac8pa [7 Jiro] Na/7 rEovcra KaU tr[o 'pyacrrpw] 
-- 0 v rO 'E7TKpa6rov3 iTpoF [AXiov] advt6v: rd Xwpia rd [TEX&crWvo3( ?)K] 

- - at -q OLKWa 8votdEvov E'[pyao-r4]ptov 0ov: Ottvrq[iR87D lDaviov] 
--A lovvt:HIP: EJOpCKOt [EV. . .... I ]iXt aovaocatov 1[ ..........a -] 

--M Tqx?71v 'xov W yEt: / [oppa: 77 6] 8o o7 EiR eopuCoK[ V vorot3: 77 6&8 ] 

--1T S1 Y) Es TO ?tovCOroivi- +[E'povo-a r]pog Xitov avc[ov ..........] 

0po 71ov 8vo: w: K-q]5to-ocfchv [ .1. p] 
Eapp: H PA: Evi8pa6&v [Evi8paovo3 eOpiKC: cL'Typa4aJro CT era] 

XXov eOpLKOoi HpaCKO [v ht yEi:/8oppa: o EITC 7. . ] 
+epov: vOrO: Evi8paco [vog xwpiov: C'wv: 'E7rtKpa6rjg '1cToKpar] 

20 ovg Eviwvv: H H: Xap ,.'. pETraxxov a,rEypadaTro 'Apr] 

[E],uJotaK JKV avaorca [p] o [v E'v TroaZs E'6E0vW ro't 10 ] 
[.. ]vsAapy7-qri: 1h yE[:3 aopp?aar- - - : ? ] ----] 

[ IX] I [OV IVL IV: ~~21 . ] s 'EXEvO-i: IpNo [ ] i [o av o ...................] 
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~19 [ I **8] EvOv JE [ Tra]X[X] : o [ E'pyaiErTat ................... ] 

25 [v-q:] ?Ei8'7TO9 JDav'XXao [v llE: .... : tEraXov avaocaov] 
[iraXa] ov 'AprTqirLoaK[O[V (o-r-4X- xav EE v ro3 E8ad)E(v rTois] 

[Davoao-( ?) ] rpa'rov rap [ypr-ri: (Ot 7yE :/3oppa: Avo-0d)i&'8r KK :( ?) V] 
[or:o 4]Ei&1T7rD [OE : Kai r7 O8O' 0 7 EK eap0KOV ETL . 

[+epav:] '-pD nXtoa[v . . . . . .82 . . . . . . . . . ] 

7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~38 30 [.. ]3 Mvppt: [.............................. 
5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~34 

[ /ET]raX[Xaov .............. .] 

lacuna 

Frag. b 
23 

[ . El r8 E IQ [S TO] . .r.[..... 2] 
.. .. EV T?Dea+]C19 Eo a c ....................... 3 

17 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~23 35 .. .[ xapa8p [a ..............] 

[ .5]E'vav8[]a[.vv ? ov---vj: ----] 

'I 4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~25 [ ] :~~JHHH:lH[.2 [ . . . . . . . . . . . . .I]frHH H aH21 ......................... I 

[ . ] Ep2a1a>t[K]o4v 25 

40 [. ey [EXAoyw]Slv cr7A[]v'ov$t~yEi. /3ppa ..................... 
[ . vazroG: rB 68o>] 7Eir~ Aa15[p]Eta[v +e'pavcra 7wXiav &vtov: . .... 
[ . . . . .drEypa']Raro [ ....................]Apa 23 ] 

18 

[. .] t : ,ue'raX Av aI t Eyp [a<a o .........................ar] 
[8 I [ 

. . . 

40 .Ei] IDtXo,L7)X I 8wv a-r 4X [q I[v [ E'OV~ WCO YE: /ap: . 
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45 [...7.... a]p,a/l7 Trs voro6: '[pyao-'ptov (?).. vuov 

[pyaoipT ( ?) I ov 7El'vooTTpad'Tov r'[to8vo - v r: ---] 
........ 

X6pTJTO9 OOpLKu: 

H 
[..................] [ . . . 6. .. ] aXXov adTEypd4 

ar [ o0...] 
....... I 

aKO'V ElV TOtS E [8CfEoCtLv ToZ s NtKiOV bt yEu: fO] 
50 [ppa: .*... Ka]t LLLKVVOV 00 [ptKt: Xt)ptoV ( ?) vorOW: - dbTpairoq -] 

[.. . ]ov ayovoca av[tov:?-------vo ? ] 
II.. ]vKaL -q Xapa'8p[a Ovrq: .......... ] 
[I...] os Kv8&dAov [---- &aXXov dVlTEypdamO ----] 

. ..6 a ( ?a ) ] 'ov a ovaoadt [ ov ..... . . ... . . EV 'xov cOt] 

55 [yd': foppa: '?] 6E86Ns - ets [OptKOV Efpovca voo6O: . . ] 
[. cteavtov o /ETa] XXov [' Kv y 8 ca'8-q ..E.pyd6.ETat ... 18.] 

13 3 

[.... .........VE r....E............ .... 

[.15 ]OJ[ .]...... :30 

lacuna 

The stele is perhaps the record of the year 338/7, inasmuch as a lease is renewed 
from the stele of Euboulos, archon in 345/4 (lines 7-8); see above pp. 199-202, for 
discussion of the duration of the leases. 

Fragment a, lines 1-31, contains the records of six leases. 
Lines 1-6: Artemisiakon leased by Leukios son of Theokles of Sounion. See 

No. 5, commentary on line 5, for Leukios. Kallaischros of Siphnos served as an 
Athenian trierarch ca. 370 (I.G., 12, 1609, line 27) and his son Stesileides served in 
334/3 (I.G., II2, 1623, lines 204, 268). The appearance of the two names here as 
owners of adjoining property suggests their identification as the two Siphnians.66 
One or the other is probably to be restored as registrant in No. 5, line 2, and as 
property owner in No. 15, line 10, and in No. 25, line 29, where only the ethnic 
ltkvi(ov) is preserved. Note that in No. 5, line 2, the Siphnian is registrant of a 
mine bounded by the property of Leukios of Sounion. These are the only non- 
Athenians who appear in the mining texts. The Epikrates of lines 5 and 11 is 
probably to be identified with the Epikrates of Pallene who owned property in the 
mining district in Nape in 367/6 (No. 1, lines 70-71). At least two men of this 
name from Pallene are known in the fourth century: Epikrates son of Menestratos 
(P.A., 4909), who served as an amphictyon at Delos in 377 and as a trierarch ca. 
342, and Epikrates son of ... otetos, a member of the Council in 335/4 (I.G., II2, 
1700, lines 200-201). Further, an Epikrates of Pallene (whose patronymic is not 

88 See Helen Pope, Non-Athenians in Attic Inscriptions, p. 23. 
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given) is known as lessee of a mine. A certain Lysander accused him of having 
worked a mine illegally and claimed that Epikrates and his associates had taken 300 
talents from it (Hypereides, IV, 35). The charge was made sometime between 330 
and 324.67 The Epikrates of our texts who owned property in the mining district is 
probably the same Epikrates who was operating a mine later. He is probably one of 
the two whose patronymics are known and an identification with the trierarch (P.A., 
4909) would seem more probable than with the member ofsthe Council, because of the 
implications of wealth; but the dates argue somewhat against this. This assumes a 
long, but not impossibly long, floruit for Epikrates, from 377 at least to 330. 

Lines 6-13: Artemisiakon at Thalinos ( ?) in Nape. Since the lessee and regis- 
trant are normally the same in renewals recorded from earlier stelai, I have restored 
Thoutimides, without patronymic, as registrant in line 6, and assigned the letters to a 
hitherto unknown place name, Thalinos. This same name can also be restored in No. 
16 (= I.G., II2, 1582, lines 6 and 28) where a place name beginning with eaX- is 
needed (rejecting the restoration of the Corpus, Oa0X [arrcav] ). The lessee and regis- 
trant, Thoutimides son of Phanias of Sounion, was prytanis ca. 330 B.C. (I.G., II2, 

1752). The mine Phaneion at Anaphlystos (cf. No. 16- I.G., 112, 1582, line 130) 
was conceivably named by his father. Properties owned by Epikrates of Pallene and 
by Teleson of Sounion are named in the boundaries of another name at Nape (No. 1, 
lines 69-70). 

Lines 13-17: A mine Ph--- - at Thorikos. The Dionysion to which a road 
leads is perhaps the sanctuary of Dionysos associated with the theater at Thorikos, 
the only known sanctuary of Dionysos in southern Attica (Solders, Die Ausser- 
stidtischen Kulte, p. 41). 

Lines 17-20: Heraikon at Thorikos. The name Heraikon (the alpha is clear on 
the stone) is new. The road at the north probably led either to Thrasymos or 
Laureion. For Eudraon, the registrant, see No. 5, line 52. Epikrates son of Isokrates 
of Euonymon, restored as lessee, is known as lessee of a mine at Laureion or 
Thrasymos in No. 16 (= I.G., 12, 1582, lines 123-129). He is perhaps to be 
identified with Epikrates of Euonymon (P.A., 4891), larncpadophoros in the second 
half of the fourth century. 

Lines 20-25: Artemisiakon. See No. 13, line 64, for discussion of the mining 
interests held by Pheidippos of Pithos and his family in Thorikos and Sounion. In 
spite of the temptation to consider him registrant of the following mine, inasmuch 
as he appears in the boundaries of it, there are fewer difficulties with the present 
restoration. See No. 16 (==I.G., 12, 1582, line 119) for avaoaetpov TraXatov. 

Lines 25-30: Artemisiakon. The restorations of the northern and southern 

67The case was brought to trial in the month before the delivery of Hypereides' fourth 
oration, which is assigned to the period between 330 and 326; cf. P. W. K., R.E., sub Hypereides. 
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boundaries are made on the assumption that this mine is close to, perhaps adjacent to, 
the Artemisiakon at Thorikos of No. 20, lines 4-9. See No. 5, line 21, for Phano- 
stratos of Gargettos. TI he road (line 28) leads either to Thrasymos or Laureion. 

Fragment b, lines 33-59, contains the records of six concessions. 
Lines 38-42: Hermaikon in the property of the Philomelidai. See No. 16 

( I.G., 112, 1582, lines 70 ff.) for the record of Poseidoniakon at Thorikos 4u 
DtXo,u-vjXt8Wv. The lessee Hagnon son of Thrasippos is to be identified with P.A., 164. 
He and his brother Hagnotheos were contestants for an estate valued at two talents 
ca. 374 (Isaeus, IV). A Hagnotheos appears as lessee in two other texts: No. 13, 
line 63, and No. 32 (= I.G., I12, 1587, line 4). The first is perhaps the brother of 
Hagnon, the second less probably, since the text is to be dated in the late 'twenties 
at the earliest. 

Lines 43-47: A mine in the property of the Philomelidai. For r-- a]p8a1rrog 
in line 45, see No. 36 (Peek, Kerameikos III, 1941, p. 13, no. 9) where the letters 
-APAAMHT- appear in a fragment almost certainly from a mining inscription. They 
probably represent a hitherto unknown place name, related to pre-Greek names like 
'T,U7-rr O, AVKa/37p-rr6, etc. 

Lines 48-52: For the restorations see No. 9, lines 10-16, the record of the same 
or of an adjacent mine. 

Lines 53-58: Kydiades, father of the registrant (line 53) and perhaps worker 
of an adjacent mine (line 56) is a new name in Attic prosopography; Kydias, however, 
is known. 

21 (Plates 93-94). Two fragments of Hymettian marble from the same stele. 
Fragment a is made up of two joining pieces, both found among the marbles from 
section N, one on April 7, 1936, and the other on July 1, 1947; fragment b was found 
in modern fill in section P on March 13, 1936. Both preserve part of a rough-picked 
back surface. 

Fragment a: height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.28 m.; thickness, 0.10 m. 
Inv. No. I 3983 + I 6030. 

Fragment b: height, 0.085 m.; width, 0.132 m.; thickness, 0.10 m. 
Inv. No. I 3806. 

Height of letters 0.004 m. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern in which ten units measure 
ca. 0.075 m. The intercolumniation, preserved only on b, is 0.012 m., i. e., it is not part 
of the checker pattern. 
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Frag. a ITOIX. 42(?) 

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~20] 
[~~~~~. . . . . . . 20 . 

.. 
.D .lA . . . .. ^. . . . . . . .]. 

[ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~] .. . . . .. . . . . ] NQ [ ............. ... 

.~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~32 

..[....................] 

. ]OEA[ ......... 8 

I .1 ]41[ .29]. 
. 

10 7. ]E[ .... ] OY[...][...................... 
. ]Ql[.5..] [ * ] ..[.*.].[.* *..20 . .. 'EKb] 

[avcwri&] 9 OEO [&Mp] o [v] AEKEXE [: ,raXXov alrEypad'aro ..] 

...]AI.]A[.]iIT[.ITOYT[.] N[......................] 
[... **vEv ] oZg E-8aE [-] tv [r] o [ZVg] 'ET7r [ t4AXov( ?) cot yiE: /3oppa: 77 ] 

15 Ixapa8p]a r) Eis 'Ava[f]Xv[o-rov 4E'pov]o-a v[oro0: ...... ] 
I. ]S K[a]Xov/J[E:]irp[os ,Xtiov a]vto[:]E[. 11.] 

[. ct]v7: 'EKavc[ri]8-g E)Eo8dpo[v] AEKEX[E: AA.] 

I. e] EoK EovK [.. ] [. : uraX] Xovv1rEy[paro ....a.] 

[L. . . raX] awov avao- [d'qipov o-j] Xr I[v] E'yov E vi'& [TELov Ev r] 
20 [oZS E'&b`o-] Otv ro' [ 'Avrito0'vovsg( ?) ] 't yEL[7r] r[pos 'X'ov] 

[av6v: ] Ka voroO :[. ....... ]La: irpo6 [7)Xiov 8vo,u:] 
[Kat /3op ] pa: 'AvTrw [O&Evovg Kv6hjpp: E'a8cL4 c'V71:. ] 
[.... @] soKA [.e5A *vv20 ] 

. ] a~Epca24I 
[7.] :. a,v [ a aro *T.vv4vX ...........................] 

lacuna 

Frag. b 
Col. I Col. II 

25 ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~41 ( 25 [------ 
[28 7XtOV &vl6v:[I ]4.] e[x]/ 7IvqExov-- -33- ] 

36 33 

?_3 _ 'E]XEvo-iv: vs: E[_-_ 36_ 
37 2 ?-----------] tov: Nt yaorr [4Pptov 29 _ --POS] 

37 e " [ ?----- ------]g sAXap Xio[V 
40 3 30 [--]E.] tOKP[IaTov9( ?) - ]- - - 

?1_ _41_ 0 -ov 39 - 

lacuna 
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The inscribed surface, particularly on fragment a, is badly flaked and many of the 
readings are doubtful. 

Lines 11-17: The mine recorded in these lines was probably at Anaphlystos, 
Besa, or Amphitrope, since the gully leading to Anaphlystos is named in its boundaries. 
An Epizelos of Phrearroi owned edaphe and a workshop at Besa (No. 5, lines 75 and 
79) and is tentatively restored as owner of edaphe here. Since the registrant and lessee 
are the same, Ekphantides son of Theodoros( ?) of Dekelea, and the record does not 
seem to be that of an ergasimom mine registered from an earlier stele, the price is 
probably twenty drachmai. A Theodoros son of Euphantides (sic) was priest of Zeus 
Phratrios in the phratry of the Demotionidai in 396/5 (I.G., IJ2, 1237) and so a 
demesman of Dekelea (see S.I.G.2, no. 439, note 3). In our text the kappa is clear, 
but it is not improbable that an upsilon was read or written for a kappa in one of the 
texts and that the lessee of the mine is the son of the priest. See No. 9, line 7, for the 
use of KaXo1 E(va) in line 16. 

Lines 17-23: Eudoteion, at Amphitrope or Besa. The lease of Eudoteion at 
Laureion is recorded in No. 16 (- I.G., I2, 1582, lines 51-56), but the difference 
in boundaries makes any connection between the two highly improbable. The Eudo- 
teion named as boundary of a mine in the very fragmentary text, No. 7 (=z I.G., 12, 
1583, line 21) conceivably could be the Eudoteion of this text. Either Bo-o-tv or 
'Ap4trp: could be restored in lines 18-19. Antisthenes of Kytherros, restored in lines 
20 and 22, owned property at Amphitrope. See No. 16 (Face B, Col. III, lines 3-10). 

Part of the fourth letter of the demotic of registrant and lessee is preserved in 
line 18, and is either the top hasta of a sigma or the upper right hasta of an upsilon. 
A relatively short demotic is needed. 

22 (Plate 94). A fragment of Hymettian marble, with the inscribed face only pre- 
served, found in late fill south of the Tholos, in section B, on April 19, 1934. 

Height, 0.147 mi.; width, 0.145 m.; thickness, 0.08 m. 

Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 631c. 

The writing is stoichedon; ten horizontal units measure ca. 0.074 m., ten vertical 
units ca. 0.071 m. 

ITOIX. 

11.]~OAX[?]- 
[11. * **..... ]ap oLE[? - ? ? - - ? ? ? -__ [.. . .. 2 

. 
E P. I TT I OA [- - - - - - - - - - - -] 

1. ] OEPI 1TH[?---?-?-?--- ] 
5 [ ....0..... ]IO NAHX1-- ---?I --- 
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[ 9 ]ptov vor[O6Ev?-----] 

[. -nTXi]rv OVK 'xo[V-- ?] 
[..7 ] Avor[t]o-rpaTo[?] 
[... Ji']t y4[:] /Bo [p] pWE [v?---- _ _] 

10 [5 ]o. 'Ava4X: -qpyd [Ero?---?-?-- ] 
[. ...]KAIOH[..] PH[*.] Q[]- - - - - 
I.]..ITo ro lraX[ov?-?------ ] 
[. alTEypa]tcTo 'Ep1uatK'V E [Op?KOZ??] 

7 [... av]6[: o X]o00& Ka[- ? ] 
1.7 15 [ .. ]OHNI[ ?- 

lacuna 

The face is badly worn and many of the readings are doubtful. 

23 (Plate 94). A small fragment of Hymettian marble found in a late Roman dis- 
turbance of the classical floor of the Agora south of the Propylon of the Bouleuterion, 
in section Z, in May of 1937. The inscribed face only is preserved. 

Height, 0.06 m.; width, 0.075 m.; thickness, 0.016 m. 

Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 4883. 

The writing is stoichedon with the horizontal unit of ca. 0.0074 m. and a vertical 
unit of ca. 0.0071 m. 

ITOIX. 

[.... c)vq :] TqU0oKXiJ' [?] 
....... O]EO80'roV ME [Xt: /.E-aXXov ad1Eyp6aaro --- -] 

[........ a]vaoaa63: 03[?] 
5 [...... Ev ro]Z3 eAOE [[ vtot - -] 

[ ..,gpo,,,x]ti0Vav[to6v] 
. . 

4 
....... .. . . .]V 

0 [- 

lacuna 

The letters seem to be cut by the same stone mason who cut number No. 6. 

24 (Plate 95). A fragment of white, probably Hymettian, marble with part of the 
inscribed face, flat top, and smooth back preserved. It was found in a modern wall in 
section X on March 3, 1937. 
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Height 0.125 m.; width, 0.13 m. (of inscribed face, 0.065 m.) ; thickness, 0.094 m. 
Height of letters, lines 1-3, 0.006 m.; lines 4-9, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 4580. 

Both sets of letters are stoichedon, and both are set in square checker patterns; 
the larger letters of lines 1-3, in a unit of 0.009 m., and the smaller letters oaf lines 4-9 
in a unit of 0.0073-74 m. 

- S~TOIX>. 117-130(?) 
[/LEraXXa KaiL 8S7rtorpara( ?)ra ETrt --- apXovr] og rpaOt [vrac vrwX-rat,--- 

[- ? tAv]u-tm,qxov [?-otg-?-?-?---- -Eypaf/arEvEV] 

Col. II :TOIX. 39-47(?) 

l aCKov ETT t -EV TOL19 E'OaqErOtV To'ts---- 

5 [. . . +rrt: jIt yEt: / aoppa: ???- 

[ . vor6:6o [? --- 7?p tov avtov: ? ] 

... *** (D(?) ]- y .E'p[yacrT'ptov nALov 8vo: noo ----- 
[...... ] OVE[povo-a vw;? 

lacuna 

The first three lines, in the larger letters, including the heading and the names of 
the poletai for the year and their secretary, undoubtedly carried the full width of the 
stele. The next four lines, in the smaller letters, were from one of three or four 
columns recording the transactions for the year. 

No exact parallel for the heading has been found. The sale of confiscated prop- 
erty, ,i,qto.rpara, although not trwtntioned in the few lines preserved on this stele, is 
recorded on the same stelai with the mining leases in Nos. 1, 7, 13, 14, 16, and perhaps 
17. The word has been restored in No. 16 ( Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 398, line 1 1 and 
commentary on p. 407). It has been suggested in the heading here because the text 
and the position of lines 4-9 seem to demand a lacuna at the left too long for a shorter 
heading such as 

,s&EraXXa ra EiTt atpXovrog 7rpar#vra. 

The exact length of lines 4-9 cannot be determined, but normal restorations give a 
minimum of 39 (line 4) and a maximum of ca. 47 (lines 5-8) letters. Whether they 
be assigned to the first or to a second column, a minimum of 40 of the smaller letters 
should be restored to the left of the first letter preserved in line 4.68 Forty letters of 

88 If these lines be assigned to the first column, and so to the beginning of the text, the name 
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the smaller unit correspond to 32 or 33 of the larger unit of line one. The first 
preserved letter of line 4 falls under the sigma of line 1. Thus at least 25 or 26 letters 
must be restored before the word a'pxovrog of line 1. If rq,o6wrpara be omitted, thirteen 
or fourteen letters are left for the name of the archon, which is longer than that of 
any archon of the years between 340 and 330, to which this stele is probably to be 
assigned.69 Therefore the longer heading is suggested and lines 4-9 are assigned to 
the second column. 

The normal number of poletai was ten, one from each tribe. Note however that 
only eight were named on the stele of 367/6 (No. 1). If one restores three columns 
of 47 letters each in the text, the inscribed surface of the stele would be ca. 1.058 m. 
wide; if four columns of 39 letters each, ca. 1.176 m. wide. Under the first hypothesis 
there would be space for ca. 117 letters in each of the first three lines, under the second 
for ca. 130. This would give an average of 25 to 28 letters for the name of each 
poletes including patronymic and demotic (probably abbreviated), assuming a full 
membership of ten and the secretary.70 

25 (Plate 95). A fragment of Pentelic marble, with inscriptions on both sides, found 
in the walls of a late pit north and east of the Tholos in section Z on May 25, 1933. 
The inscription on the back, a prytany dedication of the second half of the second 
century after Christ, has already been published (Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 63). The 
stone is broken all around. 

Height, 0.375 m.; width, 0.21 m.; thickness, at top, including the moulding on 
the reverse, 0.095 m., of lower part, 0.085 m. 

Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

Inv. No. I 865. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure 0.076 m. 

and number of the prytany should be restored in line 4. By choosing the shortest possibilities, 
lines 4 and 5 could be restored to a 48-letter line, with forty letters to the left of the first preserved 
letter: 

[t7t Ti q ....8.... .Tq4; 7rpvTavetac, /A5aXXov 'Hp] atKov r t] 
[>ovvt'W avaaact$: Ev TOZ3 Aa.MEOtv TOZ'S . . qqTT. @[t 

If these lines are from the second column the same minimum space at the left is required, for the 39 
letters of column one and at least one unit between the columns. 

69 Themistokles, archon of 347/6, could technically be restored. The date seems too early. 
70 In 62 names listed in Dow, Prytaneis, nos. 1, 3 and 9, the median for name and patronymic 

is 18 letters. 
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ITOIX. 47 

[............27 1 m..]c..3 [o]pp [ . .O. ..i.. i. 
23 ]KOY[. .. . . . . . . . . . . i KO Y [ .......... ] K [ .......] 

...... . 2 
9 ]TPO[. ]01[ .. ]0[ ...12. , 

23 
... .. ... .. ......... ] K 0 1[ ..... . M I ... .. 2. .] 

5 [5****.* 22 ]NEN.7 i 
19 1[ 11 

...................JhtY] EL' [. .. . 0... N[...... ' 

... . .2.2 ]0N N[ . .. ]:E [ ..... . ] 
23 71 . 2 [...................... 7 A . ..... ]K 1.. 5 .. .. .. 

30 13] 'A>v [ . 

10[-**--**--*-] 221:pt[. . .AAN(2cI[.1***3..] 
[ 20 ..YAO.[... ]EA I.[ ........ ] 

12 I .......................pi :voFt I...p]AANr1)[ ......] 

15 [ ? r: ? -]7E.o. .pv...................O.... A. A[ ..]1[. ..] 

[ov.hv6: .. .&s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

20 [ . ......... .....]:[a]X4Eyp6qh]a[ro,.ge[raAxov ............8] 

[-- ............ ].o[..... 7]fte a t. .8... ] : 1 .................... , 

[ .9 ]y$t:6 /3opp: Oat[ .V. 3...... . 
[------?vor6: ?--1-- ] o/viL s &ya+f1 rpo [s ' Xtov avt6: . .4..] 

I .9]VTo lAo voe . . . . . . . . . . . ]p q- oE E 1 

25 [-- I 

- 

- vn : - - - - - [ ] Iv . . . . 1. 

r.,20aTEYPWIIcLO [&raXXov 3........ . 
[ .7lTaXa [o~v avchcr6 [qwv 6v roZs ESa4Eo-] 
.VTO.S . . yEi ................ I 

[ vor6 : X'0PtOV ST7)1TL2ov4(?) . ] j.:.p [ a ov &v6: . .5...] 

19~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 

30 [ 10 r? posXAvvoe':] ?o.................IW^EI......1 

lacuna 

The stele must have been at least a meter wide at the time it was re-used for the 
Roman prytany dedication (cf. Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 63; ca. 0.75-0.80 m. for the 25 
letters of the text and 0.10-0.15 for the margin on each side). At that time this face 
was cut down and a projecting pediment left at the top, of which the left corner is 
preserved. Assuming that the edges of the original stele were kept, the preserved 
text of the mining inscription would be from the right-hand column, perhaps the 
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third of a three-column stele. Three columns of 47 letters with two units for the 
intercolumniations would give a width of ca. 1.09 m., not including the margins. 

The surface is badly worn and is partially covered with cement. The letters are 
difficult to decipher and many of the readings are doubtful. 

Lines 17-19: The roads to Thorikos and Thrasymos named in the boundaries 
suggest that the mine was in the northeastern part of the district, either Thorikos, 
Thrasymos, or Laureion. At the end of line 17, one might restore El ?AXopqXt8wv or 
by lengthening the abbreviations in the next line [ [Tr' AavpeEctL (or Opauv-wot) $ yE r: 
/8oppa ' '8og - - -]. The property of the Philomelidai was apparently near Thorikos 
(No. 16= I.G., 112, 1582, lines 70 ff. and No. 20, lines 40 and 44). A Hermaikon 
at Laureion with a road from Thorikos to Laureion at the east, and one from Laureion 
to Thrasymos at the west, is recorded in No. 16 (= I.G., 112, 1582, lines 63-69). 
Possibly the same mine is recorded in these lines, but the present text is so fragmen- 
tary, and the readings are so doubtful, that an identification can neither be supported 
nor refuted. 

Line 25: The traces of letters preserved would support a reading Eay[v] Yrov or 
Ea,u[a]vrov for the end of the patronymic of the lessee. 

Line 29: For Stesileides of Siphnos, see No. 20, lines 4-5. 

26 (Plate 96). An inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, 
found among the marbles in section K in 1934. 

Height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.198 m.; thickness, 0.083 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 2000. 
The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 

measure ca. 0.074 m. 
ITOIX. 39 

22 
]. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . t ] T6rt 0 [o0 AL0ITELOO] 

[vg Evaco: a7cTEypdaTO UE]raXXov ETir [..8. . iX] 

[r)v E'xov aYvao-cetpov] 'A4po&to [ta] K [Ov fdt Ye fopp :] 
[........... ]:v[o]rO[. 01A[ ........... . . . 

5 [XAov avt6]v: A[4o]rT'o[v] E[ppya]o-Tr[,qptov X)iov 8vo: 'A] 
[vTr,aX] os 'AXa)ir[EK]-j: c OVw: A[t60]T[t1[o09 Atorel6ovg E] 
[v(l): AA / : ] et8wvAv A [v ]co ] v Afw [ ve: ] peTraXXov a 6reypaI] 

[+aro . I v] rOZs s [cabEcrLv ros. ....... 7] 

10 T. .. . .. 1 0 . .. .. . eV ] AN.O' [9 A . . . . . . T. . . . .......] 
10 [.........IAN..O[.]......... 

[......... TaX [Xov . .........] 

lacuna 
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The surface is badly preserved and many of the readings are uncertain. The 
text contains the records of two leases. 

Lines 1-7: An Aphrodisiakon, perhaps at Laureion or Thrasymos. Diotimos 
son of Diopeithes of Euonymon (P.A., 4384), restored as registrant and lessee, served 
as general and trierarch in the third quarter of the fourth century. He is named as 
owner of a workshop and garden at Laureion in No. 16 (= I.G., 112, 1582, lines 
65-66), where the demotic but not the patronymic is given. Hi5 father Diopeithes 
(P.A., 4318), trierarch ca. 370 (I.G., 112, 1609, line 78), also had interests in the 
mines; he owned a workshop and other unspecified property at Laureion and probably 
at Thrasymos in 367/6 (No. 1, lines 53-54 and 78). Antimachos of Alopeke, restored 
as the owner of property at the west is named as lessee of an Aphrodisiakon in No. 8, 
line 8. It is probably not the same concession as the one in this text, but the two may 
well be close together. 

Lines 7-11: The registrant, Pheidon son of Lysias of Aixone, is almost certainly 
to be identified with the Pheidon of Aixone who had a mortgage of one talent on a 
workshop and slaves in I.G., 12, 2747. The mortgage stone was found near ancient 
workings in the plain of Thorikos, north of the church of St. George, northwest of 
the modern town of Thorikos (Cordella, op. cit., p. 36; cf. map in Ardaillon). Our 
text is too fragmentary to make it possible to associate the workshop and the mine 
leased by Pheidon. The name Lysias is attested for the deme Aixone (I.G., 112, 5446). 

27 (Plate 95). An inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble found in a late Roman 
context in the pillaged wall trench for the retaining wall of the Middle Stoa, section 0, 
on June 18, 1947. The inscribed face only is preserved. Traces of red paint still 
remain in the letters of the first line. 

Height, 0.039 m.; width, 0.042 m.; thickness, 0.02 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 6016. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which one unit is ca. 
0.0074 m. 

ITOIX. 
[------] H PA/\ : [- ___ 
?-c-----a7rEypJ acaro,u E14aXXov - - - - - 

eiri Opa]vt [ ?---t 

lcuna 

28 (Plate 95). A fragment of white, probably Hymettian, marble found built into a 
Roman wall in section X on June 11, 1937. The inscribed face, original left edge, and 
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a smooth back are preserved. The lower part of the face is uninscribed but none of 
the original bottom is preserved. 

Height, 0.195 in.; width, 0.19 m.; thickness, 0.07-0.073 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 
Inv. No. I 4967. 

The writing is stoichedon with a square checker pattern of which ten units 
measure ca. 0.072-0.73 m. STOIX. 

[. .aEr] aEvov [o] To [ 

[F1 eOptKOv 4Epovo-[a voroev-?- -] 
[ . . .] eOptKioV 1Tpol [tov avtovro-- -] 

V[. ?'8a?og?`a(?[ 
5 [.] rov' AtXvXt'ov0 @o [p] tK[ov ?ca] 

[t]voropihta riv EpIyaIerat [Eir] 
aLEtvov19 8optKioV 8V[0EVOV?- ] 
s HlEpya"OEv a&reyp[a6qaro ,EraXXov --- E rotsE EoaTEtv rotsgraI 

t8wvv Ts3v [A]t[o] r4'ov /P[tautov c wyEiraw /3OppLIWV El 0j - -q 4] 
10 povca v[[o]roOEvEKa4[v]o[ roaux?- - -E 

/ \ \ ,> / / ^ ,> ^ A , c og X, 
ITLOV Kat Ira cA47q []r xh'v [rat&ov rwC^v AtortwOv ?- E? X r 

t AalpE [to] v 4Epo [vo-] a [(;)vlrn-- -I 

vacat 

This is probably from a single-columned stele, as is suggested by the uninscribed 
surface at the bottom of a left-hand column, by the relative thinness, and by the 
requirements for a long line. 

Lines 1-6: These lines seem to contain the record of only one lease. The mine 
was perhaps in Thorikos, as is suggested by the mention in line 1 of Epameinon, a 
property owner in Thorikos (cf. No. 32 = I.G., IF, 1587, line 18), and of a road to 
Thorikos (line 2). Line 4: In v8arog Eeaycy' the left hasta and cross-bar of the eta 
seem clear. The words E'aycyoys and Eaycoyrl are both used with the meaning drain, 
but kayojyr4 has hitherto only been known with the meanings " leading out, exporta- 
tion, deportation, or eviction." However I do not hesitate to translate it here as drain 
or waterpipe, especially as there were so many of these in the mining district in 
connection with the washing establishments. 

Line 5: Aischylides of Thorikos probably was the father of a person named 
somewhere in the boundaries. 

Line 6: There is a vacant space between the omicron and mu of KatvoroIuda. The 
surface of the stone is slightly rough and may represent either an original blemish or 
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an erasure. The new cutting is probably named as a boundary rather than as a 
separate lease. See No. 32 (= I.G., II, 1587, line 5-6), No. 35, line 3, and No. 38 
(-I.G., II2, 1586, lines 1 and 8). 

Lines 7-12: The mine recorded in these lines may have been at Laureion. Note 
the road to Laureion in line 12, and the possible restoration of Exopios (lines 10-1 1), 
who is named as property owner at Laureion in No. 1, lines 44, 61-62. 

29 (Plate 96). Two inscribed fragments of Pentelic marble, probably from the same 
stele, found in a disturbed context southeast of the Tholos, in section Z, on June 9, 
1937. Fragment a, composed of two joining pieces, preserves the original right edge 
and bottom. Fragment b is broken all around. 

Fragment a: height, 0.097 mi.; width, 0.105 m.; thickness, 0.037 m. 

Fragment b: height, 0.055 mi.; width, 0.08 m.; thickness, 0.013 m. 

Height of letters, 0.003 m. 

Inv. No. I 4944a and 4944b. 

The writing is not strictly stoichedon on fragment a, although it was obviously 
intended to be so; lines 1-3 are stoichedon in relation to each other, as are lines 7 and 8. 
The last letter unit of lines 4-8 is left vacant. This suggests that the text was blocked 
out with lines of equal length and that the stonecutter crowded an extra letter into the 
left half of a line by mistake and thus had the extra unit at the end. The stoichedon 
pattern has a horizontal unit of 0.006 m., a vertical unit of 0.006-0.007 m. 

Frag. a ITOIX. 39? 
34 

[ 4. . . . . E [.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

[ . . . 2.. . . . ...... . ..... . EraXX ] OV a'7rE 

[ypaqa,ro TaXatov a v al)aqtov eOpWKO] 'A [pr] EqutCf 

[aKOV EV ElotT ES8caLE: To'tg AVa)06E8OV XT] at8cv KtK 

5 [VV c)v: 71 y: 8oppaC: 7 O8O7 EK OOpuKO]V Tr AaipEF 

[ov fE'povo-a voTroO: r7 08o 77 EK (OpUCO ] V B4oa [E] e 4Ep 

[ovoca po'p r',tXov avtov: ra EUO47 r1 rv] Avcr0,6E80V 

[l&at&ov KtKVV: AXiOV 8VO: ...].... v]/pi8OV X@P 

[IoV wvX: ?] vacat 

vacat 
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Frag. b 
10 [.] eOop(Kt [? 

[.... vla]taov ava[o-dtov -?] 
[ * ***]'EpatcKO, [?] 
[.... r]otsJop e[--[?I------- 

lacuna 

Lines 2-8: Artemisiakon at Thorikos(?). For the restorations see above, No. 6, 
lines 8-12, and No. 20, lines 4-9, both records of an Artemisiakon at Thorikos in the 
property of Lysitheides. See also pp. 195-196, for discussion of identity of mines 
recorded in separate texts. The mention of the children of Lysitheides as owners of 
property shows that he himself had died before the time of this inscription. His death 
was probably not much later than the mid 'thirties (discussed above under No. 6), 
which thus would give a terminus post quemn for the present text. 

30 (Plate 96). An inscribed fragment of Hymettian(?) marble, broken all around, 
found in a late Roman context east of the Tholos, in section Z, on May 5, 1937. 

Height, 0.043 m.; width, 0.096 m.; thickness, 0.012 m. 
Height of letters, 0.003 m. 
Inv. No. I 4783. 

The writing is stoichedon in a pattern of which the horizontal unit measures 
0.006 m., the vertical 0.007 m. 

vacat 

12 'A][t]8vat[ ? ] 
[ , .11 ] ....[--.. o y? 

[. T ] /3oppa 'Av8poKXE'[ov?---- 
- - ] 

II. 5...] \E8VOJE'VOVr? -o?-?-- 

lacuna 

In letter forms and spacing this stone is very like the preceding text, No. 29. 
The marble, however, is distinctly grey in color, whereas that of No. 29 is the typical 
cream-colored Pentelic. Note also that the colon is omitted after an abbreviation in 
line 3, whereas it is found in line 9 of No. 29. 

The text may be from a record of sale of property rather than from a mining 
lease. 
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31 (Plate 96). An inscribed fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found 
in section Z in the Great Drain on April 11, 1933. 

Height, 0.162 m.; width, 0.103 m.; thickness, 0.049 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 680. 

The writing is stoichedon. The horizontal unit measures 0.014 m., the vertical 
0.013 m. 

ITOIX. 

[ .10]...... E7rt v 

[3.aT]Eypa[aro?-] 

[ .11 v o]ts E'&L[4EcrW7oL-- -? -] 
5 [ . &1 va]oc4atpo [v - - - - - 1-- ........ >Xa1 r1:a] Eypd*os [aro - -?) - - - - - - - - -] 

[.. . .. EIV To I Zg Eiva [0at0T o---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
L* L74 ':T 7rp7,qXt a'] vt: M6o4 Xov() 

14 

10 . .....L:...... ]w. Eovq [? 
.......... Ka]XXo-__p[aro(?)?] 

10 [ 14 L:KXE[?- [.. ... 2. . . . ..... (T [ao(?)- ------ 

lacuna 

The letters are carelessly cut. The vertical hasta of the epsilon projects below 
the bottom cross-bar, and similarly the vertical hasta of the gamma extends slightly 
above the cross-bar. Parallels for the forms of the letters can be found in inscriptions 
dating from about 320 B.C. (cf. Kirchner, Imagines, no. 65, 321/0-319/8). 

32. I.G., I12, 1587 and 1588, two fragments of white marble probably from the same 
stele. The first is in the British Museum, taken to England by Lord Elgin, and the 
second is in the Berlin Museum and said to be from the northern part of Athens. 
Both preserve an original left edge and are apparently otherwise broken all around. 
The writing is not stoichedon. The measurements as published show that the spacing 
of letters and lines corresponds closely.7" The form of the records is identical in 

71 I.G., II2, 1587, according to the data in Inscriptions in the British Museum, I, no. 36, is 11 
inches high and 11 inches wide. There are 22 lines preserved; with a height of ca. 0.276 m. (11 
inches), the line unit would be about 0.0125 m. The greatest number of letters preserved in any line 
is 33; with a width of 0.276 m., ten letters would occupy about 0.083 m. In I.G., II2, 15$8, 18 lines 
are preserved to a height of 0.22 m., i. e., ca. 0.0122 m. per line unit, and 27 letters in a width of 
0.22 m., i. e., ca. 0.081 m. for ten letters. 
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both; the record of each lease begins at the left edge of the column, and the colon is 
used for punctuation, not only, as in the other stones of this series, to mark abbrevia- 
tions or set off numbers. 

A line 65 to 75 letters long seems to be required by the text and so it is probable 
that the stele had only one column. I.G., 112, 1588 should probably be placed below 
1587. Three of the four mines recorded on it are anasaxima, and therefore it should 
be below the heading avaoaa6tpa in line 13 of 1587. Together the two stones contain 
the records of seven anasaximra mines, one new cutting Katvor4ta, and two or three 
(lines 1-4 and 9-11 of 1587) which are either new cuttings or in working order. 

The internal evidence dates the text in the last quarter of the fourth century. 
Telesikles son of Kallias of Araphen (I.G., 112, 1587, line 8) is probably brother 

of the Kallisthenes son of Kallias of Araphen listed with other members of his tribe 
who appear elsewhere in the 'fifties and 'forties (I.G., 112, 2388). The Kallisthenes 
of Araphen, son of Phanomachos, prytanis in the year of Euboulos III, 256/5 (I.G., 
II2, 678), is probably the grand-nephew of Telesikles the operator of the mine. The 
floruit of Telesikles would thus be in the 'twenties. (The sternmca, sub Kallisthenes I, 
P.A., 8097, should be adjusted to correspond with the present dating of Euboulos III. 
Cf. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, pp. xxi and 26). 

Kallimedon son of Kallikrates of Kollytos (I.G., 112, 1587, line 12) is to be 
identified with Kallimedon the Crab (P.A., 8032), prominent member of the pro- 
Macedonian party and friend of Phokion in the 'twenties. During the short-lived 
democratic regime of 318 he was condemned to death in absentia (Plutarch, Phocion, 
35; cf. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, pp. 31-34). There is no record of his return to 
Athens later, but he may well have returned when Demetrios of Phaleron was 
established in the next year. 

Epikydes son of Philokydes of Acharnai, lessee of two mines (I.G., lJ2, 1588, lines 
3, 4, 8) appears on a recently discovered stele (now in the Liopesi museum) which is 
dated by the letter forms in the second half of the fourth century. His father Philo- 
kydes was prytanis in 360/59 (I.G., 12, 1745). 

Kephisodoros of Athmonon, father of the lessee Euphemides (I.G., I12 1587, 
lines 17, 20) appears as lessee of a mine in No. 9, line 9, a text probably dating from 
the 'forties. 

In I.G., II2, 1588, lines 13 and 17, one might restore EvZXr8t'8-qg Av [Kh'VOV :Vf3pti8q] 
as registrant and lessee, known from a fourth century grave stele from the Kera- 
meikos, I.G., 112, 7476. 

The only property owner named in the text who can be identified with any 
probability is the owner of the edaphe in 1587, line 18, where I suggest reading 
3Fra1cLEtVOVoq e [OptKiOV] and identifying him with the Epameinon of Thorikos who 
appears, probably as property owner in Thorikos, in No. 28, lines 1, 6-7. 

A prytany date is named in line 10 of 1587, EIrt 7s 'EPEXOt09 &EVTEpag 7rpv 
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Trav[Eiag]. Erechtheis is known to have held the second prytany in 320/19 (I.G., 112, 
380; cf. Pritchett and Neugebauer, Calenders of Athens, p. 61). A date for the stele 
in that year would fit the prosopographical evidence very well. An inspection of the 
stones and the letter forms would be necessary, before one could suggest as early a 
date as that with any assurance. 

A few variants from the restorations as published in the Corpus follow: 
I.G., I2, 1587: 

Lines 7 and 11: The workshop of line 7 should not be identified with the mine 
called the Diphileion in line 11. See No. 18, and commentary on line 18 for the 
Diphileion. 

Line 17 can be restored with a line of 71 letters: 

['Apr] qto-taK'V: eOptKOt Evid8-q K77[1btwo&pov 'AOuo: aTEypcLEfaTo UEraXXov 
avanaaqtov]. 

Line 18: [Ev ToVg] Eac8bEo-t Tois 'Era/1Etvovo9 3 [OptK: --- 

Line 21 should probably read [--- -q 68]o7 dL[ro] AavpE[iov - - -]. The eta 
and alpha were read from a squeeze of this stone. 

I.G., 112, 1588: 

Line 4: 'Ep/aFK0V: 'E7rTKV18J q1 [tX] OKV8OV [D AXaPVE: a7rEypaTo ,ETaXXOV 

iraXatowv aJvacat]. 
Line 13: [B] 7o-K7j>o-t AEV [K] tbriTELvov E [i] &j[s AVKiVOV Ivip8: alrEypIaor 

uEraXXov iraXat`v]. 

A Leukippeion at Besa is recorded in No. 1, line 82. 

33 (Plate 97). An inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, 
found in the foundations of a late Roman house to the east of the Tholos, in section 
Z, on May 10, 1937. 

Height 0.04 m.; width, 0.105 m.; thickness, 0.075 m. 

Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 4835. 

The writing is not stoichedon. 

[---------] VOg Xopt [ov ?---?---- ] 
[-----Katvo]To,LcLa )v 'a [rETypdaoTo---] 

?__------ a]r-EypdAar[o ?--?-?-- ] 
[ ? _ _ _ _ _ _-] OY7AANE[- - - - - - - - 

lacuna 
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The new cutting, [Katvo]ro,4ta, of line 2, since it is in the nominative case, is 
apparently the boundary of a mine. 

34 (Plate 97). I.G., JJ2, 1589 and Agora Inv. No. 1 1723. I.G., I12, 1589, is from 
the upper left corner of a stele of Hymettian miarble with part of the left edge, a 
pedimented top, and a rough picked back preserved, found near the Tower of the 
Winds (now in the Epigraphical Museum, E.M. 7959). 72 The fragment from the 
Agora assigned to this same stele was found in a late context in the region of the 
Bouleuterion Plateia, section B, on March 30, 1934. It is broken on all sides. 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.023 m. 

Inv. No. 1 1723. 
Height of letters, both pieces, 0.005 m. 

The writing is stoichedon, except for some irregularity in lines 1 and 2, set in a 
checker pattern of which the horizontal unit is 0.009 m., the vertical 0.010-0.011 m. 

307/6 B.C. 4TOIX. 34(?) 
llctX?prat ot E'IrT 'AvaeLKp [a6ovs a'pXovro9 V V V V] 

p,EraXXaraT8E a7rESovro [E'T'rz .]. . ] 

[g] Trp soT7 -qgrpvTavEtdcL [" EKaro,/3tatwW0vog 8Ev] 

[rEp] at t-,raE'vov ir [aXatov avaoa-eqtov 'Apr] 
5 [EUt ]OtaKOVE[ ..................... ] 

lacuna 

10 [ 1]t VE L[t TL g .......... TpLTs] 

[T7pviTaVEta] s lvavco[ftc-vog 8EVrE'pat o-7rapj] 
[Evov Ep a]crta 1' 1[ .. 7 ar] 
[Eyp6lfaro ]&ETaXXo [v EK rqg -TnjX- rT E-'T NE ] 314/3 

[tKo8&'ov ( ? ) ] aXELOV [I................... ] 
15 [EX or ]Xov A-qj,4 [-TpK V......p.a.e 

[IV T?"t' 48a' ] EOClV 'TO' [ I.. .. .. . ..18. .. .. .. ... 

.. .. .. .. ]V E)op [ ........ ] [ 
41 ]vOop[. 

[ 

1W} ] pE 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1] 

lacuna 

Similarity of marble, letter forms, spacing, and length of line, makes it almost 
certain that these two pieces are from the same stele. About half the width of the 
original stele is preserved on the larger piece, as is shown by the carelessly incised 

72 Height, 0.24 m; width, 0.22 m.; thickness, at top 0.067 m.; at bottom, 0.05 m. 
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star in the pediment (see Plate 97) which must have been placed in the approximate 
center. The letters in the left half of lines 1 and 2 are set more closely together than 
those of the lower lines, with 19 letters in the space of 17. This spacing suggests the 
two vacant units restored in line 2. By actual count however the number of letters in 
the line is the same (34) as that suggested for the lower lines. 

The new fragment can be restored to fit the most recent reconstruction of the 
calendar equations for the year 307/6.73 According to that reconstruction the second 
day of Pyanopsion was the thirtieth day of the third prytany, and the tribal name 
available for the third prytany is either Akamantis, or Aiantis, or Leontis. The 
present text suggests that it was held by Aiantis or Leontis, one of which is to be 
restored in line 10. The first prytany is known to have been held either by Erechtheis 
or Kekropis. 

Lines 10-12 contain a heading for renewals of leases of ergasima mines. The 
space available for the name of an archon in lines 13-14 suggests that the record is a 
normal renewal of a long term lease.74 Nikodemos, archon in 314/3, has been tenta- 
tively restored, since other evidence suggested a seven year period (see above, pp. 
200-201). In this text, however, Demogenes, archon for 3 17/6 (with genitive ending 
in ov) would fit equally well, and the interval could thus be ten years. 

[A] aXEtov in line 14 is not otherwise known as the name of a mine. The form 
derives from the proper name Aa'x-q and is similar to attested names like Phaneion, 
Diphileion, and Pyrrhieion. It is probably used here as an alternate name or epithet 
of the Demetriakon of the line below.75 

35 (Plate 97). An inscribed fragment of Pentelic marble, broken all around, found 
among the stones from section B in November of 1934. 

Height, 0.12 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.052 m. 

Height of letters, 0.004-0.005 m. 

Inv. No. I 2015. 

7 Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology of Hellenistic Athens (1940), p. 21. Note, however, the 
reservations expressed on the calendar equations of this year by Pritchett and Neugebauer, Calendars 
of Athens (1947), p. 69. 

74 No previous registrant is named and the name of the archon of 310/9, Hieromnemon, who 
should be named in a normal renewal of a short term three year lease, is too long. On the length 
of leases, see above, pp. 199-202. 

75 Only one letter space is available before the preserved letters, since the shortest archon's name 
in the period between 317/6 and 310/09 is of nine letters. Therefore a restoration :,/x etov which 
is the only word found in these inscriptions with the ending -Xetov is impossible. Furthermore, 
the Semacheion of No. 16 (= I. G., II2, 1582, line 54), named as part of the southern boundary of 
a mine at Laureion, is probably a sanctuary rather than the name of a mine (Solders, Die 
Ausserstidtischen Kulte, p. 41). 
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The text is not stoichedon; five letters occupy a space of 0.04-0.046 m.; five lines 
occupy a space of ca. 0.055 m. 

[ ?----] os roD KctXX [---_? ] 
[-------v]or6 KatTcL11O taO--4--- ] 
[ ? -] OKXEt8OV IOVVt [-] 

5 [-]a Eirt Upaoiv/ [ ? ] 
[ ? ] vrp?q 71Xiov 8voj4 ? ___ ] 
[??] 
[---------- P[-----------] 

The inscribed face is very badly worn and the lower part completely illegible. 
Line 4: The names Hierokleides and Aristokleides are both attested for Sounion 

in the fourth century: Hierokleides on his own and his daughter's grave stelai (I.G., 
II2, 7437 and 7412), Aristokleides as secretary of a board of officials ca. 325 (Hes- 
peria, XV, 1946, p. 178). Either could be restored here. 

36. Keracmeikos, Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen, III (Peek, Inschriften, Ostraka, 
Fluchttafeln), p. 13, no. 9 (Taf. 6, 2). This fragment of Pentelic marble with care- 
lessly written stoichedon letters, 0.005 m. high, is very probably from a mining 
inscription. The original right edge is preserved. 

,TOIX. 

[,rpo: ?]ap8ctapqr 
[T6s - - - - - - - -]H :: E1T 

[_ - 
? 

- - 
--]XkwV lo 

[vvt?-?-?-?-L--?-?---] 

Lines 2-3: cf. No. 20, line 45, where - - p&aLqrro6s is apparently a place name 
near Thorikos. 

37 (Plate 97). An inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble found in section Z, on 
May 19, 1937, in a late Roman context southeast of the Propylon of the Bouleuterion. 
The original top is preserved; the stone is broken at the sides and back. 

Height, 0.09 m.; width, 0.083 m.; thickness, 0.026 m. 
Height of letters, in line 1, 0.013 m., in lines 2-5, 0.004-5 m. 
Inv. No. I 4874. 

The text is non-stoichedon. The lines are spaced in a vertical unit of ca. 0.01 m, 
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[TAA' EIIPAOH MET]AAAA[v] 
[ETi,7. n. .........p.. T irpvTaVEiaS 'A7oX\\] CXvtaK"OV Ev Op [a(oviot( ?)] 

[?? - --- - fEUT]I7VEVKE /ETaX [Xov E'K] 

'T g 0-T 'Xvg r7g E7T,t __6-12 a'pXoVros EpyaTt"(LO]v 'Ai-oXXwvt[aKOv EV] 

[ToZt E'8wEO-W 7:0ro?tZ?Or iXEr'XO ] Exov] $cb yEt rp[Ai 0rXiov] 

lacuna 

The carelessly cut letters suggest that this is the latest text in the series. Parallels 
for them can be found on inscriptions dating from the end of the fourth and early 
third centuries.6 This text is probably from the same period. 

The fragment is probably from a single-column stele (cf. Nos. 32 and 34) which 
seems to be the type of these later records. Normal restorations in lines 3 and 4 
suggest 51 to 57 letters to the line. Approximately the same number of letters can 
be restored in line 2. On this basis nine to twelve of the larger letters of line 1 are 
to be restored to the left of dEraXXa. 

A parallel for the heading in line 1 is found in another poletai record of the late 
fourth century, I.G., II2, 1581,7 which reads ra6' E' -p a/q E'86a/j. 

The restoration E'v Op[a crwt] in line 2 is questioned since in all other texts 
mines at Thrasymos are registered E7rt Epao-ivuot. 

38. J.G., II2, 1586, "c ex schedis Fourmonti." The text of this stone, seen and read 
only by Fourmont, is very uncertain. If KatvoTOmpa be correctly restored in lines 1 
and 8, the stele should be dated close to the end of the period. The text as published 
in I.G., II2, should be compared with that in Boeckh's Corpus, No. 163; in the later 
publication many of the readings and spacings have been shifted to fit possible 
restorations. 

The only registrant or lessee whose name is preserved on the stone, partly in 
restorations, Herakleides son of Sosistratides of Acharnai (line 15) is unknown. In 
line 7 one might read the name of the mine as N[v]ptJatK[5V]; see No. 5, lines 53-54. 

76 Cf. Kirchner, Imagines, nos. 69 and 72 of 303/2 and 299/8; also I.G., 112, 378 of 294/3 
(Photograph in Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 98) and Hesperia, X, 1941, no. 20, ca. 300 B.C. For other 
references to carelessly cut letters on some of the inscriptions of the end of the fourth century, see 
Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 39. 

77 In the publication in the Editio Minor, two lines of erasure are indicated above the first line. 
An examination of the stone in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens (E.M. 7958) shows this to be 
incorrect. The surface is broken away; a projecting moulding probably has been chipped off, as 
suggested in the original publication (-'AO vatov, VIII, 1879, p. 273). 
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CHART 

The chart gives the place, name, price, relationship of registrant and lessee, and classification 
for every lease in which any one of these items is preserved. Column II contains any information 
available about the stele, opisthographic or non-opisthographic, number of columns and the approxi- 
mate number of leases in the text as preserved. In Column III the numbers at the left are those 
assigned for convenience to the leases on the particular stone; where no data are preserved about 
a lease, it is omitted in the record. Wherever an additional cutting is included in the lease (KaTaTO/A, 

V7tKaTaTOMrh 0rvvroTq) , the words " and cutting " are added after the name of the mine in Column IV. 
A square bracket at the left or right of the price indicates that the text is incomplete on that side 
and that one or more numbers could be restored. Column VI notes the presence or absence of a 
registrant and the relationship of registrant to lessee where both are preserved. R = L means that 
registrant and lessee are the same; R # L, that registrant and lessee are different. R alone means 
that the name of the registrant or the verb (alrEypa'aTo) is present but that the text is too f rag- 
mentary to show whether he is the same as the lessee. The classification of the mine is shown in 
the last column. Those " from the stele " of No. 1 are the same as the ergasima of the later texts 
(see above p. 196). The words " not ergas" indicate that enough text is preserved to preclude 
a restoration of the phrase EK T)S UT T?? TrS Er-- which normally accompanies an ergasimon lease. 
A question mark at the left of anasaximoin shows that the text is too incomplete to support or 
refute a restoration of palaion before it. Brackets indicate restorations. 

I II III IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

1 non opisth. 1 Nape Dexiakon 20 No R Omitted 
stele 2 Laureion Diakon 20 named " 

367/6 single 3 Sounion No name 20 on this 
column 4 Nape Poseidoniak. 1550 stele "from the stele" 
Complete 5 Omitted Hagnosiak. 1550 " " " 
17 leases 6 " Artemisiak. 150 " " " 

7 Laureion No name; and 20 Omitted 
cutting 

8 Nape Demetriak. 20 " 
9 Maroneia Hermaikon 20 " 

10 Laureion Theognideion 50 "from the stele' 
11 Sounion- Pyrrhieion 20 Omitted 

Nape 
12 Thorikos Archeget. 20 
13 Nape No name 20 
14 Besa Archeget.; and 20 

cutting 
15 Sounion- Kerameik. 20 

Thrasymos 
16 Sounion- No name 20 

Nape 
17 Sounion- Leukippeion 150 "from the stele' 

Besa 

2 non opisth. 1 -- -- mpiak. --- 
stele 2 Thorikos --aikon - - - R 
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I II SIII IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

single 3 Aulon --ikon --- 
column 4 Thrasymos 60[ 
8 leases ? 5 Bambideion Apolloniakon --- 

hill 
6 Maroneia Poseidoniakon --- 
7 ------ ]150 

3 non opisth. 2 Sounion --ion --- 
5leases ? 3 ------ 500 

4 ------ --- R 

4 opisth. 1------ erameikon --- 
stele 2 --Artemisiak. 
single tPyrrhieion --- 
column 3------ 150 

Face A, 4 Sounion Ano Nymphaik. --- [No R] 
8 leases 5 ------ ]1O 

6 ------ --- R 
7 ------ --- R 
8 Thorikos --- 

Face B, 2 ------ --- ? ANAS. 
6 leases 3 ------ --- R 

5 ------ --- ? ANAS. 
6 ------ --- R 

5 non opisth. 1 (Sounion ?) Poseidoniak. 1210 [R] [ANAS.] 
stele at least 2 Sounion K -- 100 [ No R ? ANAS. 
3 columns 3 ----- --- [No R] ? ANAS. 

a. Col. I 
3 leases 
Col. II 1 ------ ]500[ 
3 leases 2 (Sounion ?) Theo-- --- [No R] 

3 - Heroikon? --- R [PAL.]ANAS. 

b. Col. I 2 [Sounion ?] 100[ [R #]L (not ergas.) 
c. 3 leases 3 ------ K-- --- R (not ergas.) 

Col. II 2 [Besa] Aphrodisiak. --- [No R] [omitted] 
4 leases 3 ------ --- R#L ANAS. 

4 [Maroneia] Nymphaikon --- No R ANAS. 

d. Col. I 2 ------ --- R 
2 leases 
Col. II 1 ------ 200 
3 leases 2 Besa Apolloniak. --- R # L ANAS. 

3 " Athenaikon --- R # L ANAS. 

e. 2 leases 1 ------ Athenaikon 150[ 
2 Bambideion --- R 

hill 
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I II III IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

f. Col. I ? 
Col. II 2 ? 2 R 

6 a. 4 leases 2 Thorikos - niak.; and 500 R 
cutting 

3 Thorikos Artemisiak. --- R # L [ANAS.] 
4 ------ --and cutting --- R 

7 non opisth. ? 2 Thrasymos --- ? ANAS. 
at least 4 ------ --- R [PAL. ANAS.] 
2 columns 5 Amphit. --- [R] ANAS. 
5 leases 

8 3 leases 1 ------ Aphrodisiak. --- R # L [ANAS.] 
2 ----D- Dionysiak. --- R [PAL. ANAS.] 

9 non opisth.? 2 ------ -siak. --- R PAL. ANAS. 
4 leases 3 -- --- R# L [PAL.] ANAS. 

4 ------ Hermaikon --- R [PAL. ] ANAS. 

10 non opisth. ? 1 ------ 150 
3 leases 2 Besa Ktesiakon -- R# L [PAL. ANAS.] 

3 [Besa] Apolloniak. --- R PAL. [ANAS.] 

11 2 leases 2 Thrasymnos --- R PAL. ANAS. 

12 a. 1 lease 1 ------ -aiikon --- ? ANAS. 

13 opisth. 2 ------ --- ERGAS. 
several 3 ------ --- ERGAS. 
columns 5 ------ --- ? ANAS. 

a. Face A, 6 ------ --- [ERGAS.] 
6 leases 
Face B 3 ------ 10[ (not ergas.) 
ca. 4 leases 4 ------ --- R [PAL.] ANAS. 

b. Face A 2 Thrasymos -akon --- No R [ANAS.] 
2 leases 
Face B 2 Sounion Artemnisiak. --- R L [PAL. ANAS.] 
2 leases 

c. 2 leases 1 -_____ 10[ (not ergas.) 
2 ---- [R] ? ANAS. 

d. 2 leases 2 [Sounion ?] --- [R] Omitted 
e. 2 leases 2 ------ --- PAL. [ANAS.] 
f. 3 leases 1 ------ 500[ 

2 ------ --- [R] 
3 ----- --- [R] 

g. 2 leases 1 ------ ]250 
2 ------ --- [No,R] 

h. 2 leases 1 ------ -kon 20 (not ergas.) 
i. scrap 
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I II III IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

j. non mining 
k. 1 lease 1 [Thrasymos] Artemisiak. --- 

1. m. n. o. p. q. r. 
scraps 

s. 1 lease 1 ------ --- ? ANAS. 

14 opisth. 
several col. 

Face A 
7 leases 1 ------ 20 (not ergas.?) 

2 [Maroneia] Nymphaikon 10[ No R [PAL. ANAS.] 
3 ------ Heroikon --- No R ANAS. 
4 Sounion 10[ R+ Ttp [PAL.] ANAS. 
5 ___ R + TU/ (not ergas.) 
6 ------ Athenaikon --- R (not ergas.) 

Face B 
non mining 

15 opisth. 
a. Face A 2------ 150[ 

7 leases 4 Besa --- [No R] ANAS. 
5 (Sounion ?). ]150 No R (not ergas.) 
6 Besa --- No R 
7 "t --- 

Face B 1 ------ --- [R +] Tq/ 

5 leases 2 Anaphlystos --- R[[- + TU?] [PAL. ANAS.] 
3 ------ --- R[+ +T,uV] PAL. ANAS. 
4 ------ --- R 

c. 2 leases 1 ------ 150 
2 ------ --- ? ANAS. 

e. 2 leases 2 ------ --- [R] 

16 opisth. 2 ------ --- PAL. ANAS. 
4 columns 3 ------ --- R 
each face. 4 Sounion 

A. Col. I 10 (Sounion?) --- 
ca. 14 leases 
onb 1 ------ 6100 
3 leases on c 2 [Amphit.] Demetriak. -_- R PAL. ANAS. 

3 ----- --- ANAS. [PAL.] 

Col. II 2 ------ --- R 
ca. 16 leases 9 ------ --- PAL. [ANAS.] 

10 (Laureion?) --and cutting ]400 ? ANAS. 
11 ------ Dionysiak. 150 R (not ergas.) 
12 ------ Ploutoniak. ? --- [No R] 
13 Thrasymos Hermaikon --- [No R] [PAL. ANAS.] 
14 --- [No R] ? ANAS. 
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I II III IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

15 " --- R PAL. ANAS. 
16 " --- 

Col. III 1 ------ 150 
10 leases 3 Sounion 150 No R (not ergas.) 

4 Thorikos 150 R # L PAL. ANAS. 
5 Laureion Eudoteion 150 No R ANAS. 
6 Bambideion Heroikon 150 No R PAL. ANAS. 

hill 
7 Laureion Hermaikon 150 R= L ERGAS. 
8 Thorikos Poseidoniak.; 150 R L (ERGAS.) 

and cutting 
9 Laureion Hermaikon 150 R L ERGAS. 

10 ------ --- R (ERGAS.) 

Col. IV 1 Amphitrope Dioskourik. --- R[ L] [PAL. ANAS.] 
9 leases 2 [Amphitrope] Demetriak. --- R= L [PAL.] ANAS. 

3 Anaphlystos Apolloniak. --- R L [PAL.] ANAS. 
4 " Heroikon 20 R L [PAL. ANAS.] 
5 " Artemisiak. --- R L [PAL. ANAS.] 
6 " Poseidoniak. 20 R L ANAS. PAL. 
7 (omitted) Artemisiak. 20 R L ANAS. 
8 Anaphlystos Phaneion 130 R # L ANAS. 
9 Thorikos Artemisiak.; --- R PAL. ANAS. 

and cutting 
B. Col. I 2 Thrasymos Artemisiak. ___ R [PAL. ANAS.] 

ca. 8 leases 3 
4 --- [R] [PAL.] ANAS. 
5 " Pros-- --- R [PAL. ANAS.] 
6 " - iakon --- 
7 
8 _ R [omitted] 

Col. II 
Illegible 

Col. III 2 Amphitrope 20 R L PAL. ANAS. 
2 leases 
then non 
mining 

18 Non opisth. 1 ------ 2000[ 
At least two 2 Besa Aigiliakon --- 
columns 3 Besa-Pangaion --- 
Col. I 4 "c 160[ 
11 leases 5 (Besa?) -tikon ]1400 [R?] 

6 Besa -eion --- R#L 
7 " 150 R#L ERGAS. 
8 " --- R PAL. ANAS. 
9 [Besa] Kithaironiak. --- R [ANAS.] 

10 [Besa] Aphrodisiak. --- R # L [PAL. ANAS.] 
11 R 
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I II III IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

Col. II 2 Amphitrope --- 
7 leases 3 ------ --- R [PAL. ANAS.] 

4 _ ---- [R] PAL. [ANAS.] 
5 Amphitrope --- R [- L] ERGAS. 
6 " Theodosion --- R [ -L] ERGAS. 
7 Thorikos Artemisiak. --- R ANAS. 

19 non opisth. 2 Thorikos Artemisiak. 150 R L ERGAS. 
at least 3 ------ 150 R [L] ERGAS. 
2 columns 4 Thorikos Labiakon 150 R L ERGAS. 
9 leases 5 Maroneia --- No R [ANAS.] 

6 c Aso-- --- No R [ANAS.] 
7 ------ Hermaikon --- R#L [ANAS.] 
8 ------ 150 R (not ergas.) 
9 ------ --- R PAL. [ANAS.] 

20 At least 2 1 -- ?--- Artemisiak. 200 [PAL. ANAS.] 
columns 2 Thalinos (?)- Artemisiak. 150 [R] L ERGAS. 

a. 6 leases Nape 
3 Thorikos Ph-- 160 No R ANAS. 
4 " Heraikon 200 R # L Omitted 
5 (omitted) Artemisiak. --- R # L ANAS. 
6 (omitted) Artemisiak. --- No R [ANAS. PAL.] 

b. 5 leases 1 -- 800 
2 Philomelidon Hermaikon --- R 
3 " 100[ R (not ergas.) 
4 ------ - iakon --- R 
5 ------ ]150 R [PAL.] ANAS. 

21 non opisth. 3 ----- --- R-L 
at least 2 4 ------ Eudoteion --- R-L PAL. ANAS. 
columns 5 ------ --- R 

a. 5 leases 

22 3 leases 3 Thorikos Hermaikon --- R 

23 2 leases 2 ------ --- R ? ANAS. 

24 non-opisth. 1 - aikon 
3 or 4 cols. 
1 lease 

25 3 or 4 cols. 5 Thrasymos --- R 
ca. 6 leases 6 ------ --- R PAL. ANAS. 

26 2 leases 1 ----- Aphrodisiak. --- R= L [ANAS.] 
2 ------ --- R 

27 2 leases 1 ------ ] 170 
2 Thrasymos --- R 
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I II III IV V VI VII 

TEXT No. PLACE NAME PRICE CLASSIFICATION 

28 non-opisth. 2 ------ --- R 
single col. 
2 leases 

29 a. 1 lease 1 [Thorikos] Artemisiak. --- R [PAL. ANAS.] 
b. 1 lease 1 ------ Hermaikon --- [R] PAL. ANAS. 

31 2 leases 1 Thrasymos --- ? ANAS. 

32 Single col. 2 Thrasymos Aphrodisiak. --- KAINOTOMIA 
a. ca. 7 leases 3 Thorikos Demetriakon --- 

4------ Diphileion --- 
5 Amphitrope Athenaik.; --- R ? ANAS. 

and cutting 
6 Thorikos Artemisiak. 150[ R L ? ANAS. 
7 ------ PAL. ANAS. 

b. 5 leases 2 ------ Hermaikon 100[ R=-L ? ANAS. 
3 Sounion Poseidoniak. --- R=L ? ANAS. 
4 Besa Leukippeion --- R=L ? ANAS. 
5 Sounion ? [ANAS.] 

33 2 leases 2 ------ R 

34 non-opisth. 
single col. 

a. 1 lease 1 ------ Artemisiak. --- [No R] PAL. [ANAS]. 
b. 1 lease 1 ------ Demetriak. --- R ERGAS. 

35 2 leases 2 Thrasymos --- 

36 2 leases 1 ------ ]120 

37 single col. 1 Thrasymos Apolloniak. --- R ERGAS. 
1 lease 

38 ca. 3 leases 1 ------ --- KAINOTOMIA 
2 ------ Nymphaik. --- R KAINOTOMIA ? 
3 Thorikos --- ? ANAS. 
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LIST OF NAMES ARRANGED BY DEMOTICS AND ETHNICS 

All persons named in the mining texts and in the related material of the fourth century whose 
demotic or ethnic is preserved (or has been restored) are listed below. A man described as a 
property owner is one named in the boundaries of a mine either in the nominative case, or as owner 
of a chiarion, or in incomplete texts where either the case ending or the type of property is missing. 
Known owners of edaphe and workshops are described as such, but some no doubt are concealed 
among the property owners from incomplete texts. The absence of a descripti've word indicates that 
the text is too fragmentary to show whether the man was an operator or a property owner. A 
question mark after a name indicates some uncertainty about the name or demotic; a question mark 
after the descriptive word indicates some uncertainty about the part the man played. Text references 
are given for broken names and in cases where the demotic only is preserved; for the other 
references and for details of restorations see the Index of Names. 

Acharneis 
Diotimos Mnesistratou, lessee 
Epikydes Philokydous, registrant and lessee 
Herakleides Sosistratidou (?), lessee 
--- son of --s, lessee (?),15 6 

--s, 21 29 

Agryleis 
Demon, lessee 
Teisis, informant against mine operators 

Aigilieis 
Kleokritos, property owner 
Pyrrhakos, property owner 
-- -, registrant, 14 47 
_-__, 5 62 

Aithalidai 
Kephisodotos, lessee, owner of workshop and 

other property 
- - s son of Kephisodotos, lessee, 15 23 

Aixoneis 
Pausistratos Philistidou ( ?), lessee 
Pheidon Lysiou, registrant and holder of 

mortgage on workshop and slaves 
Telesarchos, lessee 
---, owner of edaphe, 16a==I.G., II2, 1582 

109 

Alopekeis 
Antimachos, lessee and property owner 
Hipponikos, owner of slaves used in the 

mines 
Kallias, property owner 
N. i... - ... (? Alopekethen or Plotheus), 

owner of edaphe 

--- son of - - los ( ? Alopekethen or Plo- 
theus), registrant, 13 7 

Amphitropaieis 
Euthykrates, owner of workshop 
Euthykrates Euthykratous, lessee 
- - kles Sostratou, lessee, 18 27 

--kles, 36 1 
-- s, registrant, 9 17 

--s, owner of edaphe, 7-- I.G., II2, 1583 24 

-, ( ? abbreviation can be restored either 
as demotic or as location of mine), 13 79 

(? abbreviation can be restored either 
as demotic or as location of mine), 18 45-46 

Anagyrasioi 
Meidias, lessee and property owner 
Thrasylochos (brother of Meidias), lessee 

Anaphlystioi 
Epikrates Alexiadou (?), lessee 
-- os, mine operator, 22 to 

, registrant, 6 13 

See also commentary on 11 lo 
Aphidnaioi 

Dropides Hermippou (?), lessee 
Kleonymos Philocharous, lessee 
--- son of - - ippos, lessee, 5 i1i 
- -, 30 1 

Araphenios 
Telesikles Kalliou, lessee 

Athmoneis 
Euphemides Kephisodorou, registrant and 

lessee 
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Kephisodoros, lessee 
- - - son of Nikodemos (?), registrant, 9 3 

Deiradiotai 
Timokles Phanok-- (? Deiradiotes or Ma- 

rathonios), registrant 
---, lessee, 15 66 

Dekeleeis. 
Ekphantides Theodorou, registrant and lessee 
Menexenos Metaxenou, registrant and lessee 

Eiresides 
---, lessee, 13 77 

Eiteaieus 
--- son of - - los, registrant and lessee, 16a 

-I. G., JJ2, 1582 106-107, 112 

Eleusinioi 
Hiketes ( ?), lessee 
- - s, property owner, 20 23 

-- -, lessee, 16a + b Face A col. II 55 
---, 21 27 

_---, 25 9 
Erchieis 

-- anes, property owner, 13 24 

- - s, lessee, 5 68 

Euonymeis 
Antixenos, lessee ( ?) 
Diopeithes, owner of workshop and other 

property 
Diotimos Diopeithous, registrant and lessee, 

owner of workshop and other property 
Epikrates Isokratous, registrant and lessee 
Philokrates, owner of workshop and un- 

specified property 
--- son of --s, registrant, 13 86 
--S, 2 20 

-- -, registrant or lessee, 16b - Hesperia, V, 
pp. 393 if., 10 214 

---, owner of edaphe, 12 4 

Gargettioi 
Aisimides Diophanous, registrant and lessee 
Diophanes, owner of workshop 
Phanostratos, registrant, owner of workshop 

and edaphe 
- - - son of Diphilos, lessee, 18 18 
- - - son of Phanostratos ( ?), registrant, 5 

20-21 

- - - son of - - stratos, registrant, 10 = I G., 
II2, 1585 15 

- - es, owner of edaphe, 20 21-22 

- - -, 13 1o0 
Hagnousios 

Chairedemos, lessee 
Halaieis 

Nausikles (?? Halaieus, Palleneus or Pha- 
lereus), registrant 

- - les, registrant, 18 33 
--- son of --s, registrant and lessee, 19 

4, 9 

of Kedoi 
Diokles, owner of workshop (?) 

Kephaleis 
Lysanias Lysikleous, registrant and lessee 
--- son of Antigenes, lessee, 19 27 

Kerameus 
Epiteles, lessee 

Kikynneis 
Lysikrates (?),property owner 
Lysitheides, owner of edaphe and unspecified 

property 
Children of Lysitheides, owners of edatphe, 

29 4, 7 

Kollyteis 
Hypereides Glaukippou, lessee 
Kallimedon Kallikratou, lessee 
Mnesikles, owner of workshop 
-- - son of --ea. . .tos, lessee, 25 25 

Koloneis 
Kerykides, mine operator 
- - - son of - - okles, lessee, 18 8 

Kopreioi 
Leochares, owner of workshop and edatphe 
Xenokles, claimant of workshop, see com- 

mentary on 14 9 
Kropides 

Euthykrates Antidotou, registrant and lessee 
Kydantidai 

Nikeratos (son of Nikias II), owner of 
edaphe and unspecified property 

Nikias (= Nikias I P.A. 10808), owner of 
1,000 slaves used in the mines 

Nikias (-Nikias II son of Nikeratos), 
property owner 
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Timokrates (? Kydantides or Kydathe- 
naieus), lessee 

Kydathenaieus 
Timokrates ( ? Kydathenaieus or Kydan- 

tides), lessee 
Kytherrhioi 

Antisthenes, owner of edaphe 
Aspetos (son of Demostratos), owner of 

workshop and unspecified property 
Autophantos, owner of workshop and edaphe 
Demostratos, owner of furnace 

Lamptreis 
Kallias, lessee and property owner 
Polymelos, lessee 
Smikros, registrant 
-- -, registrant, 4 29 
-- -, lessee, 16a + b = Face A Col. II 60 
-- -, registrant 18 28 
-- -, registrant, 18 38 

Lousieus 
- - os, registrant, 9 10 

Marathonioi 
Timokles Phanok - - (? Marathonios or 

Deiradiotes), registrant 
... ilos Charimedou ( ?), lessee, 19 3 

Meliteis 
Onetor Arkesilou, registrant and lessee 
Theodoros Olympichou, registrant and lessee 
-- s son of Ktesibios, lessee, 16b1 Hes- 

peria, V, pp. 393 ff., 10 2 

- -- son of Theodotos, registrant, 23 2 

Myrrhinousioi 
Mnesidamas Aristodamantos, registrant and 

lessee, owner of edaphe 
--s, lessee (?), 20 30 

--- ? (Myrrhinousios or Phrearrhios), reg- 
istrant, 14 28 

Oethen 
- - les, property owner, 19 21 
--- son of - - ates, lessee, 5 87 

- - -, lessee or registrant (?), 13 164 

of Oion 
Aristoteles Opsiadou, registrant and lessee 
-- des Theotimo, registrant, 5 47 

- - -son of -- ades, lessee, 19 37 

Paianieis 
Diodoros, owner of workshop 
Phanotheos Lysippou, registrant and lessee 
Simos Diodorou, lessee and owner of work- 

shop 
Smikythos (?),holder of mortgage on work- 

shop and slaves 
-- les Simo, lessee, 5 29 
- - ros, property ownter, 15 20 

- son of ---on (?), lessee, 16a+b=- 
Face A col. II 74 

Palleneis 
Epikrates, property owner, see commentary 

on 20 5-11 
Nausikles (?? Palleneus, Halaieus or Pha- 

lereus), registrant 
Theoros Theaio, lessee 
- - - son of --u. . os, registrant or lessee, 

12 8 
---, lessee, 16a=-I G., II2, 1582 45 

Pambotades 
- - - ( ? Pambotades or Skambonides), lessee 

3 lo 
Peiraieis 

Philophron, property owner 
---, lessee, 15 12 

Pelex 
Aleximachos, lessee 

Pergasethen 
- - s, registrant, 28 8 

Phalereis 
Nausikles (?? Phalereus, Halaieus or Pal- 

leneus), registrant 
- - rates, owner of workshop, 18 30 

Phegaieis 
--- son of -- s, lessee (?), 16b -Hesperia, 
V, pp. 393 ff., 10 299 

---, owner of workshop, 24 7 

Philaides 
Archias or Lysias Lysistratou, registrant and 

lessee, 19 9, 13 
Phrearrhioi 

Agenor, registrant 
Diopeithes Diokleido, lessee (?) 
Epizelos, owner of workshop and edaphe 
Kephisophon .... 10 . , lessee 
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Timokleides Hypsichidou, registrant and 
lessee 

--s, owner of edaphe, 13 18 

---, owner of hill (?), 16a-I.G., II2, 

1582 131-132 

--- ( ? Phrearrhios or Myrrhinousios), reg- 
istrant, 14 28 

Phylasios 
Eubios Eueniou, registrant 

Pitheis 
Diochares Diokleous, registrant and lessee 

and property owner 
Diokles, property owner 
Diphilos Pheidippou, registrant and lessee, 

owner of workshop and edaphe 
Pheidippos Phayllou, registrant and lessee, 

owner of workshop, of edaphe, and of un- 
specified property 

Plotheis 
N. i..... ? Plotheus or Alopekethen), 

owner of edaphe 
- - - son of - - los ( ? Plotheus or Alopeke- 

then), registrant, 13 7 

Porios 
--- son of - - oros, registrant and lessee, 5 

73, 18 22 

Potamioi 
Nikandrides, owner of house 
Simylos (?),owner of workshop 

Prospaltios 
---, property owner, 15 47 

Skambonides 
--- ( ? Skambonides or Pambotades), lessee, 

3 io 
Sounieis 

Ameinias Philinou, lessee 
Diokles, property owner 
Diophanes, property owner 
Diphilos Diopeithous, see commentary on 18 

18-22 

Eupolemos .8... us, lessee and owner of 
workshop 

Kimon, property owner 
Leukios Theokleous, lessee and property 

owner 
Meixiades, property owner 

Mnesilochos, registrant 
Philinos, lessee 
Semonides, owner of edaphe 
Teleson, property owner 
Thoutimides Phaniou, registrant and lessee 
Timesios, owner of edaphe 
--kritos, registrant, 2 9 
- - - son of - - okleides, registrant or lessee, 

35 4 

-- os, property owner (?), 14 25 

-- chion, 36 4 

- - -, registrant or lessee (?), 16b =Hes- 
peria, V, pp. 393 ff., 10 217-218 

---, owner of workshop (?), 13 42-43 
---, owner of workshop, 13 53 
---, owner of workshop, 16a + b Face A 

col. II 5 
-- -, owner of edaphe, 25 23 
---, property owner, 5 9 
---, property owner (?), 13 106 
---, property owner, 15 28 

Sphettioi 
Arizelos, owner of two workshops 
Epikles, lessee 
Euetion Autokleidou, lessee 
Euthydikos Mnesitheou, registrant and lessee 
Kallias, lessee and property owner 
Phaidros Kalliou, registrant 
Polyeuktos, lessee 
Thymochares (? son of Kallias), lessee 
... 6. . . son of Epikles, lessee, 5 36 

-- - son of --chos, lessee, 10-I.G., II2, 

1585 6 

- - es, property owner (?), 13 158 

- s, property owner, 15 40 

---, owner of edaphe, 24 5 

Sybridai 
Eumelides Lykinou, registrant and lessee 
Kephisophon, lessee 
---, property owner, 29 8 
-- - ( ? Sybrides or Sypalettios), registrant, 

16a + b-=Face A col. II 56 
Sypalettioi 

Isandros Stratokleous, registrant and lessee 
Lysikles Zelarchou, lessee 
Stratokles Isandrou ( ?), lessee 
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--- (? Sypalettios or Sybrides), registrant, 
16a + b=- Face A Col. II 56 

Themakeis 
Diodoros Pherekleous, registrant and lessee 
Pherekles, owner of edaphe 

Thorikioi 
Aischines, property owner 
Epameinon, owner of edaphe and other prop- 

erty (?) 
Eudraon Eudraonos, registrant and lessee, 

property owner 
Mantias, lessee 
Mantitheos Mantiou, lessee 
Nikias, owner of edaphe 
Smikythos, property owner 
--- son of Aischylides, property owner 

28 5 

--- son of Chares, lessee, 20 47 
- - as, lessee, 2 12 

-- -, former operator of mine, 4 8 
---, lessee, 6 8 
---, property owner, 28 3 
-- -, registrant or lessee, 29 1o 

Thriasioi 
--- son of Aischylos, lessee, 5 1i 
Children of Diotimos (?),owners of edaphe, 
28 9 

Thymaitades 
--- son of - - tos, lessee, 14 2-3 

Non- Athenians 
Siphnians 

Kallaischros, owner of edaphe 
Stesileides (son of Kallaischros ?), owner 

of workshop and unspecified property 
See commentary on 20 1-6 

Thracian 
Sosias, hired slaves from Nikias for use in 

the mines 
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